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ABSTRACT
A Statistical Analysis of App rentice Program Dropouts
and Completers in Utah : 1969- 1974
by
Mark Douglas Randle, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1975
Major Professor: Dr . Gary B. Hansen
Department : Economics
The purpose of this study is to examine a sample of former Utah
apprentices who either completed or dropped out of a registered
apprenticeship program during the five-year period from 1969 to 1974 .
Comparisons were made between the dropouts and completers in order
to determine how the two groups differed and what factors influenced
their decisions to complete or cancel their indentures .
Significant differences were found between the two groups with
respect to their opinions of the training they received as apprentices.
Especially significant differences were seen between the dropouts'
and completers' responses to the questions related to their on- the-job
training .
The study concludes with a dis cussion of the implications of the
findings for the future course of action to be pursued by apprenticeship labor officials in the state.
(215 pages)

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION, REVIEW OF LITERATURE, AND STATEMENT
OF OBJECT! VES
Introduction
The Dictionary of Occupational Titl es gives the following definition for an apprentice :
A worker who learns, according to a written or oral contractual agreement, a recognized skilled craft or trade
requiring two or more years of on-the-job training through
job experience supplemented by related instruction, pri9r
to the time that he may be considered a skilled worker.
Over the past thirty-four years the number of registered apprentices in
training in the United States has grown from 26,137 to over 300,000 at
the present. 2 Partly as a consequence of this growth and partly as a
consequence of the revived interest in manpower training during the
"manpower revolution" of the 1960's, apprenticeship is in the process
of being examined more closely than ever before by researchers and
practitioners alike.

Although reform of apprenticeship does not take

on the importance in the public's eye as do our current environmental,
energy, social, and economic problems, one prominent researcher on the
subject points out that apprenticeship is, or should be, a prominent
topic on the public agenda for the following reasons:
1Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 1965, Vol. I, p. 17.

2u.s. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training , Trends in Apprentice Registration, Bulletin
72-40 (Washington, D.C .: Manpower Administration, 1972).
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1.

Because of the widely-held notion that unions in the construc-

tion ind ustry ma intain wages above the competi tive level through regulation of the number of apprentices in training.
2.

Because of the fact that mino r it ies have not been, in the past,

properl y represented in the skilled trades, and thus in apprentices hip,
which is considered to be the main door to these trades .
3.

Because of the need to better match the supply of skilled

workers to the demand.
4.

Because of the need to achieve greater productivity and out-

put through more highly skilled workers. 3
Whatever the reason for having interest in either expanding or
reforming apprenticeship or both, it is clear that apprenticeship has
withstood the test of time and established itself as a proven method of
skill training, and there are indications that it will continue to play
an important role in supplying the economy with skilled workers.

Former

Secretary of Labor Peter J . Brennan recently issued a cha llenge to government and private enterprise to expand apprenticeship into occupations
which traditionally have not utilized apprenticeship to meet their
needs for skilled workers . 4 Steps have also been taken to provide
apprenticeship opportunities to a greater number of minority as well as
white youths.

A working Conference on New Initiatives in Apprenticeship

was held in August, 1973, with representatives of labor, management,
and academia on hand to discuss proposals and re commendations designed
3
Felician F. Feltman , ed ., Apprenticeship Training in the 1970 's:
Report of a Conference (Washington, D. C. : U.S . Department of Labor,
1974), pp . 1-2.
4Peter J . Brennan, "Realizing Apprenticeship's Potential," Manpower, VI (September , 1974), 2.
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to improve and expand the present apprenticeship system . 5 That same
year a conference of academicians and practitione rs was convened under
the directio n of the Office of Research and Development of the Depa rtment of Labo r to discuss areas for potential research in apprent i ceshi p
and to discuss preliminary findings on ap prenti ceship resea rc h that
was already underway . 6
One of the problems which apprenticeship currently faces, and
which is causing a great deal of concern on the part of apprenticeship
administrators, is the serious dropout rate of apprenticeship programs
(commonly estimated to be 50 percent nationwide) .

Interestingly, very

little has been done to research this problem in an attempt to isolate
the causes .

It makes sense that, i n order to expand apprenticeship,

there will have to be incentives to employers to take on the training
functio ns and incur the related costs.

The high dropout rate of appren-

tice programs is pri ma facie evidence of a huge investment loss suffered
by employers, government, and tax payers .

More important, however, is

the fact that the high dropout rate is symptomati c of problems within
the apprenticeship system itself .

Clearly, there exists a need to

thoroughly assess the system of app renticeship before any expansion
should take place .

Indeed, the type of expansion former Labor Secretary

Brennan hoped for cannot take place until the problems accounting for
the high dropout rates among apprenti ces are isolated and solutions
found to overcome them.
5For a detailed report of the proceedings of this conference see
U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Repor t of Task Force
on New Ini ti atives in Apprenticeship (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1973) .
6The results of this conferen ce are summarized in Feltman,
Apprenticeship Training.
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The apprenticeship system in Utah has not been immune to the problems affecting the high apprenticeship dropout rate.

They have, in

fact, been a cause of considerable concern on the part of the Utah State
Apprenticeship Council.

In 1973, the State Director of Apprent i cesh ip

approa ched the Utah State University Manpower Development Service to
solicit help in the investigation of the reasons behind the high number
of dropouts from apprenticeship programs in Utah .

This study is the

end result of those investigations .
The specific purpose of this study will be to study apprentice
dropouts and completers in Utah over a five-year period, in order to
determine what variables influenced their decisions to complete or terminate a program, and to isolate existing problem areas which may be
contributing factors thereto .

Recommendations which may lead to the

improvement of the apprenticeship system i n Utah will also be presented.
Review of Literature
Li terature on apprentice dropouts and follow-up studies of former
apprentices are virtuall y nonexistent .

In 1959, the Bureau of Appren-

ticeship and Training (BAT) of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) conducted a follow-up study of former apprentices throughout the u.s. 7
The study made no attempt to look specifically at apprentice dropouts
or to differentiate the respondents by their completion status.

It

centered primarily on the general characteristics of the app rent ices,
opinions about their training, and their current employment status.

The

7u.s. Department of Labor, r,1anpower Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, Car eer Patterns of Former Apprenti ces,
Technical Bulletin T-197 (Washington , D. C. : U.S . Department of Labor,
1959)
0
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findings of the study are interesting since it examined many of the same
areas as those examined in this study .
The 1959 BAT study found that only 57 percent of the apprentices
had finished high school, while 12 percent had not even advanced beyond
grade school.

This is probably directly attributable to the less rigid

entrance requirements which the aspiring apprentice faced then .

The

study also looked at the respondent's sources of advice to enter
apprenticeship.

Table l.

Table l summarizes the study's findings in this area.

Sources of advice to enter apprenticeship taken from career
patterns of former apprentices
Source

Percent

Parents or close relatives

48.5

Employer

24.5

Vocational counselors or teachers

17. l

Union official

10.8

Other

41.8

Source:

U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, Careet Patterns of Former
Apprentices, Technical Bulletin T-197 (Washington, D.C . :
U. S. Department of Labor, 1959) .

As can be seen, almost half of the respondents to the DOL survey
indicated that their parents or a close relative had advised them about
apprenticeship.

It was indicated by 17.1 percent that their school

counselors had suggested apprenticeship to them.
The 1959 study found that of the respondents, 89.4 percent were
currently employed in the same trade in which they were indentured.

Of

6

those that left the skilled trades, the majority were employed in other
skilled occupations and only a few were employed in unskilled or semisk i lled vocations . 8 The study also found that a large percentage of
the former apprentices had advanced beyond the journeyman level to
positions of supervisor, contractor, or foreman.

In addition, the sur-

vey results indicated that of the former apprentices surveyed, only
1.6 percent were unemployed . 9
Very little information on the quality of training the apprentices
felt they had received was gleaned from the survey.

The respondents

were asked only to rate their training as very good, satisfactory, or
unsatisfactory .

They were not asked to rank specific phases of the

apprenti ceship process, and thus the results of this part of the survey
are rather hard to interpret .

However, about half of the respondents

rated the training as very good.

The remainder rated it as satisfactory,
with a small proportion feeling that it was unsatisfactory . 10
The survey concluded by asking the apprentices how the training
could have been improved.

Again, little detail as to what was meant

by "improvement" was provided .

Of the apprentices, 51.1 indicated

"better instruction" was needed.

The remainder indicated "broader train-

ing," improvements in journeyman-apprentice relationship, and employerapprentice relationships .
In summary, the 1959 DOL study dealt only with former apprentices
who had completed apprenticeship.
8
Ibid., p. 3.
9

10

Ibid.

Ibid., p. 4 .

No effort was made to look at those

who didn't .

It is characterized by its lack of conclusion and detail

from which conclusions could be drawn .

Perhaps the greatest value of

the study is the data on post-apprenticeship employment.

However,

looking only at completers it is difficult to determine what part
apprenticeship played in the current employment status of the survey
respondents, since no comparisons between dropouts and completers can
be made in this area.
In 1954, the BAT conducted a follow-up study of former apprentices
from all trades throughout the United States. 11 This study centered on
apprentice dropouts and its chief objectives were to determine why the
apprentices had terminated their indentures and what their employment
status was at the time of the survey.

The reasons the former app rent ices

gave for terminating their indentures are summarized in Table 2.
The respondents to this survey were also asked to indicate their
current employment situation.

Of those that dropped out of apprentice-

ship during their first year of indenture, only approximately 30 percent
were employed in a fie ld related to their training . Another study done
in 1959 12 indicated that 93 percent of former app rentices from the
construction industry were currently employed in a field related to
their training, with 20 percent employed as foremen and 10 percent as
contractors.
There have been a few other studies re lated to apprenticeship which
have made a cursory examination of the dropout problem .

Time and space

llu .s. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, Follow-up Study of Former Apprent i ces, Tech nical Bulletin T-143 (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1956) .
12 Joseph H. Schuster, "Caree r Patterns of Former Apprentices in the
Construction Trades," Constructi on Review, May, 1959 .
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Table 2.

Reasons for cancelling indenture
Reason

Percent

Needed more money

22 . 4

Opportunity to receive journeyman wage

11 . 6

Unsuited to the trade

11.6

Did not like the trade

6.7

Opportunity to go into business

6. 0

Wanted steady work

5. 7

Family difficult i es

3. 3

Laid off

13 .3

Training program discontinued
Source:

2.9

U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Adm1n1strat1on, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, Follow-up Study of Forme~
App~entice s, Technical Bulletin T-143 (Washington, D. C. :
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1954) .

will not be taken to discuss them here, since the results are not
cl osely related to this study.

Suffice it to say, again, that literature

s pecifically dealing with apprentice dropouts is extremely scarce .

One

scholar after an intensive search was only able to locate eight studies
which dealt in one way or another with the dropout problem. 13 As men tioned before, none of these studies have made in-depth statist i cal
comparisons between dropouts and completers.

However, they have been

valuable in that they have helped in forming many of the hypotheses
discussed in later chapters of this study.

In addition, they have

13 of these, only those which were obtainable for examination are
discussed in this chapter .

9

raised important questions and uncovered pertinent problems which will
be loo ked at in more detail herein .
The first in-depth loo k at the dropo ut prob lem up until now was
done by Dr. Thomas A. Barocci in Wisconsin in 1972. 14 The salient char acteristic of Dr. Barocci's study is its thoroughness.

Using chi-

square and other significance tests, along with 2 by 2 contingency
tables, Ba rocci made detailed in vestigations between completers and
dropouts in areas such as personal characteristics and background,
post-apprenticeship income and employment, opinions of on-the-job and
related instruct ion, etc .

In add ition, completion and post-apprenticeship

income models were developed using econometric models.
Barocci's study was the first to use statistical techniques in
comparing dropouts and completers and, particularly, in attempting to
determine in what ways they differ.

Barocci developed many hypotheses

about how dropouts and completers diffe r based on former studies and
hi s own observations and, subsequently, tested these hypotheses using
statistical techniques .

His study can be considered pathbreaking si nce

it ans wered many questions which apprenticeship practitioners and
theorists had speculated on for ma ny years .
The study by Barocci has laid the foundation and set an example
for researchers of the dropout problem .

Many of Barocci's findings in

Wisconsin are pertinent and should be tested in other areas of the
United States.

It is believed, and is the basis of this study, that

14Thomas A. Barocci, "The Drop-out and the Wisconsin Apprenticeship
Program: A Descriptive and Econometric Analysis" (unpub l ished Ph.D .
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1972) .

10
such empirical tests will be valuable in shaping the future of apprenticeship in the United States.
The Wisconsin study will be alluded to in greater detail throughout the remainder of this study.

Many of Barocci's conclusions,

hypotheses, and findings will be examined in light of the Utah data
and appropriate comparisons will be made .

However, it is appropriate

at this time to examine some of the more important findings of his
study.

They may be summarized as follows:

1.

Those most likely to complete apprenticeship are white males,

married with dependents, and union members.
2.

Half of those who dropped out of apprenticeship are working

in the same field in which they received some training.
3.

Rotation on-the-job so as to learn all facets of the trade

was felt to be the most important aspect of an apprentice's on-the-job
training.
4.

Those with formal education beyond high school are less likely

to complete apprenticeship training than those with an eleventh or
twelfth grade education.
5.

On the whole, completers tend to earn more than dropouts; how-

ever, how much more depends to a great extent on the trade area in
which the apprenticeship was served.
6.

Union membership affects earnings positively.

Union members

earn approximately $1,600 more per year than those who are unorganized.
7.

The occupational area in which training is received is an

important factor in completion .

The best chance for completion is in

the industrial trades, with construction second, the service trades
third, and the graphic arts last .
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8.

Some apprentices drop out after exposure to training because

they find that the field is not to their liking .
9.

A high percentage of all respondents indicated that related

instruction was not sufficientl y related to tasks that had to be performed on the job .
In addition to the above findings, Barocci presented data on income, current employment status, opinions of on-the-job training, etc.
These will be looked at in later chapters.
Significant among Barocci 's conclusions is that apprenticeship, as
it stands today, may not be adequate in meeting the demands of its
consumers; i.e., employers and potential apprentices .

Greater flexi-

bility, adjustment of the length of training, and financial assistance
for employers were all discussed by Barocci .
Hopefully, this brief literature review has served to lay a
foundation for what follows, as well as help the reader become acquainted
with the scanty research which has been done on the apprentice dropout
problem .
Objectives of the Study
The overall objective of this study will be to look at apprentice
dropouts and completers in Utah over a five-year period and determine
which variables influenced the apprentices' decisions to complete or
terminate a program, as well as which variables are crucial to program
qua l ity.

In addition, dropouts and completers will be compared in

their opinions and attitudes toward their training, in their personal
backgrounds, and in their current employment status .
objectives of the study can be summarized as fo l lows:

Specifical ly, the

12

l.

To determine the ways in which dr opouts diffe r from those who

completed their training .
2. To determine what factors in f luenced the apprentices' decisions
to complete or terminate th eir indentu res .
3.

To determine whether or not cancellation of an indenture

necessarily thwarts the occupational goals of the dropout apprentices.
4.

To determine how dropouts differ from completers in terms of

post-apprenticeship income and job status .
5.

To determine whether or not the amount of pre- apprenticeship

information about the trade and apprentice program possessed by each
apprentice affects his likelihood of completion.
6.

To determine if the apprentices' opinions about the in-school

related training and on-the-job training are significant as determinants
of completion .
7.

To determine the primary reasons for the apprentices' decisions

to terminate their indentures before full-term.
8.

To determine if the apprentices received a wage commensurate

with their status in the pr ogram as prescribed by law .
9.

To investigate alternatives to the present system of training

apprentices .
10 .

To determine, overall, how successful the current apprentice-

ship system is in meeting its stated objectives .
Each of these objectives will be treated in the following chapters.
In Chapter Ill, the methodology employed in meeting the objectives will
be discussed .

Chapter IV will take a close look at the personal char-

acteristics and background of the apprentices .

In Chapter V, the pre-

apprenticeship experiences of the apprentices will be reviewed, and a

13

determination made of if and how they differed between dropouts and
completers .

In Chapter VI, a close look at the on-the- job phase of

the apprentices' training will be taken, together with a look at how
the dropouts and completers differed in their experiences in this area.
In Chapter VII, related instruction, lay-off experience, and apprentice
wage rates will be discussed; and in Chapter VIII, a look at postapprenticeship income, employment, and reasons for cancellation is
taken .

Finally, in Chapter IX, a summary of findings and an examination

of their implications for future policy will be made.

14

CHAPTER II
UTAH APPRENTICESHIP
The institution of apprenticeship possesses many characteristi cs
which are common to it no matter where it is found, yet there do exist
important differen ces especia lly between states, in the ways and methods of accomplishing its objectives.

In this chapter, an attempt will

be made to closely examine the development and present administration
of apprenticeship within the State of Utah .

The discussion herein will,

hopefully, provide the necessary background for better understanding
the following chapters.
App renticeship in Utah
The State Apprenticeship Council and
legal foundation
Passage of the Fitzgerald Act by Congress in 1937 marked the begin ning of formally registered apprenticeship for most states (at least
one state, Wisconsin, had state apprenticeship laws prior to the passage
of the Fitzgerald Act) . 1 Briefly, the Fitzgerald Act gave the
Secretary of Labor the responsibility of promoting and authorizi ng labo r
standards designed to safeguard the welfare of apprentices .

In addition,

the Act charged the Secretary with the further responsibility of formulation and promulgation of minimum standards of apprenticeship for
formally recognized apprenticeship programs.

As a result of the passage

of the Fitzgerald Act, the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship was formed
1see Appendix A for the text of this act .
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in 1937.

The Secretary of Labor gave the Committee the responsibility

of establishing apprenticeship standards which were to be adhered to in
order for a program to be formally registered with the Department of
Labor.

To carry out this registration process, as well as to act in an

advisory and monitoring capacity, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training (BAT) was established .

Offices of the BAT were opened in every

state to carry out the registration process and to encourage and assist
industry in the development of quality apprenticeship programs.

It

should be noted that there was and currently is no legal requirement
that an apprentice program be registered.

The purpose of registering

an apprentice program is somewhat analogous to accreditation of schools
of higher education.

It simply gives the program the formal recognition

and credibility of having met the minimum standards for registration as
established by the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship.
Formal registration and monitoring of apprenticeship programs
began in Utah in the early 1940's under the provisions of the Fitzgerald
Act.

Offices of the BAT were opened in Ogden, Salt Lake, and Provo,

and formal registration of apprentice programs complying with the
federal standards began.

At this time, apprenticeship in Utah (and no

doubt the rest of the nation) was confined almost exclusively to the
construction trades .
From the time of its inception, the BAT encouraged individual states
to adopt formal apprenticeship legislation which would provide minimum
standards which would meet or exceed the national standards.
formal apprenticeship legislation was passed in Utah.

In 1950,

In addition to

giving formal recognition to apprenticeship as a means of skill training
and post-secondary education, the legislation provided funding for the
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establishment of a State Apprenticeship Counc i l (SAC) 2 and a director
of apprenticeship to work within the organizational framework of the
State Industrial Commission.

The legislation further stated the objec-

tives of the State Apprenticeship Council to be as follows:
To open to young people the opportunity to obtain training
that will equip them for profitable employment and citizenship; to set up, as a means to this end, a program of
voluntary apprenticeship under approved apprenticeship
agreements providing facilities for their training and
guidance in the arts and crafts of industry and trade
with parallel instruction in related and supplementary
education; to promote employment opportunities for young
people under conditions providing adequate training and
reasonable earnings; and to relate the supply of skilled
workers to employer demands . 3
The legislation further charged the SAC with the responsibility to
. .. formulate policies for the effective administration of
this act . .. [to] establish standards for apprenticeship
agreements which shall in no case be lower than those prescribed in this act ... to issue such rules and regulations
as may be necessary to carry out the intents and purposes
of this act ... . 4
From 1950 onward the SAC established official apprenticeship standards for the State of Utah .

These standards were then formally recog-

nized by the U. S. Secretary of Labor as conforming to federal standards
in conformance with the policy of the U.S. Department of Labor to grant
recognition to state apprenticeship agencies as the apprentice registration authority within the state when state apprenticeship standards meet
or exceed federal standards.

Thus, since 1950, the SAC has been the

sole authority to register and supervise formal apprentice programs in
2see Appendix B for the text of the 1950 legislation and the makeup of the SAC.
3utah, Utah Code, Title 35, Chapter 8 (also see Appendix B).
4
Ibid.
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Utah .

In addition, it has the responsi.bility of promoting formal

registered apprenticeship programs where there have previously been
only informal noncegistered programs or no formal training at all.
In summary, the major responsibilities now assumed by the Utah
SAC are:
1.

Servicing of all registered apprenticesh ip programs in the

state.
2.

Promotion of new apprenticeship programs and establishment

of formal training standards .
3.

Coordination of related-instruction programs with the State

Department of Vocational Education.
4.

Approval of veterans' programs for apprentices and on-the-job

training in cooperation with the Veterans' Administration.
5.

Outreach activity to promote training opportunities for

minorities .
Program servicing (number 1 above) is one of the most important
responsibilities of the SAC in maintaining the quality of on-the-job
training and assuring adherence to the established standards of the
apprenticeship agreement.

Under Utah standards, each reg istered

apprentice is required to maintain a record of the work processes he
has performed on the job.

This record is to be kept current and

signed by his foreman or supervisor.

At specifi ed intervals (dis-

cussed later in this chapter), a SAC field representative must visit
each program, examine these records, and assure that both the apprentice and employer are adhering to the apprenticeship agreement.
addition, the SAC representative is authorized to help settle
apprentice-employer disagreements if they should arise.

Keeping

In
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employers abreast of training developments and aiding the employer in
the pro vision of quality on-the-job training are also du ti es of the SAC .
Hereafter, these functions wi 11 be refer re d to generally as "fie 1d
work" or "servicing."

However, as will be discussed later in this

chapter, not all servicing is performed by SAC representatives, as the
servicing of many programs is assumed by the BAT staff and also by
privately employed training coordinators .
During the decade of the fifties the SAC operated within the organizational framework of the State Industrial Commission, and funds
for its operation were appropriated from the Industrial Commission
budget .

The 1950 Act only authorized up to $20,000 annually to be

appropriated from the Industrial Commission budget for the operation
of the SAC .

This modest appropriation created serious financial prob-

lems for the nascent council.

First, although the Act provided for

the services of a full-time Director of Apprenticeship, lack of funds
militated against it.
this period of time .

As a result, no director was ever employed during
In fact, the only full-time staff member of the

SAC was a secretary who assumed, besides her secretarial functions,
the functions of a director .

Consequently, there was little apprentice-

ship activity at the state level in the 1950's other than program
registration.

Almost 100 percent of program servicing and monitoring

was assumed by the BAT under the auspices of the SAC.

Because of this

dependence on the BAT to carry out most of the servicing, this was a
period of close cooperation between the BAT and SAC.
In 1960, the SAC was moved from the offices of the Industrial
Commission and began operating as an autonomous state agency within
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the organizational jurisdiction of the Industrial Commission .

Suffi -

cient appropriations were secured to employ a full-time director for
the first time since the establishment of the council .

However,

enough funds were not secured to allow for the adequate staffing of
the council, and as a result the bulk of the field work continued to
be performed by the BAT, in cooperation with and under the aegis of
the SAC.

Minor increases in appropriations were received by the SAC

during the decade of the sixties for operating expenses, but no increase
in the size of the field staff was possible throughout this period.
The decade of the sixties was a period of rapid growth for Utah
apprenticeship, notwithstanding the lack of financial support to the
SAC.

The number of active registered apprentices increased from 1,111
in 1964 to 2,013 in 1970, 5 an increase of 81 percent. This rapid

growth resulted in substantial servicing workloads on the limited
number of BAT and SAC officials and militated against adequate program
servicing by the SAC field staff which, at this time, still consisted
of only the director of apprenticeship .

By the late 1960's the problem of inadequate staffing of the SAC had become very serious. 6 In

FY 1969-70 the SAC requested an increase in appropriations sufficient
to hire another full-time staff member to carry some of the servicing
load and aid in the registration and promotion of new programs. 7 However, despite a budget request of $32,900, the SAC was appropriated
5According to data obtained from SAC records (see Appendix F).
6According to David Turner, State Director of the BAT, the situation was a matter of survival. Rapid growth was making it impossible
to meet the servicing and program registration demands.
7utah, Annual Budget of the State of Utah, 1969- 70, pp. 158-159.
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only $21,000 for the yea r , apparently wi th the intention of keeping
the apprenti ceship progr am at its current operating level . 8
The following year (FY 1970-71), the SAC again requested that
enough funds be provided to add an additional field representative .
The SAC was only partially successful in securing the funds in this
year, 9 but with the help of an additional grant from the Veterans'
Administration 10 it became possible to hire an additional field representative .

The duty of the additional staff member , along with the

servicing function, was to review and approve apprenticeship programs
for veterans as a Veterans Certification Officer . While the additional
field representative relieved some of the servicing burden of the SAC,
the shortage of adequate staff was still felt by the SAC officials to
be acute .
In FY 1972-73 a request was made to the legislature for the funding of two additional field representatives with the purpose of
alleviating the servicing problem.

A strong effort was made by the

director of apprenticeship in that year to impress the legislature with
the urgency of the problem of inadequate staffing and its adverse

8utah, State of Utah, Appropriati ons Report, 1969- ?0, p. 36.
9The SAC had requested $38,800 for FY 1970-71, but was only
appropriated $23,200 . See Utah, Annual Budge t of the State of Utah,
1970-71, p. 216; and Utah, State of Utah Appropriat i ons Report , 19?0?1, p. 36.
10A Veterans' Administration grant for $10,800 was received to
help fund the services of a veterans' apprenticeship program certification officer . The SAC assumed the function of reviewing and cert ifying
apprenticeship programs for veterans in 1970 .
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consequences upon program quality and growth . 11

The effo rt was success-

ful, and the two men were hired beginning in 1972.

One of them was

assigned to work solely as a field representative and the other one
to work as a field representative and veterans certification officer.
As a result of the increase in the SAC field staff size, much of the
servicing work was assumed by the SAC, whereas before it was done almost exclusively by the BAT .

This has resulted in significant changes

in the relationship between the BAT and the SAC, especially with
respect to the redefinition of their relationships and the spirit of
cooperation between the two offices.
Funding for apprenticeship supervision in Utah, notwithstanding
the substantial increases in financial support granted by the state
legislature in recent years, is still considered by SAC officials to
be a serious prob lem .

By their own admission, the staff of the SAC

finds it very difficult to follow up on servicing and monitoring
activities once a new program has been established due primarily to the
staff size, which they feel is inadequate .

Currently, the SAC is

responsible for servicing approximately 693 or 90 percent of the
registered programs in the state .

These programs, since they tend to

be smaller than those serviced by the BAT, account fo r only 50 percent
of the registered apprentices in the state .

SAC officials admit that

11 In effect, an ultimatum was issued by the SAC in which the legislature was given the choice of either providing sufficient funds for
additional field representatives or "closing the doors of the Apprenticeship Council." The legislators responded, evidently convinced
this time of the seriousness of the problem. The SAC request for FY
1972-73 was for $69,200 . It was appropriated $60,500 , with $13,000
coming f rom the VA to continue subsidization of the veterans' apprenticeship certification work done by the SAC. See Utah, Annua~ Budget
of the State of Utah, 1972-73, p. 264; Utah, State of Utah Appropriation
Report, 1972- 73, p. 38.
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much of their time is spent in the registration and review of new
programs, a fact which militates against adequate servicing of the
existing programs .

It is the official policy of the SAC to visit pro-

grams at least four times annually for servicing and monitoring.

As

mentioned, however, the limited staff size of the SAC militates against
these visits being made.

This lack of servicing and follow-up of

registered programs results

in many problems with the quality of

training and apprentice-employer relationships.

The extent and sever-

ity of these problems will be discussed in more detail in Chapter IX.
Role of the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training
The major roles of the BAT have already been mentioned briefly
in the preceding section.

In states with legally established SAC's

and apprenticeship standards the SAC assumes sole responsibility and
is granted sole authority for registration, monitoring, and servicing
of registered apprentice programs.

The U.S. Department of Labor's

policy is that BAT personnel stationed in SAC states must observe the
state's administrative and regulatory requirements.
In Utah, the BAT functions as required under the aegis of the
SAC.

Since the BAT was the first apprenticeship agency to be active

in the state, however, it continues to service many of the programs
which it registered before the passage of the 1950 Act.
under the supervision of and in cooperation with the SAC.

It does this
At the

present time, the BAT is servicing approximately 10 percent of the
registered programs in the state.

However, these are the larger Joint
Apprenticeship and Training Committee (JATC) Programs 12 and the
12 see Chapter II, pp . 24-28 .
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Kennecott Copper Program (the largest employer of apprentices in the
stat e) .

As a res ult, although it services approximatel y only 77, or

10 percent, of the registered programs in Utah, it services appro xi mately 50 percent of the registered apprentices in the state .

The

BAT is currently operating with only one field representative, the
state director of the BAT .

Due to cutbacks in funds appropriated to

the BAT by Congress, the size of the BAT staff in Utah was reduced in
1974 from three to just the state director .
The substantial changes in the size of the SAC and BAT staffs
since 1970 suggest the possibility of changes in their ability to service apprenticeship programs.

It was already implied t hat "service

calls" on existing programs play an important role in program quality.
Theoretically, SAC or BAT field staff should actively monitor registered apprenti ce programs to assure that the standards set forth in
the apprenticeship agreements are being complied with, and to help solve
any disagreements between apprentice and employer which might arise.
There are currently no r i gid standards, at least as far as having
formally established staff-apprentice ratios, which govern the servicing function of the SAC and BAT.

Since the number of apprentices

fluctuates quite widely from period to period, it is difficult to try
and establish formal staff-to- apprentice ratios .

Therefore, the pol-

icy of the SAC is to simply establish standards governing the number
of visits to each program annually .
in the previous section.

These standards were mentioned

The BAT, on the other hand, does not have

the servicing demands on it that the SAC does.

This is primarily due

to the fact that since the BAT deals primarily with JATC programs,
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the servicing work is done by the JATC coordinator, union business
agent, or personnel director (in the case of in-plant programs) . 13
The BAT works primarily with these people in the dissemination of
information of federal programs, equal employment opportunity, changes
in legislation affecting apprenticeship, etc.

This kind of servicing

does not require as much time as does the actual reviewing of programs
for registration and individual follow-up and servicing that the SAC
must perform for individual, independent programs. 14
Whereas the SAC staff is responsible to a great degree for the
qua lity of the individual, independent programs it services, the BAT
does not bear this responsibility to as great a degree since this is
the primary responsibility of the JATC coordinators, union business
agents, etc .

The majority of the time now spent by BAT staff in ser-

vicing is in the enforcement of equal-opportunity compliance activities.
The JATC
There are at the present time eight active state or area craft
Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committees with fuZZ-time coordinators in Utah (see Table 3).

In addition, Eimco, Kennecott Co pper,

13 see Chapter II, pp . 24-28.
14There are, basically, three distinct types of apprenticeship
programs:
l . Individual employer-administered programs where, through
preference of the employer or employee, the employer conducts
formal training in a program registered with the SAC. Neither the
employer nor the employee are union members.
2. Craft Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee (JATC)
Programs, as discussed in Chapter II, pp. 24-28.
3. Unilatera l programs, which are programs established between
the apprentices and a management organization acting for the employer,
or between a labor organization acting for the apprentice and an
employer .
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Utah Power and Light, and Geneva Steel have established in-plant
apprenticeship programs which are administered by in-plant JATC's for
the specific trades involved, which have sole jurisdiction over the
apprentices working in the plant.

Moreover, many industrial, con-

struction, and graphic arts locals have established JATC's on a somewhat smaller scale without full-time coordinators.

The present

discussion will focus on those JATC's with full-time coordinators.
However, the same principles apply to in-plant JATC's and JATC's without full-time coordinators.

Table 3.

Craft Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committees operating
in Utah with full-time coordinators
Statewide
JATC

Union

Local
JATC's

No.
coordinators

No.
apprenticesa

Ironworkers

Yes

No

137

IBEW

Yes

Yes

73

Operating
engineers

Yes (subcommittee)

No

2

120

Pipe trades

Yes

Yes

180

Carpenters

Yes

Yes

200

Outside
linemen

Yes (subcommittee)

No

46

Bricklayers

Yes

Yes

91

Sheet metal

Yes

No

110

aAs of August, 1974.
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The JATC and its responsibilities are established within the legal
framework of the collective bargaining agreement between the union
and the employer .

As a general rule, each local union within a trade

will have provided for a JATC under the provisions of the collective
bargaining agreement, to administer the apprenticeship program wit hin
its jurisdiction.

Whether or not this JATC has statewide or area

jurisdiction depends on the jurisdiction of the local union.

For

example, in Utah the Carpenters , Pipe Trades, Bricklayers, and Electricians Unions all have more than one local within the state.
of these locals has its own JATC .

Each

Each of the local JATC ' s is pre -

sided over by a statewide Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee
which oversees the activities of the local JATC.

Each of these state -

wide JATC's employs a full-time coordinator of training, whose
responsibilities and functions will be explained below.

The Brick-

layers, Ironworkers, and Sheet Metal Workers Un i ons have on ly one
local within the state, and each has an established JATC wit h a fulltime statewide coordinator.

The Operati ng Engineers local covers

four states with one area JATC which has jurisdiction over the four
states and four local subcommittees who, with their respective coord i nators, have jurisdiction over the training within each state.

The

Ou t side Linemen local covers a five-state area, with one JATC subcommittee in each state and one coordinator for the entire area.
Generally, JATC's are comprised of equal numbers of representatives from management and labor, with the labor representatives being
appointed by the local union and the management representatives being
selected by the employer's association .

Briefly, JATC's are responsib le
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for the screening, reviewi ng, f i nal selection, and placement of apprentices as we ll as the establishment of tra ining standards .

In addition,

it is the responsibility of the JATC to monitor the apprentices'
progress, assure prog ram quality, and help settle app rentice-employe r
differen ces .

The aforementioned JATC's have retained the services of

a full -time training coordinator who carries out many of the responsibilities of the JATC, and is directly responsible to the JATC for the
administration of its standards, programs, policies, etc. 15 In
addition, t he coordinator is responsible for seeing that the apprentices in his programs are receiving adequate related classroom instruction either in public institutions or private union facilities.
The coordinators are responsible for seeing each apprentice on the job
once a month and for keeping up-to- date records of the training of
each apprentice with respect to the work processes whi ch the apprentice has had experience in, his progress and grades in related classroom instruction, attitudes, employer relationships, etc .

In those

unions with the smaller JATC programs with no full-time coordinator,
these functions are assumed by the union business agent, or by the
personnel director in the case of in-plant JATC programs .
In addition to the visits and monitoring by the JATC coordinator
or union business agent, each apprentice is supposed to appear before
the JATC once every six months to review his progress up to that
point, and have an opportunity to air any complaints he may have.
15 As mentioned before, the smaller locals of the pipe trades,
electricians, bricklayers, and carpenters have JATC ' s but employ no
coordinator . The coordinator of the statewide JATC services the
apprentices in these programs .
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Disciplinary action in the form of suspension or official reprimand
can be taken against the apprentice at any time by the JATC .
Another unique feature of the JATC apprenticeship concept is the
training trust fund .

Federal law permits the establishment of train-

in g trust funds designed to defray the costs of apprentice training
as part of the collective bargaining agreement .

Generally, the fund

comes from assessments on union employers based on the number of hours
worked by journeymen and apprentices.

The fund pays for the costs

of administering the programs, coordinators' salaries, related instruction materials, etc.

JATC's in Utah in the construction trades
spend between $10,000 and $92,000 annually 16 on apprenticeship training .

Estimates indicate that the amount spent administratively per

apprentice in these programs is anywhere from two to five times as
much as the corresponding figures for apprentices registered in
independent or unilateral programs administered by the SAc . 17
The trust fund concept appears to be a sound one and, in the opinion of the general apprenticeship community, has brought about major
improvements in the quality of training in JATC programs.

Pr ior to

1967, only two local unions in Utah had established training trust
funds and JATC ' s .

Since 1967, the remaining major craft unions have

established training trust funds, set up JATC's, and hired full-time
training coordinators.

16 Based on estimates of the state director of the BAT.
17 The estimate of SAC administrative costs per apprentice is $13.
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Employers and state
The employer plays an integral part in the app rent iceship training process .

At leas t one author has claimed that the employer is the
single most important component in the apprenticeship system. 18
Indeed, this is logical since without the cooperation of the employer,
no training could be given in the first place.

And it is ultimately

upon the individual employer which rests the responsibility of providing quality training.
The role of the state is confined t o the provision of facilities
and, under certain circ umstances curricu lum for the related instruction phase of an apprentice's training .

In Utah, this comes under

the responsibility of the State Department of Vocational Education .
Discussion in greater detail of the roles of employer and state will
be deferred until Chapter VI (On-The-Job Training} and Chapter VII
(Related Classroom Instructi on, Lay-Off Experience, and Wage Rates) .
Other agencies with an interest in
apprenticeship
The most important agencies involved in the administration of
apprenticeship training in Utah have now been discussed.

However,

there are other agencies within the state which have an indirect
interest in apprenticeship . 19 The one which is of greatest interest
18 Barocci, "The Drop-out and the Wisconsin Apprenti ceship Program," pp . 18-22 .
19Many established manpower programs such as those under NAB/JOBS,
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA ), WIN, and others
mention apprenticeship training among their stated objectives. The
SAC services apprentices who are sponsored by these programs are
required to meet the same standards as any othe r program.
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to this study, however, is the Apprenticeship Outreach Program.

The

Outreach Program was begun in the second half of the 1960's by the
Manpower Administration of the U. S. Department of Labor, with the
purpose of recruiting and preparing minority youth, principally blacks
and Spanish-Americans, for apprenticeship programs.

The program is

supported by U. S. Department of Labor funds and receives technical
assistance from the AFL-CIO Building and Construction Trades Councils.
The Utah Outreach Program, established by the U. S. Department of
Labor in 1968, is conducted by the Utah Building Trades Councils, and
is funded by the U.S . Department of Labor.
Since its inception in 1968, the Utah Outreach Program has placed
232 minority apprentices in apprenticeship programs.

Unfortunately,

no follow-up is attempted by the Outreach Program to determine what
the status of these minority placements is .

Therefore, it is not

known, for example, how many of these apprentices have completed, cancelled, or are still serving their indentures .
be alluded to once again in Chapter IX .

This situation will

Suffice it to say here that

the lack of such follow-up data makes it impossible to make a sound
judgment of the real effectiveness of the Apprenticeship Outreach Program in Utah .
Growth of apprenticeship in Utah
Apprenticeship in Utah, after a long period of gestation, has
established itself as a proven means of skill training, experiencing
rapid growth over the past seven years.

The national trends towards

choosing a career in the trades rather than one for which higher education is a prerequisite has definitely been seen in Utah .

In 1965,
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for example, there were 1,022 registered apprentices in the state .

By

the end of 1970 there were 2,013, a 97 percent increase over the fiveyear period . 20 This is significant growth, especially when compared
with the national trend in apprenticeship for the same years, which
shows a growth in the number of reg istered apprenti ces of 183,955 in
1965 to 279,693 in 1970, 21 an increase of 52 percent . The growth rate
of apprenti ceshi p in Utah was almost twice as large as the national
rate for the same five-year period 22 (Figures 1 and 2). Much of this
growth in Utah apprenticeship has been in the independent, non-union
sector, and in trades that traditionally have not been looked upon
as apprenticeable.

At the present time, the SAC estimates that there

are approximately 3,500 registered apprentices indentured in the state.
Approxi mately 1,700, or close to 50 percent of these, are registered
in the appro xi mately sixty-seven jointly-sponsored (JATC) pr ograms.
The remainder are registered in t he independently-sponsored programs .
Continuation of this growth is expected in the next ten years
due to Utah's bright economic outlook, brought on prima ri ly by increased
migration to the western states, along with energy resources

20utah Apprenticeship Council, Report on Registation Actions,
1965- 1970 .
21 u. s . Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, Trends.
22 Par t of the reason for the rapid growth in Utah apprenticeship
during this period has been the thrust of economic development and
industrialization which has occurred since the early 1960 ' s .
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Figure 1.

Percentage change in the number of registered apprentices,
1965-1973 (Utah versus national).
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Number of apprentices per capita, 1964- 1972 (Utah versus

u.s.).
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development, etc . 23

There is great interest at the present time on

the part of apprenticeship administrators and labor officials within
the state that the increased labor demands brought on by these developments be met by Utah wo r kers .

As a result, serious efforts are

under way to train, through apprenticeship, a sufficient number of
skilled workers to meet the demand . 24
This past and projected rapid growth, as implied previously, has
not been totally desirable .

Growth has not been balanced, and the

effects are being felt in the quality of training apprentices are
currently receiving .

Even with more than three times the number of

apprentices now than in 1965, the number of field representatives of
the BAT and SAC combined has only increased by one.

This has seriously

limited the capacity of the SAC to adequately service the increasing
number of registered programs .
23 utah's economic outlook i s discussed in detail in the Utah EcoAccording
to estimates contained therein, "the development of energy and mineral resources when added to growth in manufacturing tourism and
services in Utah and the region will bring sustained and ra pid growth
(4 to 7 percent per year) for the next decade and possibly for the
balance of this century . " Rapid growth in construction employment
is expected "to compensate for slower rates of growth in manufacturing
and services . "
24 As an example of this, on August 1, 1974, a meeting between
apprenticeship administrators of the State of Utah and local government officials from southern Utah was held to discuss the skilled
employment opportunities created by the Kaparowitz Power Plant construction in the Nipple or Four Mile Bench areas of southern Utah.
The local officials were concerned with reg istering local workers in
apprenticeship programs in order to fill the new jobs with local
skilled labor . In addition, local craft unions are currently admitting more apprentices than current economic conditions would normally
justify in order to have local skilled labor ready to meet future
demands .
nomi c and Business Review, XXXV, No . 1 (January, 1975).
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Conclusion
By now the reader should have gained an appreciation of the rather
complex nature of the administration of apprenticeship training within
the state of Utah.

In meeting with officials from the various agencies

and organizations discussed in this chapter , it becomes apparent that
there is potential for duplication, lack of cooperation, and rivalry
between them, even though they all sincerely espouse the common goal
of expanding and improving the quality of apprenticeship within the
state.

The historical review in this chapter indicates that it has

been extremely difficult in the past to mesh this common goal in with
the subgoa ls and policies of each individual agency to facilitate
the efficient administrat ion of apprenticeship.

The review suggests

that this administrative structure is unwieldy and slow to respond
to the changing training needs of today's apprentice .

Further evi-

dence of this is contained in the result s of the evaluation of the
apprentices' responses to many of the questions asked of them in the
survey .

In Chapter IX, a look at the problem of apprenticeship admin-

istration and some possible alternatives which have been proposed
wi 11 be taken.
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CHAPTER Ill
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter the methodology used in conducting the survey will
be reviewed .

Sample selection, questionnaire, data collection, and

statistical procedures used will all be discussed .

The methodology

employed was designed to achieve the stated objectives of the survey
as easily and effectively as possible.

Due to the parallel nature of

this study and the Wisconsin study nearly all of the techniques employed here are similar to those used in Wisconsin, including the data
collection instrument .
Sample Selection
The overriding difficulty in securing an appropriate sample was
that of obtaining current, accurate addresses on the apprentices to
be surveyed.

The only source for names and addresses of former

apprentices is the Utah State Apprenticeship Council, which keeps
data cards on all current and former registered apprentices in the
state .

However, these records contain onZy the address which the for-

mer apprentice listed at the time he began his indenture.
most of the addresses in the SAC files are outdated.

Therefore,

At the commence-

ment of the project Grant Tuckett, Director of the SAC, generously
volunteered the time of his office staff in gathering whatever information was needed.

He stressed, however, the problems which would

be encountered with the majority of the addresses on file with his
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office .

It was therefore decided to define the statistical population

as those apprenti ces who had either completed or cancelled their
indentures during the five -year period from 1969-1974 .

Since the

survey was taken in August of 1974, only those apprentices completing
or cancelling indentures through June of 1974 were included in the
population .

It was hoped that in defining the population for these

years the probability of getting valid addresses from the SAC files
would be greater than if earlier years were used ,

Also, it was felt

that the data so gathered would be a better indication of the current
state of apprenticeship in Utah .
With the help of the staff of the SAC, names and addresses of the
former apprentices who had completed or dropped out of the program
within the specified years were obtained.

In all, 1,353 names and

addresses were obtained for completers, and 1,174 for the dropouts.
Some of the addresses received, however, were lacking information
such as street name, address number, city, or all three, and were thus
invalid.

In addition, some of the apprentices were listed more than

once and thus were double- counted.

After the duplication and invalid

addresses were removed, the size of the population decreased considerably to 1,018 completers and 1,101 dropouts .

It was then

decided--in hopes of maximizing the number of returns--to take a
census of a l l apprentices rather than random sample.

Therefore, no

sample was taken and instead questionnaires were mailed to all of the
apprentices for whom oomplete addresses were available.

It was hoped

that in so doing a larger response would be obtained, thus improving
the representativeness and accuracy of the data and providing a sure
foundation for the statistical analysis and conclusions derived therefrom.
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Questionnaire
The survey i nst r ument was modeled after the instrument which was
used i n the Wis consin survey, with only minor changes to make it more
app l icable to the unique needs of this study. 1 The final product was
a three and one - half page questionnaire with thirty-eight questions .
Many open-ended questions were altered so as to facilitate the data
preparation and coding.

Every effort was made to assure that it was

as comp rehensive as possible without being unwieldy and discouraging
to the person filling it out .
Data Collection Procedures
The first mailing was made during the last week in August, 1974.
At that time, a questionnaire was mailed to every dropout and comp leter
for whom a complete address had been received .

As mentioned before,

this resulted in a census of 2,119 former app rentices . In addition
to the questionna ire, an introductory letter 2 was included explaining
the purpose of the survey and requesting the respon dents ' cooperation
in the matter.
As was expected, large numbers of Post Office returns (dead
letters) were received almost immediately .

The procedure established

for handling these dead letters was to conduct a telephone book search
of the city or area wherein the apprentice last resided.

If a new

address was found, a new questionnaire and introductory letter were
sent, and the person was "kept alive . "

c.

If no new address could be

1A copy of the data collection instrument can be found in Appendix
2see Appendix D for a copy of this letter .
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found, the person was considered "dead'' and not part of the "eligible
sample . " Thus, the "eligible sample " was defined to be all those
former apprentice s from the 1969-?4 population for whom current
addresses were obtained.

cedure .

This is admittedly a crude sampling pro-

However, the nature of the addresses received from the SAC

files, as mentioned previously, militated against more formal random
sampling procedures .
The reason for the large number of dead letters is fairly easy
to understand, given the nature of the subject .

Most former appren-

tices are quite young, with few or no dependents and some occupational
skills .

Therefore, residency at any one address for an extended per-

iod of time is unlikely .

This is compounded by the fact that many

of the addresses gi ven were those of friends, relatives, parents, or
sometimes even hotels or motels.

Adding all these factors together

results in a group which is highly unstable, mobile, and transient by
nature .

The policy of the U.S . Post Office is to continue forwarding

first class mail for one year i f a forwarding address is provided .
These are probably the most important factors affecting the large
number of Post Office returns.
After about four weeks, when completed returns began to subside,
a second mailing was conducted. A new questionnaire along with a
follow-up letter 3 again urging their cooperation were sent to each
apprentice (dropout or completer) who had not been heard from (either
dead letter or completed questionnaire).

Table 4 summarizes the

response received from each mailing .
3see Appendix E for a copy of this letter.
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Table 4.

Completed returns by mailing
Returns

Percent total

First mailing

375

60

Second mailing

253

40

Totals

628

100

Table 5 summarizes the responses (completed questionnaires), nonresponses, and "dead letters" for the dropouts and completers.

Table 5.

Summary of response
Dro~outs

Number
Sub-population
size

Com~leters

% Eligible
sample

Number

% Eligible
sample

1,101

1,018

"Dead' addresses

403

179

"Eligible"
sample

698

100

839

100

Completed
questionnaires

225

32

403
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To t al nonresponse

473

68

436
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Unfortunately, many of the returned questionnaires were unusable
due to insufficient data, the individual being deceased, illegibility,
etc.

Almost forty-five of the dropouts turned out to be currently-

indentured apprentices, so their data could not be used.

In sum, usable
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questionnaires for the dropouts amounted to 154 and for the completers
370.

Throughout the remainder of the study these will be referred to

(somewhat loosely) as the "sample . "
Representativeness of the "Sample"
In addition to the address data, the SAC was also able to give
information on the occupational area of apprenticeship, veteran/nonveteran status, and date of commencement of indenture for each of the
apprenti ces in the statistical population .

Chi - square tests between

resp ondents and nonrespondents in these areas were performed in order
to see if they differed significantly, and to thus test the representativeness of the sample.

The comparison between respondents and non-

respondents in the veteran/non - veteran classification did not yield
a significant chi-square value. 4 However, significant chi-square
values were obtained in the other two categories .
ences between the two groups were slight .

However, differ-

In the trade area category,

71 .2 percent of the respondents came from the construction trades as
compared to 63 . 9 percent of the nonrespondents .

Twenty-two percent

of the respondents came from the industrial trades, compared with 29
percent of the nonrespondents .

Thus, the respondents are over-

represented in the construction trades and under -represented in the
industrial trades by about 8 percent each way .

No significant dif-

ference was found between the two groups in the other trades .

As

far as date at commencement of indenture goes, the results of the
comparison between the two groups in this area indicate that 74 percent
4 .24023, 1 d.f.
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of the respondents had begun the ir indenture since 1968 compared with
68. 5 per cent of the non responden t s .

Thus, the respondents were over-

represented in the later years and under-represented in the earlier
years .
This over - representation of the respondents in these areas may
result in some bias in the data .

However, this has been kept in mind

throughout the data analysis and appropriate qualifications are made
in the analysis of data which are most likely to be affected by this
bias; i . e. , wage data, employment status, income comparisons, etc.
It is concluded, then, that the sample may not be entirely representative of the population as defined .

It is felt, however, that it is

sufficiently representative to make judgments concerning the current
state of apprenticeship in Utah .
Personal Interviews
In addition to the data collected through the questionnaire, a
great deal of data were also collected through personal interviews with
apprenticeship administrators throughout the state.

Dave Turner, State

Director of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, and Grant
Tuckett, State Director of Apprenticeship, were particularly helpful
in supplying data for the study.

In addition, personal interviews

were conducted by the author with all full - time Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee (JATC) coordinators in the state, union officials,
employers, and vocational education officials .

A complete list of the

apprenticeship officials contacted is contained in Appendix I.
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Statistical Analysis
Data from the questionnaire were coded by members of the office
staff of the Department of Economics at Utah State University under
the direction of the author .

The data were then programmed using the

SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) package.

The bulk

of the statistical analysis consists of descriptive table displays of
two or more variables .

Two-by-two contingency tables are heavily used

in looking at the responses of the dropouts and completers.
square statistic is used to determine significance.

The chi-

In some cases

breakdowns of mean data are used, with significance tests for the
difference between means used whenever advisable.
The author fully realizes the limitations of descriptive statistics
when looking at relat i ons between variables.

Care should be exercised

in the interpretation of the tables and the chi-square values.

These

will be used, in all instances, to support general a priori hypotheses
about the relationships between the variables in question.

It shou l d

be kept in mind, however, that the chi-square statistic does not
indicate the strength nor the direction of a relationship between
variables, but simply whether or not a relationship exists .

This is

brought out from time to time in the chapters dealing with the
statistical analysis .

Where a statement is made concerning the strength

or direction of relationship between two variables it will be made on
intuitive or hypothesized grounds, not statistical.

It might be

mentioned at this point that use of regression and correlation analysi s
did not seem prudent from a benefit/cost viewpoint .

Later analysis of
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the data using econometric techniques will be performed, but will not
be included in the text of this study.
The null hypothesis to be used in this study is that the row and
column variables of the conti ngency tables are independent.

Thus, a

significant chi-square value is one which is greater than the given
chi square, and thus implies a statistical relationship between the
variables in question .
all cases .

The . 05 significance level will be used in

Tests that are not significant (thus implying independence

between the row and column variables) will be so indicated at the
foot of the table .
Subprograms CROSSTABS and BREAKDOWN of the SPSS package were
employed for the statistical analysis .
As mentioned earlier, the same variables, with some exceptions
and some additions, which Barocci looked at in the Wisco nsin study will
be examined here .
I.

They can be categorized as follows:

Personal and occupational characteristics of apprentices
1.

Sex

2.

Race

3.

Age

4.

Education

5.

Previous occupational experience

6.

Marital status--beginning and end of apprenticeshi p

7.

Dependents

8.

Family vocational background

9.

Father's occupational background

10.

Occupational area of apprenticeship

11.

Union status
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II .

III .

Pre-apprenticeship experience
1.

Trade-oriented courses taken during high school

2.

Trade-oriented courses taken after high school

3.

Exposure to trade during high school

4.

Sources of advice to enter apprenticeship

5.

Previous experience in apprenticable trade

6.

Influences of military service

7.

Pre - apprenticeship knowledge of the trade:
a.

Nature of the work

b.

Working conditions

c.

Rate of pay

d.

Job openings

e.

Long-term future of trade

Apprentices' attitudes towards the in-school and on-the-job
training
1.

2.

On-the-job training
a.

Quality of on-the-job instruction

b.

Teaching ability of on-the-job instructors

c.

Equipment and tools on the job

d.

Working conditions

e.

Adequacy of job rotation

f.

Overall quality of on-the-job training

g.

Lay-off experience while in apprenticeship

h.

Opinion of apprentice wage rates

i.

Whether or not program was JATC-administered

In-school training
a.

Teacher's knowledge of subject material
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b. Teacher ' s interest in students
c.

Equipment in schools

d.

Usefulness and r elevance of school work to work
on the job

e.
IV.

Speed of presentation of the material

Apprentice wage rates and post-apprenticeship employment
and income
1.

Beginning apprentice pay rates

2.

Beginning rate as a percentage of journeyman wages

3.

Ending apprentice pay rates

4.

Ending rates as a percentage of journeyman wages

5.

Present occupation

6.

Supervisory nature of present occupation

7.

Whether or not presently working in same general area
as that in which apprenticeship was served

B.
V.

Post -apprenticeship income

Reasons for cancellation of indenture
1.

Reasons for cancellation of indenture and their im-

2.

Opinions of the apprentices toward the Utah State

portance in relation to each other

Apprenticeship Council or its field representatives and
the services provided thereby.
All of the above variables will be discussed in the following chapters .

In some cases the apprentices' responses in the above categories

will be looked at for the group as a whole .

In most cases, however,
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contingency tables with the above variables cross-tabulated by completion status will be employed.

Implications of the data and

explanations of the findings will accompany the analysis of each
variable.
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CHAPTE R IV
PE RSONAL CHARACTERI STI CS OF APPRENTICE S
Per sonal characteristics and ba ckground, along with the occupational area in which the app re nt iceship was served, would be expected
to be st rong determinants i n an app rentice ' s completion or cancellation
of her or he r apprentice prog ram .

In this chapter, the apprentices'

responses t o ques t ions rega rding t he ir pe rsonal and occupational ba ckgrounds will be summarized, and impo r tant relationships and implications unde rscored .

Specific areas whi ch will be studied are :

sex,

age at start of apprenticeship, race, education, previous experience,
mar i tal status at beginn i ng and t ermination of apprenti ceship, number
of dependen t s, occ upational area of apprenti ceship, family vocational
background, union st atus, and JATC pr ogr am status .

Apprenticeship has traditionally been a "for men only" method of
skill training.

However, women in app renticeship are beginning to

make headway in opening up greater opportunities for training--not
only in occupations that have t raditionally been staffed by women
(health trades, service trades, and graphic arts), but also in the
construction and industrial t rades .

A recent survey conducted in

Wisconsin concluded that women we re "capable of performing unfeminine
tasks in many instances as well as men." 1
1u.s. Depa r tment of Labor, Manpower Administration, Women i n
Why Not? (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Department of Labor,

Apprentices hip :
1974) .
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There is only a very small number of women currently working as
apprenti ces in the construction and industrial trades in Utah.
the survey respondents, only two were women .

Of

Most of the respondents,

however, date back to before the establishment of direct efforts to
recruit women apprentices .

Although some states, such as Wisconsin,

are showing considerable increases in the number of women apprentices ,
it is hard to tell at this time how well women wil l be able to fit
into the apprenticeship picture .

It is interesting to note , however,

that in the Wisconsin survey, only 24 percent of the women apprentices
surveyed were dropouts . 2
In order to test the relationship between sex and occupational
area of apprenticeship, a cross tabulation between sex and occupational
area was performed .

The results are summarized in Table 6.

The

highly significant chi - square value bears out the relationship which
sex has with the occupational area chosen in which to train as an
apprentice .
Of the two women respondents, one completed her indenture and the
other cancelled out .

The small number of women respondents made it

meaningless to try and explore further relationships which the sex of
the apprentice has on his or her training experience .
However, it should be noted that while greater numbers of women
are being seen in ap prenticeable occupations, they still tend to be
concentrated in traditionally feminine tasks . 3
2Ibid. , p. 23 .
3Ibid.
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Table 6.

Sex of respondent by occupational area of apprenticeship

Construction

Industrial

Graphic arts

Service trades

Male

Female

402
70.3a

1oob

0
0.0
0.0

126
22.0
99 .2

50.0
0.8

1

3

1

0. 5
75.0

50.0
25.0

41
7.2
100 . 0

0
0.0
0.0

of column total .
Percent of row total .
Chi square : 72 . 262, 3 d.f .
~Percent

Age at Beginning of Apprenticeship
In Utah and most other states, the minimum legal age at which a
person can become a registered apprentice is sixteen.

The exception

to this rule in Utah is the apprentice plumber who, in order to comply
wit h state licensing regulations, must be at least eighteen years old.
Apprentices this young, however, are rarely if ever seen .
be due to a variety of factors .

This could

First, to be an apprentice in most

occupations in Utah, a person must hold a high school diploma or the
equivalent .
sixteen .

Very few young people meet this qualification at age

Second, the nature of the training and the occupations in-

volved in apprenticeship militate against a young man's deciding to
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be an apprentice at an early age.

In Utah, perhaps more than other

states, trades and blue-collar work still carry a somewhat anchronistic
stigma .

As will be shown in a later chapter, a young person receives

very little, if any, exposure to trade work and its benefits while
in high school .

It appears that a young person who decides against

some sort of higher education following high school enters into a
period of "drift," working at various jobs, experimenting with various
alternatives (military, laboring work, etc.) before actually seeing
the benefits of formal apprenticeship .

Data collected from the sur-

vey on age at the beginning of apprenticeship bear this out.

The

apprentices were asked to give their ages at the commencement of their
indentures .

Table 7.

The raw data results are given in Table 7.

Mean age at commencement of indenture

r~ean

Variance

Std. error

Std. dev.

26 . 9

64.6

. 34

8.04

The remarkably high figure for the mean age at commencement of
indenture leads to conclusions such as those previously discussed.
Barocci's Wisconsin study found similar results, 4 although the average
was somewhat lower at twenty-three years (this is still high).

For a

program that has traditionally been designed as a means for training
young people and as a system of post-secondary education, it is somewhat
4sarocci, "The Drop-out and the Wisconsin Apprenticeship Program,"
p. 90 .
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confusing to see the majority of apprentices beginning at such a relatively late age.

More shall be said about this later .

To further explore the significance of age, the total number of
respondents in specific age classes at the beginning of their indentures is given in Table 8.

Table 9 summarizes a cross-tabulation of

age at commencement of indenture by completion status.
Table 10 shows the mean age at beginning of apprenticeship broken
down by completion status.

The significant chi-square and t values

suggest that the older a person is the more likely he will complete
his or her apprentice program .

This is a logical consequence of the

greater responsibility, foresight, and experience which come with age.
It is by no means, however, a justification for tailoring apprentice
programs to older participants .

The implications of this will be

discussed in greater length in Chapter IX .

Tremendous advances have been made in opening up apprentice opportunities for blacks and other minorities.

Apprenticeship has long

been a very exclusive institution, virtually closed to all minorities.
However, in the last three-four years, great efforts have been made
in an attempt to recruit and prepare minority youth for ap pren t iceship.
They appear to have been successfu l .
of these efforts have taken the form of Outreach Programs,
Community Plans , etc. In addition, federal law 5 requires strict ad~1ost

herence to anti-discrimination policies designed to foster minority
529 CFR 30.
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Table B.

Age of apprentices at commencement of indenture by classes
Absolute frequency

Percent

77

14.7

20-24 years

175

33.3

25-29 years

125

23.8

30-34 years

54

10 . 3

35-39 years

36

6.9

40-56 years

58

11.0

525

100.0

Under 19 years

Total

Table 9.

Age of apprentices at beginning of apprenticeship by completion status
Dropout

Compl et ers

Total

Under 19 years

32 (4l.6)a

43 (55.8)

75

20-24 years

62 (35 . 4)

109 (62 . 3)

171

25-29 years

35 (28.0)

88 (70.4)

123

30-34 years

6 ( ll. l)

47 (87.0)

53

35-39 years

(19. 4)

29 (80.6)

36

40-59 years

3 (5.2)

55 (94.8)

58

145 (28. l )

371 (71. 9)

516

Total

aPercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square: 39.9, 10 d. f.
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Table 10 .

t

Mean age at beginning of apprenticeship broken down by completion status
Mean

Std. dev.

Completer

28 . 6

8.53

Dropouts

23.9

6.03

7.03 (significant at . 05 level).

parti ci pati on in apprenticeship with the BAT having responsibility
for monitoring the compliance to these standards.

Programs administered

by the Utah State Apprenticeship Council are required to insert a
formal nondiscrimination clause into all apprenticeship standards submitted to the Council for approval .

The Council recommends that the

nondiscrimination clause be similar to the following:
Selection of apprentices under this program shall be made on
the basis of qualifications alone and all applicants will be
afforded equal opportunity under these standards without regard to race, creed, color, religion, national origin, or
physical handicaps except to the extent that such physical
handicaps affect the applicant's qualifications for the trade
or craft. 6
Only four of the respondents were black; twenty-five were members
of other minority races. A total of 5. 1 percent 7 of the respondents
came from minority races .

Again, the majority of the respondents date

back to before the formal establishment of many of the present programs
designed to increase minority participation in apprenticeship.

As can

be seen in Table 11, minority participation in registered apprentice
programs in Utah is experiencing moderate growth.
6utah, State of Utah, Utah Apprenticeship Council Policy Manual,
sec . 22.2.
7see Table 12.
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Table 11.

Minority apprentices registered in formal programs:
and 1974

1972
1974
Source:

Number

Percent of total
apprentices

Percent of minority
work force

164

7. 5

0. 6

238

7. 9

0.9

Biennial reports of the Utah Apprenticeship Council, 1970-72
and 1972-74.

Table 12 .

Breakdown of respondents by race
Number

Percent

White

540

94.9

Black

4

0.7

Other

25

4.4

Table 13.

White

Race by completion status
Completers

Dropouts

354 a
70. lb
95 . 9

144
28.5
94.1

Black

3

100 . 0
0. 8
Other

1972

12

57 . 1
3. 3

aRow percent.
bcolumn percent.
Chi square: 3. 52, 4 d.f . (n . s . ).

0
0.0
0.0
9

42.9
5.9
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In order to look at the retention rate of the minority res pondents , race was cross - tabulated with completion status.
are summarized in Table 13.

The results

The chi-s quare value indicates indepen-

den ce between an apprenti ce's race and comple t ion status.

The relatively

high number of completers to dropouts is due to the over-representation
of completers in the sample in the cas e of whites .
the case of blacks and other minorities.

It may not be in

The small number of mino r ity

respondents makes it di fficult to dete rmine the significance of the
results in Ta ble 13.
In conclusion, although the data i ndicate some success by minorities in Utah apprenticeships, a firm conclusion on the question must
be delayed to that time in the future when adequate data will be available .
Education
In Utah, as is the general rule with most states, a high school
diploma or its equivalent (as shown by a GED examination) is necessary
in order to be accepted for a registered apprenticeship.

Generally,

no previous experience or vocational education is required.

However,

most JATC's administer apt itude, manual de xterity, and oral tests
(including interviews by members of the JATC) to determine whether or
not the person is adapted to the specific trade .
It seemed worthwhile to use the data collected from the respondents
to determine how closely the minimum education requirement was adhered
to .

The results are presented in Table 14.

As can be seen, there

was a substantial number of apprentices (13 percent of the respondents)
who appea r to have not completed t he minimum educational requirements
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for apprenticeship.

There are a few possible explanations for this.

First, many sons adopt the trade of their fathers and begin formal
training with the help of their fathers even without completing the
formal educational requirements .

Second, the educational requirement

may be waived by the BAT or SAC through adequate performance on a GED
examination, or, alternatively, through substitution of certified
experience .

Table 14 .

Completers
Dropouts

Education by completion status
0-8 years

9-11 years

12 years

12+ years

Total

6 (1. 6)a

52 (13.8)

313 (83.2)

5 (1. 3)

376 (1 00)

(7 . 1)

142 (92.2)

0 (0 . 0)

154 (100)

63 ( 11. 7)

455 (86 . 1)

5 (0.9)

539 ( 100)

(0 . 6)
7 (1. 3)

Total

11

apercent of row tot a1.
Chi square: 9. 52, 6 d.f . (n.s.).

Closer examination of the results in Table 14 reveal that the
dropouts reported less pest-secondary education than did the completers,
but not to any significant degree as reflected by the low chi-square
value .

In sum, it appears that the educational backgrounds of dropouts

and completers do not va ry significantly .
Previous Experience
In order to determine what occupational experience the apprentices
had between high school and the beginning of their indentures, along
with whether or not it differed between dropouts and completers, the
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respondents were asked to list their prev i ous occupational experience .
The ir responses are summarized in Table 15 .

Closely related to the

findings on age is the figure related to enter i ng apprenticeship
directly from high school .

This adds further strength to the hypoth-

esis that many young people are "drifting'' or experimenting with
various occupational alternatives before settling down in an apprenticeship .

The large number of respondents who had worked in the trade

prior to becoming apprentices suggests that there may be some
hesitancy-- probably due to indecision -- on the part of young people to
formally indenture themselves.

This idea will be explored in greater

detail in Chapter IX .

Table 15 .

Previous occ upational experience
Experience

Absolute
frequency

Percent

Worked same area

293

50 . 6

Worked unrelated area

160

27.6

37

6.4

Attended vocational school
College

9

1.5

Military

23

4.0

Entered apprenticeship directly
from high school

11

1.9

Worked in trade during high school

15

2.6

Other

31

5. 4

Total

579

100.0
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To determine whether dropouts and completers differed significantly
in their previous occupational experience, a cros s-tabul ation between
previous experience and completion status was performed .
are presented in Table 16 .

The results

The significant chi- square va lue is im-

portant in underscoring the differences in responses to this qu estion
between completers and dropouts .

Of particular significance is the

fact that a great deal more compl eters had previous post - high-school
expe rience in the trade (59 percent) as compa red to dropou ts (31 percent) .
Marital Stat us
Respondents were asked to indicate their marital status at the
beginning and termination of t heir indenture .

It is hypothesized

that t he added responsibilities of married life act as further indu cements to successful completion of apprent ices hip wi th its attendant
finan ci al security .
Cross -tabulation of marital status at beginning and termination
of apprenticeship is given in Tables 17 and 18.

The high chi-square

values support the hypothesis that there is a relationship between an
apprentice ' s marital status and whether or not he will complete a
program .
This is an expected result .
more responsible and pragmatic .
take on new importance .

Marriage tends to make an individual
Fin ancial security and a solid career

In addition, the single apprentice is more

mobile than his married counterpart .

These are just a few of the

reasons (perhaps not the most important ones) why marital status and
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Table 16 .

Previous experience by completion status
Experience

Worked same area

Worked unrelated area

Dropouts
47
a
(l6 . 9)b
(30 . 9)
62

(41 . 1)

(40.8)
Attended vocational school

15
(44 . 1)
(9. 9)

College

11
(28 . 2)
(7 . 2)

Military

7

(38.9)
(4 . 6)
Entered directly from high school

Worked in t r ade during high school

Total
Row percent in parentheses .
bco1umn percent in parentheses .
Chi square: 51 . 8, 32 d. f.

Completers

Total

231
a
(83. 1 )b
(58 . 8)

278

89
(58 . 9)

151

(22 . 6)

19
(55 . 9)

(4 .8)

28

39

(71. 8)
(7 . 1)
11

18

(61. 1)

(2.8)

5

6

(45 . 5)
(3 . 3)

(54 . 5)
(1.5)

5

34

9

(36 . 0)
(3 . 3)

(64 . 0)

152

393

(2 . 3)

11

14
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Table 17 .

Marital status at beginning of apprenticeship by completion
status
Single

Married

Divorced

Separated

Total

Completions

86(23)a

277(74 . 1)

10(2. 7)

1(0. 3)

374

Cancellations

62(40.5)

86(56 . 2)

4(2.6)

1(0 . 7)

153

148(28 . 5)

363(68.5)

14(2.6)

2(0.4)

527

Total

Percent of row total .
Chi square: 20 . 6, 6 d.f.

Table 18.

Marital status at termination of apprenticeship by completion
status
Single

Married

Divorced

Separated

Total

15(4)

0(0)

373

5(3.3)

0(0)

153

20(3 . 7)

0(0)

526

Completions

22(5 . 9)a

336(90 . 1)

Cancellations

44(28.8)a

104(68)

Total

66(12. 7)

440(83 . 6)

Percent of row total .
Chi square: 52 . 1. 4 d. f .

Table 19.

Mean number of dependents broken down by completion status
Mean

Std . dev.

Variance

N

Completers

3.6

1. 708

2.917

368

Dropouts

2.4

1. 741

3.030

149

Calculated t

=

7.091 (significant at . 05 and .01).
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completion status are related .

However, the direction and strength of
this relationship cannot be determined using chi-square tests. 8
It is interesting to note that while 67.4 percent of the respon-

dents were married at the beginning of their indentures, more completers
were married than dropouts.

As Table 17 shows, 74. l percent of com-

pleters were married at the beginning of their indentures, as opposed
to 56.2 percent of the dropouts.

It is interesting to compare the two

groups in the single category also .

Of the dropouts, 40 . 5 percent

were single at the beginning of their indentures, as opposed to only
23 percent of the completers.
The relationship between marital status at termination of apprenticeship and completion status is not considered since it is a vague
and perhaps meaningless one, the principal reason for this being the
fact that terminations of indenture were coming at different times and
thus changes in marital status could be attributed to different terms
of indenture.

Thus, marital status at commencement of indenture was

chosen as the relevant relationship in this case.
Number of Dependents
It is generally believed that those with dependents are more likely
to complete educational or training programs than those without for the
same reasons as those listed previously in the discussion of marriage.
It was therefore expected that the completers in the sample would
have been responsible for more dependents during their indentures than
were the dropouts, and hypothesized that those who complete apprenticeships in

genera ~

have more dependents than dropouts.

8Multiple regression and correlation techniques must be used.
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To test this hypothesis, figures for the mean number of dependents
of completers and dropouts in the sample were obtained.

A t-test for

the difference between two means was carried out and the results are
summarized in Table 19 .

The highly significant t value supports the

hypothesis that completers have a greater number of dependents than
dropouts.

It may be noted that the mean number of dependents for the

respondents taken as a whole was 3.2 .
A major criticism of apprenticeship is that it does not provide
the apprentice a financially sound income .

However, it appears from

the findings of this section and the preceding one that this is not
a valid criticism. The present data, as well as Barocci's, 9 tend to
contradict the claim that one reason for high dropout rates is that
an apprentice can't support his family on an apprentice's salary .
Indeed, just the opposite appears to be true :

the greater the family

responsibilities of an apprentice, the more likely his completion of
an apprentice program .

Again, the exaat nature of this relationship

and its strength can only be determined using regression and correlation methods .
An oversight in the wording of the data col lection instrument may
have produced some bias in the results of this section .

The respon-

dents were asked to indicate their dependents (excluding themselves)
at the time they completed the questionnaire, rather than during the
period of their indentures .

However, it appears that the results have

not been seriously affected because of this oversight .
reasons for this .

There are two

First, as was shown in the discussion of age at

9sarocci, "The Drop-out and the Wisconsin Apprenticeship Program,"
p. 99.
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commencement of indenture, the mean age of the completers when they
started their programs was significantly greater than the mean age of
the dropouts (28 . 6 as compared to 24).

Second, con siderably more of

the completers in the sample were married at the beginning of their
indentures than were the dropouts .

An examination of Table 17 shows

that while 74 . 1 percent of the completers were married, only 56 . 2 percent of the dropouts were .

This fact, coupled with the fact that the

mean ages differed widely, leads us to feel that the relationships we
found between number of dependents at the time of completion of the
questionnaire and completion status hold also for the period of indenture .

That is, the evidence suggests that the completers were

likely responsible for more dependents during their indentures than
the dropouts were .

This, of course, corroborates Barocci's findings

in the Wisconsin study .
Occupational Area of Apprenticeship
Apprenticeship authorities have long realized that some apprenticeable occupations are more desirable than others.

In addition, the

majority of apprenticeable occupations are still found in the crafts
where apprenti ceship had its beginning .

These occupations are con-

sidered, also, to be the most desirable, and indeed tend to offer the
most favorable short- and long-range benefits and opportunities .

It

was expected, then, that the overwhelming majority of respondents would
represent the construction (crafts) industry, which they did (almost
70 percent) .

Table 20 presents a cross tabulation of occupational areas

of apprenticeship and completion status .
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Table 20 .

Occupational area of apprenticeship by completion status
Construction

Industrial

Graphic arts

Service

Total

259(69 . 6)~

/70 . 6/

94(25.3)
/77 I

1(0.3)
/25/

18(4.8)
/46.2/

372

Dropouts

103(66 . 9)
/ 29.4/

27(17.5)
/22 . 1/

3(1. 9)
/75/

21(13 . 6)
/53 . 8/

154

Total

362(69)

121 (22. 9)

4(0.8)

39(7 . 3)

526

Completers

aPercent of row total in ~arentheses.
bpercent of co 1umn tota 1 1 n slashes .
Chi square : 19 . 3, 6 d.f .

Sixty-nine percent of the respondents represented the construction
trades, with the next largest group coming from the industrial trades.
As was expected, the overwhelming majority of apprentices indentured
in the construction and industrial trades (70 . 6 and 77 percent, respectively) completed their apprenticeships, while the graphic arts
and service trades showed less favorable results.
The significant chi-square value suggests that there is a relationship between occupational area of apprenticeship and completion status.
The data suggest that apprentices in the construction and industrial
trades are more likely to complete an indenture than in the graphic
arts or service trades.

There exist several possible explanations

for this.

As Barocci points out, it may be due to the existence of
superior programs or superior apprentices in these trades . 10 The
author feels that the former is probably closer to the truth .

In

Utah, as is probably the case in many other states, the majority of
10

Ib id., p. 106 .
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the apprentices in the construction and industrial trades are members
of union programs and trained under the aegis of a Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee (JATC).

It has been our experience that in

general these programs tend to be of much higher quality than independent or unilateral programs .

More will be said about this later.

Family Vocational Background
Barocci found that apprentices coming from families where the
father or mother or both had either participated in some form of vocational training or worked in a vocation were more likely to complete
an indenture than if they had come from a family with no vocational
background . 11 To see if there was some relationship between a
respondent's completion status and his family vocational background,
the surveyed apprentices were asked to indicate whether or not their
father or mother or both had ever taken vocational courses or if they
were employed in a vocational trade during their last year of high
school.

The apprentices' responses are summarized in Tables 21, 22,

and 23.

looking at the figures in these tables, it becomes apparent

that the apprentices were fairly uniform in their responses .

The low

chi-square values indicate no relationship between family vocational
background and completion status .
Upon first examination, this appears to be in contradiction to
Barocci's findings, and indeed, given our sample, it is.

However,

the influence of the predominant religion in Utah may account for this
result .
11

Mormon culture is inherently achievement-oriented and places
Ibid., p. 102.
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Table 21.

Father vocational course by completion status
Yes

Completers
Dropouts
Total

No

Total

80(26.2)~

225(73.8)
/72. l/

305

/66 . 1/

40(30 . 5)
/33 . 1/

91(69 . 5)
/28.7/

131

120(27. 6)

316(72.4)

436

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square : 1. 35, 2 d.f . (n . s . ).

Table 22.

Mother vocational course by completion status
Yes

No

Total

Completers

35{13 . l )~
/68.6/

232(86 . 9)
/69.7/

267

Dropouts

15(13 . 0)
/29.4/

100(87.0)
/30.0/

115

Total

50(13 . 3)

332(86.7)

382

apercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes.
Chi square: 2. 36, 2 d. f . (n . s . ).
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Table 23 .

Father or mother empl oyed in vocational trade by comp letion
status
Yes

Completers
Dropouts
Total

No

Total

90(25 .3 )~

/63.8/

266(74. 7)
/71 . 9/

356

51(33 . 6)
/36.2/

101 (66. 4)
/27. 3/

152

141 (27. 6)

367(72.4)

508

gPercent of row total in parentheses .
Percent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 4.8 , 2 d.f. (n.s.).

a great deal of emphasis on higher education and self-improvement .

As

a result, fathers and mothers with vocational backgrounds may orient
their child towards higher education rather than the pursuit of a trade.
This characteristic may have distorted the findings and caused a bias
in the data.

It still must be concluded, however, that on the basis

of the data completion status and family vocational background are
independent.
Union Status and JATC Programs
Union membership is considered an important determinant of success
or failure in completion of an apprenticeship, and thus a strong relationship between union membership (either during or prior to apprenticeship) and completion status was expected .
The reasons for these expectations relate to the quality of union
vs. non - union apprenticeship progr ams .

Union programs whether of the

JATC type or unilateral, generally have uniform standards and curricula
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established by the international union and tend to be more meticulous
in the observance of these standards .

In addition, unions have more

experience with apprenticeship since apprenticeship had its origins in
the craft unions and has long been a union institution .

In summary,

union programs generally are of all-around higher quality and offer
more advantages to the apprentice than independent programs .
Table 24 summarizes a cross tabulation between union membership
and completion status intended to determine if a relationship between
the two variables exists.

Table 24 .

Union membership by completion status
Member

Completers
Dropouts

Formerly
member

Never
member

Total

281(78.9)a
/81/b

17(4.8)
/58.6/

58(16 . 3)
/42 . 3/

356

63(42.0)
/19 . 1/

10(6.7)
/41.4/

77(51 . 3)
/56 . 2/

150

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bPercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 77 . 72, 4 d.f.

The wide differences in responses between completers and dropouts
(reflected by the very significant chi square) support the aforementioned
expectations .

Almost 84 percent of the completers were union members

either during or previous to apprenticeship and 16.3 percent were not.
This differs widely from what the dropouts reported.

Only 48.7 per-

cent of that group reported that they were union members during or prior
to apprenticeship, while 51 . 3 percent said they had never been union
members.
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Closely related to union membership is whether or not the apprentice served his indenture under the auspices of a JATC .

For many of

the same reasons mentioned above i n the discussion of unions, JATC
programs have the reputation in apprenticeship circles of being the
"cream of the crop . " JATC programs are heavily preferred by young
people entering apprenticeship, and as a result, a very small percent age of applicants are admitted into their programs each year .

Thus,

coupled with their high quality, the JATC programs also appear to be
getting the best people as apprentices .

Consequently, a high comple-

tion rate among those respondents who had been indentured in JATCadministered programs was expected.

To test this hypothesis, the

apprentices' responses to the question, "Was your apprentice program
administered by a J . A. T. C. ?," were cross tabulated with completion
status.

The results are presented in Table 25.

Table 25 .

Completers
Dropouts
Total

JATC program by completion status
Yes

No

Total

296(88.6)~

37(11. l)
/53 . 6/

333

/77 . 3/

88{73.9)
/23.5/

31 (26 . 1)
/46 . 3/

119

384(84. 7)

69(15 . 3)

452

aPe rcent of row total in parentheses.
bpercent of column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 15 . 93, 4 d. f .
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The divergence in responses is again substantial .

Of the com-

plet ers, 88. 6 percent indicated t ha t they were indentu r ed in programs
administered by JATC's, as compar ed to 73.9 percent of the dropouts.
The difference is significant as indicated by the chi-square value.
More will be said about JATC- administered programs in the following
chapters.

In t his chapter we have examined specific personal and occupational
characteristics of the respondents.

Some have a particularly sig-

nifi cant relationship upon whether or not an apprentice completes his
or her indenture .

Sex, age at commencement of indenture, race, pre-

vious occupational experience, marital status at commencement of indenture, number of dependents, occupational area of apprenticeship,
union status, and JATC program were all seen to be related to whether
or not an apprentice completed or terminated the indenture.
the nature of these relationships must be kept in mind .

Again,

The chi-square

statistic i s only a test fo r i ndependence between the row va r iables
and column variables as far as contingency tables are concerned.

A

significant chi-square value proves only that there is dependence
between the row and column variables .

Again, the exact nature, strength,

and direction of this relationship can only be determined through
regression and correlation analysis .
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CHAPTER V
PRE-APPRENTICESHIP EXPERIENCES AND INFORMATION
One of the concerns which apprenticeship program administrators
in Utah have is whether or not persons entering apprenticeship are
adequately informed as to what they can expect from apprenticeship and
what will be expected from them .

Not a few officials with whom we

spoke felt that perhaps one of the reasons apprentices were terminating
their indentures prematurely was that they had been misinformed about
certain aspects of their training prior to beginning their apprenticeships .
In this chapter the apprentices' responses concerning how well
they felt they were informed on the various facets of apprenticeship
will be examined as well as other aspects of their pre-apprenticeship
experiences, including:

sources of advice to enter apprenticeship,

trade-oriented courses taken after high school, exposure to the trade
during hi gh school, and a brief look at the high school guidance
cbunselors and apprenticeship .
Pre-Apprenticeship Information
In order to determine how well the apprentices were informed of
the processes of apprenticeship prior to indenturing themselves, the
respondents were asked to indicate whether they felt they were poorly
informed, somewhat informed, or well informed about the following
things : nature of the work of their trade, the conditions which they
would be working under, the rate of pay they would receive as apprentices,
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job openings, the long-term prospects of their trade, the time required
f or completion of the indenture, veterans' benefits for apprentices,
and advancement criteria.

Tables 26-33 summarize the dropouts' and

completers' responses to these questions.

Each one shall be looked at

individually.
Nature of the work
Naturally, one of the most important aspects of orientation into
apprenticeship would be how well the apprentice understands the nature
of the work of the trade in which he is going to be indentured .

It

is understandable that an apprentice whose expectations are not met
on the job .is more likely to become disenchanted than if they were.
Table 26 summarizes the apprentices' ratings of the information they
received regarding the nature of the work.

Table 26.

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Nature of the work
Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

217(58.6)~

127(34.3)
/ 69 . 4/

26(7.0)
/62.2/

370

/73.8/

78(51.0)
/26.3/

58(37 . 9)
/30.5

17(11 . 1)
/37.8/

153

295(56.4)

185(35.4)

43 (8.2)

523

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of co 1umn tot a1 in s 1ashes.
Chi square: 8. 58, 4 d. f . ( n. s. ) .

Poorly
informed

Total
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There was only a slight difference in the responses between dropouts and completers, with the completers generally giving a higher
ranking than dropouts .

Of the completers, 58 . 6 percent said they felt

they were well - informed as compared to 51 percent of the dropouts.

On

the other end, only 7 percent of the completers said that they felt
they were poorly informed, while 11 . l percent of the dropouts so indicated .

The difference is not significant, however, as shown by the

low chi-square value .
Working conditions
Closely related to information on the nature of the work is information on working conditions.

Consequently, misinformation in this

area could lead to an apprentice's disenchantment as rapidly or more
so than misinformation on the nature of the trade as discussed in the
previous section .

Table 27 summarizes the apprentices ' responses in

this area .

Table 27 .

Compl eters
Dropouts
Total

Working conditi ons
Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Total

215(58 . 7)~
/75.4/

121{33 . 1)
/70.5/

30(8. 2)
/51.7/

366

71 (46 . 4)
/24.7/

53(34.6)
/29.4/

29(19.0)
/ 48.3/

153

286(54.5)

174{34 . 1)

59(11.4)

519

bPercent of row total in parentheses .
Percent of column total in slashes.
Chi square : 18.68, 4 d.f.
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The apprentices ' responses di ffered to a greater extent in this
aspect th an in the previous one.

Th i s is perhaps understandable, since

it is much easier for a potential apprent i ce to understand beforehand
what types of tasks he will be expected to perform than it is for him
to understand without prior experience what types of working conditions
to expect .

There will certainly always be difficulty in conveying

this type of information to the potential apprentice, especially if
he has had no prior exposure to the wo r k.

However, 58. 7 percent of

the completers felt they were well-informed in this area as opposed
to only 46 . 4 percent of the dropouts .

The dropouts were somewhat more

negative also, with 19 percent saying they were poorly informed, and
only 8.2 percent of the completers feeling this way.

It can be con-

cluded, in light of the chi-square value, that the completers were
generally better informed on working conditions than the dropouts.

A generally accepted reason behind many apprentices' decision to
terminate their indenture is a lack of understanding of what they were
to be paid as apprentices to begin with and how this was to change as
their training progressed .

Evidently, the greatest misunderstanding

comes at the beginning of the indenture when the apprentice usua'lly
receives from 40 to 60 percent of a journeyman's wages, but many times
expects to earn more than that.

Further discussion on the problem of

wages will be delayed until the next chapter .

Table 28 summarizes

the apprentices' rankings of pre- apprenticeship information on pay.
Again, significant differences in the responses of the two groups can
be seen.

Of the completers, 76 percent felt they were well-informed,
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while only 45 . 8 percent of the dropouts felt that way.

Note also that

only 4. 1 percent of the completers said they were poorly informed as
compa red to almost 21 percent of the dropouts .

It may be that these

data simply reflect rationalization or bitterness on the part of the
dropouts .

This should be kept in mind when interpreting the responses

to queries as subjective as these .

Table 28 .

Pay

Compl eters
Dropouts
Total

Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

279(76 . 0}~

/80.2/

73(19 . 9)
/60 . 5/

15(4. 1)
/33.4/

367

70(45 . 8)
/19 . 9/

51(33.3)
/39.5/

32(20.9}
/66.7/

153

349(66.5)

124(24 . 4)

47 (9.1)

520

Total

aRow t otal in parentheses .
bcolumn total in parentheses .
Chi square: 61.7, 4 d.f.

Job openings
As can be seen from Table 29, completers were significantly more
posit ive in their responses than dropouts .
Long-term future of trade
Being adequately informed regarding the long-term prospects for
remunerati ve employment in the trade is important to the apprentice's
perspective on his training and his perseverance in completing it.
The apprentices' responses to how well they were informed in this respect
differ widely between completers and dropouts, as can be seen in Table 30.
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Table 29.

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Job openings
Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Total

223(61.9)~
/84. 3/

105(29.2)
/6 1.0/

32(8.9)
/46 . 0/

360

42(27.6)
/15.7/

69(45 .4)
/39 . 0/

41(27 . 0)
/53.9/

152

265(51.4)

174( 34.0)

73(14.6)

512

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of co lumn total in slashes.
Chi square: 59. 5. 4 d. f.

Table 30.

Future of trade
Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Total

224(62.6)~

109(30.4)
/67.5/

25(7.0)
/39.7/

358

/79.7/

58(37.9)
/20 . 3/

54(35.3)
/32 . 5/

41(26.8)
/60.3/

153

282(55.0)

163(31.9)

66(13. l)

511

Well
informed
Completers
Dropouts
Total

aPercent of row total in parentheses.
bPercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 45.6, 4 d.f .
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Significant differences in the responses of the dropouts and completers exist as supported by the significant chi - square value,

Of the

completers, 62 . 6 percent felt well - informed in this area as opposed to
37 . 9 percent of the dropouts .

Of the dropouts, 26 . 8 percent felt poorly

informed, while only 7 percent of the completers felt that way .
Time required to complete
The length of time required to complete an apprenticeship is again
one aspect of an indenture which it is crucial that the apprentice t horoughly understand.

It appears from talking to persons involved in

apprenticeship throughout the state that many apprentices don't fully
realize the time required to complete an indenture in their res pective
trades .

The apprentices' responses are summarized in Table 31.

Com-

pleters were again more positive in their responses than dropouts, wi th
almost 85 percent of the completers indicating they were well - informed,
with 60 . 7 percent of the dropouts so indicating.

Of the dropouts, 18 per-

cent felt poorly informed compared to only 3. 6 percent of the comp leters.

Table 31.

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Time required to complete
Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Tota l

306(84 . 8)~
/77 ' 3/

42(11.6)
/58 . 9/

13(3.6)
/34.1/

361

91(60.7)
/22.7/

32(21.3)
/41.0/

27(18.0)
/65.9/

150

74(15 . D)

40(7.9)

511

497(77 . 1)

----

apercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 49 . 17' 4 d. f .
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One of the possible reasons for this wide difference in responses
may well be the difficulty which apprentice s with prior experi en ce i n
the trade have in receiving cred it for th at experience.

Both the

JATC's and the SAC are theoretically supposed to grant credit towards
completion of an indenture to apprenti ces with certified previous
experience in the trade .

However, apprenticeship administrators are

reluctant to gr an t this credit and it is seldom given .

Thus, many

apprentices have had the experience of entering an apprenticeship program with the impression that they would receive credit for the ir
previous experience only to find that they were not able to receive it.
This can be very frustrating to a person who al ready possesses skills
in the trade and is probabl y reflected in the difference in responses
between completers and dropouts in Table 31. As has been indicated in
other studies, 1 many of these pe rsons, rather than comp lete their
indenture, are able to secure remunerative employment in the trade,
sometimes receiving journeyman's wages.
Veterans' benefi ts
Under the G.!. Bill, veterans participating in apprenticeship
prog rams are el i gible to receive benefits somewhat similar to those
who enroll in school full-time.

The only difference, however, is that

the benefits are decreased as the apprentice receives his step pay
increases .

The problem the apprentice faces, however, is that while he

is receiving 5 percent step increases each si x months, the benefits
he receives under the G.! . Bill are decreased over 20 percent, depending on the number of dependents he is responsible for.

It has been a

cause of concern on the part of SAC officials that many veterans
, Ibid., p. 158.
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ent er i ng apprenticeship do not realize this, either expecting the full
payments t o conti nue throughout the length of their indenture or not
ex pecting the si x-month dec reases to be as large as they are.

Table

32 i llust rates this f ur the r .

Table 32 .

Veterans ' benefits

Completers
Dropouts
Tota l

Well
informed

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Total

100(32 . 9)~

71 (23 . 4)
/ 65 . 2/

133(43 . 8)
/71.5/

304

/ 69 . 9/

44(31. 4)
/30 . 1/

39(27 . 9)
/34 . 8/

55(39 . 3)
/28 . 5/

138

144(32 . 2)

110(24.7)

188(42 . 6)

442

apercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 6. 44, 6 d. f . (n . s . ).

As can be seen, the dropouts and completers are fairly uniform in
their responses in this area .

The l ow chi-square value indicates no

relationship between an apprentice's completion status and his responses
to the question .
f ormity.

The results are important, however, in their uni-

A total of almost 43 percent of the respondents indicated

that they were poorly informed in the area of veterans ' benefits, while
almost 25 percent indicated they were only somewhat informed.
they were well-informed was indicated by 32.2 percent .
greatly with the results summarized in the other tables.

That

This contrasts
As mentioned

before, this is probably due to the app renti ces ' lack of understanding
of or misinformation regar ding veterans' benefits and how they work .
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It may also be due to the fact that veterans entering apprenticeship
i n the state are not being informed that such benefits exist .
Advancement criteria
In asking the apprentices to indicate how well they felt they were
informed regarding advancement criteria, it was hoped that it could be
determined whether or not the apprentices were aware of the pay step
increases and what they were expected to accomplish in order to receive
them .

Their responses are summarized in Table 33 .

Table 33 .

Advancement criteria
Well
informed

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed

Total

170(48.9)~

126(36 . 2)
/70.8/

52(14. 9)
/49.5/

348

/80 . 7/

41(27.2)
/19 . 2/

53(35. 1)
/29. l/

57(37.7)
/50.4/

151

211(41.9)

179(35 . 8)

109(22.2)

599

~Percent

of row total in parentheses .
Percent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 39 . 37, 4 d.f.

The completers were significantly more positive in their responses
again .

Fifty percent indicated they were well-informed, and only 15

percent that they were poorly informed .

As for the dropouts, 27.2

percent felt they were well informed and 37 . 7 percent poorly informed.
It is interesting to note also that as a whole the apprentices were
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considerably more negative in their respons es in this area (58 percent
felt they were either somewhat or poor ly informed) than in most of the
others .
In conclusion, then, it appears that the dropouts and completers
differed s ignificantly in how they felt they were informed prior to
apprenticeship about all the above areas except nature of the work and
veterans' benefits.

The implications of their uniformity of response

in these areas have already been discussed.

On the whole, however,

it appears that comp leters have received better pre-apprenticeship
information and thus have more accurate perceptions of what to expect
than do the dropouts .

The reasons for this are not completely clear .

Cross-tabulati on between the pre-apprenticeship information variables
and whe the r or not the apprentice was in a JATC or non-JATC program
did not yield consistent results, so it appears that there is no significant difference between union, JATC, and independent programs as
far as how well they inform the potential apprentice concerning the
above items.
Sources of Advice to Enter Apprenticeship
Barocci found in his Wisconsin survey t hat young persons considering entering an apprenticeship program received very little encouragement from high school vocational guidance counselors. 2 In addition,
he found that the majority of apprentices entered apprenticeship on
their own initiative, with very few entering on advice from thei r parents .

The respondents in our survey were also asked to indicate their
2
Ibi d. , p. 116 .
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most important sources of advice on becoming an apprentice .
res ponses are presented in Table 34.
those of Barocci in this area.

Their

The data very closely para llel

Onl y 1.1 percent of the respondents

had received advice from their school guidance counselors in becoming
an app re ntice .

This may not necessarily mean, however, that high

schoo l guidance counselors in the state are not encouraging apprenticeship as a possible route to take after high school.

This has been

a problem in the past, but in talking with apprenticeship officials
throughout the state, it appea rs that high schools are becoming more
and more con scious of career opportunities in apprenticeable trades
and are mak ing these opportunities known.

It appears more likely

that the principal reason why more of the apprentices had not re ceived
advice from their school counselor is the fact that the majority of
them had not seriously considered apprenticeship while still in high
school, even though they may have been exposed to it through career
seminars, job fairs, etc .

Also, there is a general hesitancy on the

part of high school students to consult their guidance co unselors .

As

the data indicate, a young person is much more likely to go to friends,
relatives, and parents for outside ad vice.

It seems plausible, and

likely, that this is the case no matter what the young person aspires to.
In conclusion, then, it appears that the majority of the apprentices enter apprenticeship on their own initiative .

There is evidence

that the reason more of the apprentices had not recei ved advice from
school counselors is not that they were unwilling to give positive
encouragement in the direction of app re nticeship, but because of
indecision on the part of the apprentice and general reluctance to
discuss career goals with school guidance counselors.

Again, there is
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Table 34 .

r~ost

i mportant source of advice

Source of advice

Completers

Friend or relat i ve

72(65 . 4)~
/18 . 8/

VA counselor

Dropouts
38(34 . 5)
/24.8/
8(100.0)
/5.2/

4(33.3)
/1. 1I

Parents

38(67.3)
/9 . 4/

17(32 . 7)
/ 11.1 I

2(16 . 7)
/0.6/

5(83.3)
/3.3/

223(75 .8)
/59/

71 (24. 1)
/46 . 4/

Friend, relative, parent

1(50 . 0)
/0 . 3/

1 (50. 0)
/0 . 3/

Friend, relative, school
counselor

1(100 . 0)

0(0.0)

/0 . 3/

/0 . 0/

School counselor
Personal decision

Other

40(75 . 5)
/10 . 5/

13{24.5)
/8.5/

apercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 45.85, 22 d. f .

Table 35 .

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Trade courses post-high-school by completion status
Yes

No

Total

132(35.4)~
/ 69 .4/

241 (64 . 6)
/72.3/

373

59(38.3)
/30. 6/

95(61. 7)
/27 . 7/

154

191 (36)

apercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercent of column total in slashes.
Chi square : 1. 16, 2 d. f . (n . s . ).

336(64)

527
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plenty of ev i den ce that trade work and apprenticeship are receiving
fair exposure in the high schools of Utah .
Trade Courses After High School
In order to determine if having studied in trade courses after
high school was important in whether an apprentice completed an indenture, the respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they
had t aken trade courses in a post-secondary institution .

Their re-

sponses were cross-tabu lated with their completion status, and the
results of the cross-tabulation are presented in Table 35 .

As can be

seen, no significant differences in response are indicated between
completers and dropouts.

It appears that no relationship exists between

whether or not an apprentice has taken trade courses after high school
and whether or not he completes his indenture.

This could be inter-

preted as meaning that post-secondary trade courses do not give a
person any special advantage in apprenticeship over those who have not
had such courses .

In talking with apprenticeship officials in the

state this appears to be true .

Experience with persons with vocational

school training has indicated strongly that they are not able to compete
with apprentices who have spent an equal amount of time in active
apprenticeship .

Therefore, in Utah only in rare instances is credit

equal to the number of years of vocational school an apprentice applicant has had granted towards the completion of an indenture.
Exposure to Trade During High School
It might be expected that having some exposure in the trade during
high school would be important in eventually becoming an apprentice and
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completing an indenture .

The data were insufficient in this area, with

only fourteen respondents indicating that they had had experience in
the trade during high school (nine completers and five dropouts) .

The

Wisconsin survey found, however, that exposure to the trade while in
high school had no significant effect on the likelihood of completion. 3

This chapter has been concerned with the pre-apprenticeship experience of the respondents along with the information on apprenticeship
which they possessed prior to beginning their indentures.

To summarize,

it appears as though the amount of information regarding apprentices hip
which a person has prior to indenture is a significant variable in
completion or cancellation .

Further, more of the completers in the

sample consistently indicated that they felt they had been well-informed
as opposed to the dropouts .

Further, exposure to the trade during

high school and post-secondary vocational courses don't appear to
have had a significant effect upon an apprentice's completion status.
Finally, it appears that the apprentices ' most important source of
advice to enter apprenticeship is related to whether or not they complete their indenture .

Our data indicate that personal initiative is

the most widely given source of encouragement or advice to enter
apprenticeship, with outside advice coming most often from friends,
relatives, and parents.

3
Ibid., p. 123.
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CHAPTER VI
ON-THE- JOB TRAINING (OJT)
In this and subsequent chapters we will examine the specific
phases of the apprenticeship training process; i.e . , on-the-job training in the work processes of the trade and related classroom instruction .

In this chapter we will examine the on-the-job phase of the

training process, and in Chapter VII we will focus our attention on the
related classroom instruction phase .
On-the-job training is apprenticeship's most outstanding characteristic .

Indeed, the whole concept of apprenticeship emphasizes on-the-

job rather than theoretical learning .

In the past four years, however,

on-the-job training has begun more and more to be complemented by
related theoretical instruction, the subject of the next chapter.
Nevertheless, this "learn-on-the-job" emphasis of apprenticeship is
and always will be its most salient characteristic.
Rigid standards for on-the-job training are required if a program
is to be registered with the State Apprenticeship Council (SAC).

The

program sponsor (employer) must demonstrate that the learning process
will require at Zeast 4,000 hours (two years) of on-the-job training.
In most apprenticeable occupations, however, and especially in the
industrial and construction trades, usually from four-five years of
on-the- job training is required for an apprentice to master all of the
work processes of the trade.

Not all states require a minimum of
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4,000 hours of on - the- job training; in fact, national apprenticeship
standards require a minimum of onl y 2,000 hours (one yea r ) of on-thejob training . 1
In addition to the minimum hours requirement, in order to register
an apprentice program with the SAC it is required that a program contain
.. . a sufficiently broad schedule of work processes for the
acquirement of competency in the trade. Work process schedules should be developed by those responsible for the training of apprentices and in sufficient detail to serve as an
outline of the basic elements of the trade to be learned.2
The subject of work processes shall be examined more closely in this
chapter . Suffice it to say at this time that compliance to this
requirement on the part of employers of apprentices has been the cause
of considerable controversy.
It is the general policy of the SAC that every reasonable effort
be made to assure that employers of apprentices use the job as a means
of adequate skill training. 3 In addition to the requirement that formal work processes be established, the SAC also ''encourages" its
registrants to ahere to the following: 4
1.

That the schedule of work processes be included in the appren-

tice program, outlining the major classes of the trade to be learned
and, where practicable, the estimated amount of time required to be
spent in each process.
1u. s . Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, The Nati onal
U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1972).
2utah, Policy Manual, sec . 4.

Apprenticeshi p Program (Washington, D. C.:

3Ibid., sec. 5.
4Ibid., sec. 6.
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2.

That the sponsor maintain a record of the amount of experience

the apprentice has in each process and use this record i n assigning
the apprentice to work in order to assure that he receives ski lled
training and experience in all phases of the trade .
3.

That the apprenti ce' s job experience record be used in evaluat-

ing the apprentice's progress and in determining work assignments for
add iti onal training and experience .
4.

That the sponso r assign the apprentice to unusual or infre-

quently encountered jobs or to those req uiring a varied combination
of skills and knowledge .
5.

That the sponsor obtain the support and assistance of the

journeymen in the training of the app rentice.
6.

That the sponsor provide guidance to the journeyman in teach-

ing the apprentice.
In summary, it can be seen from the foregoing that in order for a
program to be eligible for registration with the SAC, adequate proof
must be presented that the prog ram has met the above standards and is
capable of producing competent, all-around journeymen in the respective
trade.

Indeed, this is the purpose of quality on-the-job training :

to produce craftsmen who will be thoroughly trained in all aspects of
the trade.
It should be observed at this point that Utah is not unique in its
requirements relating to on-the-j ob training--guidelines are set by
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train in g (BAT) on a nationwide basis
for registration of programs with its offi ces .

The only way a state

app re nticeshi p council can become the registration agency for its
respective state is if the appre nt i ceship laws of that state at leas t
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meet the minimum national standards .

Therefore, all states, inc lud ing

those with state apprenticeship councils, have f ai r ly uniform standards
with respect to on-the-job training .
In the present study the apprentices were asked to rate the various
aspects of their on-the-job training experience in the following areas:
overall qu al ity of on-the-job training, quality of on-the-job instruction, teaching ability of j ou rn eymen instructors, equipment and
tools on the job, working cond itions, adequacy of job rotation so that
all phases of the trade could be lear ned, and general supervision by
journeymen .

In addition, the apprenti ces were asked to give the

app roximate or average journeyman-to-apprentice ratio on their job.
They were also asked if they felt that they had received adequate onthe-job training .
To determine if there were any significant differences between
compl eters and dr opouts in their opinion regarding the various aspects
of on-the -j ob training, their res ponses were cross-tabulated with
completion status . The results are summa rized in Tables 36- 41, with
brief dis cussions of the impli cat ions of t he results.

The chapter will

be concl uded by look in g at the relationship between the average size
of f irm the apprentice worked for and the likelihood of completion.
Quality of OJT Instruction
Underlying the OJT process is the quality of instruction the
apprentice receives on the job.

This includes such things as teaching

ability of the journeymen instructors, interest on the part of the
instructors in helping the app rentice to maste r the work processes,
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knowledge of instructor, etc .

The apprentices' rankings of the quality

of OJT instruction, broken down by completion status, are given in
Table 36.

Table 36.

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Qua 1ity of OJT instruction
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

99(26.5)~

166(44 . 5)
/73.9/

73(19 . 6)
/74.5/

35(9.4)
/48.7/

373

/78.0/

28(18. 5)

59(39. 1)

26(17.2)

38(25.2)

151

127(24 . 0)

225(42. 7)

99(19.3)

73(14.0)

Total

aPercent of row total in parentheses.
bPercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 29 . 35, 6 d. f.

There are two or three important things to note about the results in
Table 36.

First, less than one-quarter of the respondents (dropouts

and completers combined) rated the quality of OJT instruction as excellent .

Of the respondents, 66.7 percent as a whole rated quality of

OJT instruction as excellent or good and 14 percent as poor.
aggregate, this is a positive ranking of the variable.

In the

Breaking the

ratings down by completion status, however, we again see significant
differences between the dropouts and completers.

The two groups' re-

sponses differ most markedly in the "excellent" and "poor" categories.
Of the completers, 26.5 percent rated the quality of OJT instruction
as excellent, with 18 . 5 percent of the dropouts likewise responding.
On the other end, 9. 4 percent of the completers rated the instruction
as poor, while a significantly larger group of 25 .2 percent of the

!
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dropouts so rated.

The significant chi-square value suggests that there

is a relationship between the quality of OJT instruction and whether
an apprentice completes or cancels an indenture .
Teaching Ability of OJT Instructors
One of the greatest concerns of persons involved in apprenticeship
throughout Utah (and, no doubt , other states) is the competency of the
journeyman and others responsible for the on-the-job training of the
apprentice.

A phrase heard often when discussing problems of on-the-

job training with apprenticeship administrators, employers, and the
apprentices themselves is that "a good journeyman may not necessarily
be a good instructor . " The apprentices' rankings of the teaching
ability of their OJT instructors, cross-tabulated by completion status,
are presented in Table 37 .

Table 37.

Teaching ability of OJT instructors
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

Completers

90{24. 1)~
/78.0/

168{45 . 0)
/73.7/

87(23 . 3)
/72.9/

28(7 . 5)
/48.4/

373

Dropouts

26(17 .3 )
!2 2. 0/

60(40 . 0)
/26.3/

33(22 . 0)
/27.0/

31(20.7)
/51.7/

150

116(22.3)

228(43 . 2)

120(23.1)

59(11.4)

523

Total

aPercent of row total in parentheses.
bPercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square: 23. 06. 6. d. f.
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Again, on the whole, the apprentices ranked the teaching ability
of the OJT instructors about as expected; 65.5 percent felt it was
excellent or good, while only 11.4 percent felt it was poor .
felt to be fair by 23 . 1 percent .

It was

Of course, what's fair to one appren-

tice may be poor to the next, so it must be stressed that these
rankings are very subjective.

Some big differences can be seen between

the responses of the dropouts and completers to the question.
First, 24.1 percent of the completers felt the teaching ability
of the instructors was excellent, while only 7.5 percent of them ranked
it as being poor.

On the other hand, 17.3 percent of the dropouts

ranked instructors' teaching ability as excellent, while 20.7 percent
of them ranked it as being poor.

Again, it must be kept in mind that

these ratings are purely subjective .

By any means, the differences

between the responses of the completers and dropouts may be due either
to the fact that actual differences do exist between the instructors
whom the dropouts and completers had, or else the respondents' perceptions of teaching ability differ .

The differences in responses

are more than likely a combination of the two.

Nevertheless, the sig-

nificant chi-square value indicates that a relationship between the
teaching ability of the OJT instructors and completion status does exist.
Equipment and Tools On the Job
No significant differences in responses between the dropouts and
the completers were indicated by the data with respect to the equipment
and tools used on the job.

Table 38 summarizes the apprentices' rank-

ings of this facet of their on-the-job training.

Taken as a group,

68.7 percent of the dropouts and completers rated the equipment and
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tools on the job as being good or excellent.
respondents ranked them as being poor.

Only 9.3 percent of the

The low chi square indicates

that no relationship exists between the equipment and tools on the job
and the completion status of the respondents in the sample.

Table 38.

Equipment and tools on the job
Excellent

Good

Fair

Completers

88(23.6)~
/76.3/

173{46.4)
/71.0/

7g{2l. 2)
/69 .8/

33(8.8)
/67.3/

373

Dropouts

28(18. 7)

71 (47. 3)

35(23.3)

16(1 0. 7)

150

116(22. 3)

244(46.4)

114(22. 0)

49(9 .3)

523

Totals

Poor

Total

apercent of row total in parentheses.
bpercent of col umn total in slashes.
Chi square: 4.47, 6 d.f . (n . s . ).

Working Conditions
The respondents were asked to rank working conditions according, as
well as with previous variables, to whether they felt they were excellent, good, fair, or poor.

It was not expected a priori that there

would be a great deal of difference in the responses of the dropouts
and completers since generally working conditions are somewhat similar
within a trade whether an apprentice is union, non-union, JATC, or
non-JATC.

The responses are presented in Table 39.

The differences

in rankings between the two groups, as expected, do not differ to a
great degree .

However, the differences are significant.

As can be

seen in Table 39, the completers tended to give working conditions more
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positive ratings than did the dropouts .

The significant chi - square

value i ndicates that there is a relationship between working conditions
and an apprentice's likelihood of completion of an indenture .

Table 39 .

Working conditions
Excellent

Good

Fair

Completers

61 (16. 5)~
/78.5/

185(50.1)
/76.0/

92(24.9)
/67 . 1/

31 (8.4)
/56.4/

369

Dropouts

17(11. 6)
/21.5/

59(40 . 4)
/24.0/

46(31 . 5)
/32.9/

24(16.4)
/43.6/

146

Total

78(15. 2)

244(47 . 3)

138(26.9)

55(10.6)

515

Poor

Total

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bPercent of column total in slashes .
Chi square : 12 . 79, 6 d. f .

Job Rotation
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, adequate job or work rotation so that all aspects of the trade are learned is a salient characteristic of the apprenticeship system.

Theoretically, an apprentice

should be exposed to all the work processes involved in his trade and
thus acquire competency as a well-rounded journeyman.

However, the

general feeling among persons involved in apprenticeship in Utah,
including the apprentices themselves, is that the apprentices are not
receiving adequate job rotation and therefore not acquiring competency
in all the aspects of their trade .
To test this hypothesis, the respondents were asked to rank the
"job rotation they received while working as apprentices so as to learn
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all aspects of the trade . " Table 40 presents their rankings of this
very important aspect of their training.

Table 40.

Job rotation
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

Completers

73(19. 7)~
177 . 9/

106(28.6)
/74 . 1I

90(24.3)
/71 . 9/

101 (27 . 3)
/64.8/

370

Dropouts

21 (14 . 0)
/22.1/

37(24.7)
/25 . 9/

36(24.0)
/28.1/

56(37.3)
/35.2/

150

Totals

94(18. 1)

143(27 .2)

126(24.4)

157(30 .3)

520

aPercent of row total in parentheses .
bpercen t of column total in slashes.
Chi square: 8. 16, 6 d. f.

As the chi-square value indicates, there are no significant differences in the responses of dropouts and completers.

However, there

are crucial implications to this as well as other data presented in
the table .

First, the uniformity of responses indicates that both

dropouts and completers faced the same situations with respect to the
job rotation they received.

Second, the dropouts and completers both

gave markedly Zower ratings to this very important aspect of their
training than to the other areas that have been discussed.

Looking

at Table 40 again, only 18. l percent of the respondents felt the job
rotation they received was excellent, while a very high 30 .3 percent
of them felt it was poor .
either fair or poor.

It was felt by 54.7 percent that it was

The implications of this are highly important.

First, it is obvious that the respondents didn't feel that they had
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received job rotation adequate to effectively master aZZ aspects of
t he trade .

Second, if this is true, then the primary objective of

apprentice training is not being met.

Third, it follows that the

apprentices are "serving time . " They are required to indenture themselves for a period of time sufficient to be exposed to all work processes of the trade, yet they are obviously not receiving this exposure.
It follows, then, that they must be spending time on processes they
have already mastered.

In effect, they are not becoming all-around

journeymen, but competent specialists in specifi c work processes.

More

will be said about this later.
This fact is no secret among apprentice administrators.

It is

well known that many times it is difficult to rotate an apprentice
adequately, since many jobs simply do not require alZ of the work
processes of a trade.

Many times, therefore, it is impossible to

expose the apprentice to all aspects of his trade .
problem.

This is a common

What i s important, however, is that the apprentice have the

foundation whereupon he is able to perform these tasks when it is
required of him to do so .

However, it appears that perhaps the

apprenticeship model, as it now stands, may not be doing what it
claims to do.

If so, some rearrangement may perhaps be in order .

This possibility will be explored in greater detail in Chapter IX.
Journeyman Supervisor
The last aspect of the apprentices' on-the-job training we shall
look at is the supervision the apprentices received from the journeymen with whom they worked.

Clearly, such supervision by aZZ journey-

men with whom an apprentice works is vital to his mastery of the trade.
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A l ack of such supervision may lead to the production of an inferior
journeyman or cancel lation of the indenture.
Again, wide differen ces in the way dropouts and completers respo nded to this question .

The results are presented in Table 41.

It

can ea sily be seen from the table that completers indicated they felt
they re ce ived better journeyman supervision than did the dropouts.
Si xt y- eight percent of the completers felt journeyman supervision was
exce llent or good, while only 42.7 percent of the dropouts so indicated.
Only 10 .2 percent of the completers gave journeyman supervision a
poor rating, while 22.8 percent of the dropouts felt that way.

The

chi-square value underscores the differences in response between the
two grou ps and implies some relationship between journeyman supervision
and an apprentice's likelihood of completion .

Table 41.

Completers
Dr opouts
Total

Journeyman supervision
Excellent

Good

82(22.0)~
/79 . 6/

171 (46 . 0)
177 6/

81(21.8)
/65.4/

38(1 0.2)
/ 52 8/

372

21 (14.1)
/20. 4/

50(33.6)
/22.3/

44(29.5)
/34.6/

34(22.8)
/47.2/

149

103(19 . 6)

221 (42.6)

125(24 . l)

72( 13. 7)

521

Fair

0

Poor

Total

0

apercent of row total in parentheses.
bpercent of column total 1n slashes.
Chi square: 24.84, 6 d.f.

In summary, the data suggest that the apprentice's attitude
toward the quality of OJT instruction, teaching ability of OJT
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instructors, working con ditions, and journeyman supervision are related
to whether or not he will comple te or terminate an indenture.
Effect of Union Membership or JATC Program
It was hypothesized that the apprentices ' attitudes toward the
previously discussed aspects of their on -the- job training would be
related to whether or not their programs were JATC-administered or
whethe r or not they were union members during their apprenticeship.
In visiting with apprenticeship administ rators throughout the
state, it appeared that the JATC programs were more closely regulated
than were independent programs.

Work records on each apprentice are

kept to assure his exposure to all work processes, and journeymen responsible for training generally receive some kind of instruction to
aid them i n this .

Cross-tabulat i on between JATC program, union mem-

be rshi p, and the apprentices' ratings of the previously discussed
variables we re made to test our hypothesis .

Since most union programs

are administered by JATC's, there will be some overlap between these
cross-tabulations.

Cross-tabulations using union membership as the

column variable were done to account for those union programs that are
unilateral in nature .
Opinion variables by JATC program
The results of the cross-tabulation between the JATC variable
and job rotation were insignificant, 5 so their presentation was left
ou t.
5Chi square :

3.05, 6 d. f .
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The reader will noti ce significant differences in responses between apprenti ces whose programs were JATC - administered and those
whose programs we re not .

Of particular note are the responses concern-

i ng quality of OJT instruction, teaching ability of OJT i nstructors,
and journeyman supervision.

Close study of the results in Tables 42,

43 , 45 , and 46 reveal that the apprentices who were indentured in
JATC -administered programs were much more fa vorable in their responses
than those who weren't .

The significant chi-square value indicates,

in each instance, the existence of a relationship between the quality
of journeyman supervision, teaching ability of OJT instructors, working conditions, equipment and tools on the job, quality of OJT instruction, and whether or not the apprentice was in a JATC-administered
program or not .

The data suggest a strong positive relationship;

however, the exact nature of the association cannot be known without
the use of multiple regression and correlation techniques .

The above

results reinforce the hypothesis that JATC programs provide better
training than do the independent or uni l ateral programs .

Table 42.

Quality of OJT instruction
Excellent

Good

Fair

JATC

112(27 . 5)~

180(44. 1)
/85. 4/

72(17. 6)
/80 . 0/

44(10.8)
/71 . 0/

408

Other

7(9 . 5)
/5.9/

31 (41.9)
/14 . 6/

18(24 . 3)
/20 . 0/

18(24. 3)
/29 . 0/

74

Total

119{24 . 6)

211(43 . 9)

90{18 . 6)

62(12 . 8)

482

/94 . 1/

aRow percent in parentheses.
bcolumn percent in slashes .
Chi square: 20 . 02, 6 d.f .

Poor

Total
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Table 43 .

Teaching ability of OJT instructors
Excellent

Good

Fair

105(25.8)~

175(43.0)
/83 . 4/

88(21.6)
/82.2/

39(9.6)
/75.0/

407

Other

7(9.5)
/6.3/

35(47.3)
/16.6/

19(25 .7)
/ 17.8/

13(17 . 6)
/25 . 0/

74

Total

112(23.2)

210(43.8)

107(22 . 2)

52(10.8)

481

JATC

/93 . 8/

Poor

Total

~Row

percent in parentheses .
Column percent in slashes .
Chi square: 12.91, 6 d. f .

Table 44.

Equipment and tools on the job
Excellent

Good

Fair

95(23.3)~

196(48. 2)
/86 . 7/

84(20.6)
/77.8/

32(7.9)
/76.2/

407

/ 91.5/

Other

9(12 . 3)
/8.6/

30(41.1)
/13.3/

24(32.9)
/22.2/

10(13 . 7)
/23.8/

73

Total

104(21. 8)

226(47.0)

108(22. 5)

42(8 . 7)

480

JATC

aPercent row total in parentheses .
bPercent column total in slashes .
Chi square : 13 . 23, 6 d. f .

Poor

Total
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Table 45 .

Working conditions
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

JATC

61 (15 . 2)~
/86 . 1/

200(49 . 9)
/88.5/

103(25.7)
/78 . 0/

37(9.2)
/80.4/

401

Other

10(13 . 5)
/13 . 9/

26(35. 1)
/ 11.5/

29(39 . 2)
/22 . 0/

9(12 . 2)
/19 . 6/

74

Total

71 (15. 1)

226(47 . 5)

132(27. 7)

46(9 . 7)

475

Poor

Total

aPercent row total in parentheses .
bpercent column total in slashes .
Chi square: l3 .27 ,6d . f.

Table 46 .

Journeyman supervision
Excellent

Good

Fair

JATC

85(20 . 9)~
/88.5/

190(46 . 7)
/88 . 9/

87(21 . 4)
/80.6/

45(11.1)
/73 . 8/

407

Other

11 ( 15 . 3)
/11.5/

24(33 . 3)
/11.2/

21 (29 . 2)
/19 . 4/

16(22 . 2)
/26 . 2/

72

Total

96(20.0)

214(44.8)

108(22.5)

61 (12. 7)

479

~Percent row total in parentheses.

Percent column total in slashes .
Chi square: 12 . 28, 6 d. f .

1~

Opinion variables by union membership
The only cross - tabulations between the OJT variables and union
membership that yielded significant results were job rotation and
journeyman supervision .

The results are shown in Tables 47 and 48.

The results of the cross-tabulation in Table 47 do not support the
hypothesis that union apprentices receive better job rotation than
non-union apprentices .

The data in Table 48 are somewhat difficult to

interpret and are inconsistent with the hypothesis that union apprentices receive better journeyman supervision than non-union apprentices .
The significant chi-square value, however, indicates a relationship
between union membership and journeyman supervision and job rotation.
To further test our hypothesis concerning union membership during
apprenticeship, the union membership variable was cross-tabulated with
completion status .

The results are summarized in Table 49 .

As indi-

cated by the highly significant chi-square value, there exists a relationship between union membership and whether or not an apprentice
eventually completes an indenture .

The raw data results imply a

positive relationship, inasmuch as 81 percent of the apprentices who
were union members during their indentures completed, while about half
as many (or 42.3 percent) of the non-union apprentices completed.
Looking at it the other way around, only 18 . 2 percent of the union
apprentices failed to complete the programs, while 56 . 2 percent of
the non-union apprentices dropped out.
The same test was performed using the JATC variable and crosstabulating it with completion status .

The results of the cross-

tabulation are presented in Table 50 .

Again, it appears that being
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Table 47.

Job rotation
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

Union
member

63(17.7)a

93{26.2)

85(23 . 9)

114(32.1)

355

Former
member

7{23.3)

4(13. 3)

11(36.7)

8(26. 7)

30

Never
member

39{25 . 3)

45(29 . 2)

36(23 . 4)

34(22. 1)

154

109(20 . 2)

142(26.3)

132{24.5)

156(28 . 9)

539

Poor

Total

Total

aPercent row total.
Chi square: 11.35, 6 d. f.

Table 48.

Journeyman supervision
Excellent

Good

Fair

Union
member

67{18 . ?)a

165(46.1)

89(24.9)

37{10 . 3)

358

Former
member

8(26. 7)

8(26 . 7)

8(26 . 7)

6(20.0)

30

Never
member

36(23.5)

55(35 . 9)

32(20 . 9)

30(19.6)

153

Total

111 (20 . 5)

228{42. 1)

129(23.8)

73(13 . 5)

541

Percent row total.
Chi square : 14 .85, 6 d.f.

l 05
Table 49.

Union membership by completion status
Formerly
member

Never
member

Total

281(78 . 9)~

17(4.8)
/58. 6/

58(16 . 3)
/42.3/

356

/81.0/

63(42 . 0)
/ 18 .2/

l 0(6. 7)
/34 . 5/

77(51.3)
/56.2/

150

344(67 . 6)

27(5.7)

135(26.7)

506

Member
Comp l eters
Dropouts
Totals

Percent row total in parentheses .
bpercent column total in slashes.
Chi square : 77.72 , 4 d. f .

Table 50 .

Completers
Dropouts
Total

JATC program by completion status
JATC

Other

Total

296(88. 6)~

37(11 . l)
/53.6/

334

!77. 3/

88(73 . 9)
/22.7/

31(26. l)
/44.9/

119

384(84. 7)

68(15 . l)

453

apercent row total in parentheses "
bpercent column total in slashes.
Chi square: 15. 93, 4 d. f .
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indentured in a JATC program increases the likelihood of completion of
an indenture ,

Of the app rentices, 77 . 3 percent who were in JATC pro-

grams completed their indentures, while 53.6 percent of the non -JATC
app rentices completed.

The retention rate is higher than in non-JATC

prog rams , with only 22.7 percent of the JATC apprentices failing to
complete, while about 45 percent of the non-JATC respondents dropped out.
The apprentices were asked to rate the overall quality of the onthe-job training experience they had as apprentices .

Their res ponses

are presented in Tab le 51, cross-tabulated by completion status .

Table 51 .

Overall quality of OJT training
Exce 11 ent

Good

Fair

Completers

76(20 . 3)~

195(52.0)
/75. 0/

82 (21. 9)
/69 . 5/

22(5.9)
/41.5/

375

/79.4/

Dropouts

20(13 . 2)
/20.6/

65(43.0)
/25.0/

36(23.8)
/30.5/

30(19 . 9)
/56.6/

151

96(18 .4)

260( 49.2)

11 8(22 . 3)

52( 10 . 0)

526

---To t al

Poor

Total

a percent row tota 1 in parentheses .
bpercent column total in slashes .
Chi squa re: 31.6, 6 d.f.

There appears to be a re lationship between the overall quality of
the on-the -job training and an apprent ice's likelihood of completion,
as implied by the significant chi-square value.
and could be expected a priori .

This is understandable

Of the completers, 72. 3 percent rated

their on-the -j ob training as be in g excellent or good, while 56.2 percent of the dropo uts so responded .

A cross -tabulation between union
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membership and overall quality of on-the-job tra ining was performed
without ~ign ifi cant results . 6 The same cross-tabulat i on was done using
the JATC variable ins t ead of union membership .

Tabl e 52 shows the

results .

Ta ble 52.

Overall quality rating of OJT by JATC program
Excellent

Good

Fair

79(19 . 4)~
/ 91 . 9/

211 (51.8)
/85 . 8/

88(21.6)

29(7. 1)
/69. 0/

407

/80.71

Other

7(9 . 3)

34(45.3)

21(28 . 0)

13(17 . 3)

75

Total

86(17.8)

245(50. 9)

109(22 . 6)

42(8. 7)

482

JATC

Poor

Total

aPe rcent row total i n parentheses .
bpercent column to ta l in slashes .
Chi square: 13 . 83, 6 d. f.

The data indicate a relat ionship between t he quality of on - thejob train i ng an apprentice recei ves and whether or not he i s indentured
in a JATC program.

The chi-square value impl ies a relationship does

exi st between the quality of OJT training and JATC program status.
~ntice-Journeyman

Ratio

One of the determinants of the qual ity of the on- the-job training
an app rentice receives is the journeyman -apprentice rati o allowed on
his job .

Thi s ratio is not a constant .

year as economic conditions permit .

It may change from year to

In Utah the responsibility for

estabiish ing t he ratio rests with the JATC committee i n the case of
6ch i square:

2.98 , 6 d. f .
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JATC programs, and with the parties to the collective barga in ing
ag reement in the case of non-JATC union programs.

In the case of in-

dependent prog rams where no bargaining agreement exists, the SAC has
established the following poli cy:
Where there is no bargaining ag reement, the number of
apprentices to be trained shall be in relati on to (1) the
needs of the plant and/or trade in the community with con sideration for growth and expansion; (2) the facilities
and personnel available for training; (3) opportunity for
employment as skilled workers on completion; and (4) the
cus tomary practice of trade in the community. The number
of apprentices i n re lation to the number of journeymen
shall be indicated to the Utah Apprenticeship Counc il at
the time recognition is requested . ?
The journeyman-apprentice ratio has t r aditionally been cons idered a
means of restricting entry into the trade .

However, studies have

indicated that this is probably not true, and this notion is decreasing more and more in popularity . 8 Indeed, it appears that in many
instan ces, union programs ha ve not been able to meet the quota of
app rentices established by the ratio either throug h lack of applicants
or reluctance of employers to take on the training function. 9
By any means, the interest here in the jo urneyman-apprentice rat io
is in terms of the quality of on-the-job training .

It stands to reason

that the greater the rat i o, the closer the supervision the apprentice
is apt to receive .

Table 53 shows the results of a cross-tabulation

between journeyman-apprentice rat ios and completion status .

As can be

seen from the t able, a greater percentage of the completers (68 . 9
7utah, PoLicy Manual, sec . 13 .
8oan iel Q. Mills, Industrial Relations and Manpower in Construction
(Cambridge : MIT Press, 1972), p. 232 .
9
Ibid.
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percen t) worked on jobs where the journeyman-apprentice ratio was
greater than 2: 1 than the dropouts (54 percent) .

The significant chi -

square value indicates a relationship between the journeyman- apprentice
ratio and the l ikelihood of completion of a program .

Table 53.

Journeyman-appre nt ice ratios by completion status

Ratio

Completers

Dropouts

Total

1:1

58(17 . 0)a

33(26 . 6)

91(20)

2:1

48(14 . 1)

24(19 . 4)

72(15.4)

3:1

53(15 . 5)

11 (8. 9)

64(13. 6)

4:1

49(14 . 4)

14(11. 3)

63(13 .4 )

5:1

74(2 1. 7)

12(9 . 7)

86(18 . 3)

6:1

14(4 . 1)

3(2 . 4)

17(3 . 8)

7:1

15(4 . 4)

3(2 . 4)

18(3 .8)

aPercent of column total in parentheses .
Chi square : 40 . 87, 14 d. f .

From prior discussions in this chapter, it might be hypothesized
that union and JATC programs have established greater journeyman apprentice ratios than their independent counterparts .

A cross-

tabulation between the journeyman-apprentice variable and JATC program
revealed no significant difference, however . 1 Cross -tabulating union

°

membersh ip during app renticeship with journeyman-apprentice ratio,
however, yielded highly significant results .
10 chi square:

18. 91, 14 d. f .

They are presented in
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Table 54.

Striking differences can be seen in the data between the

three groups .

Of the union apprentices, 76 . 4 percent were on jobs

where the jou rn eyman -apprentice ratio was greater than 2:1 .

This com-

pares with 52 percent for the apprentices who were former union members
and only 32 percent for those who were never union members.

Assuredly,

this can be traced directly to the collective bargaining agreement,
wherein the r atio is legally established .

It is obvious, then, that

union apprentices are not in as much competition for supervision from
journeymen as apprenti ces in independent programs are .

Another impli-

cation is that independent programs are not as difficult to enter as
are un i on programs.

This is to be expected, since much of the economic

function of unions is the rationing of skilled workers among available
jobs .

Table 54 .

Journeyman-apprentice ratio by union membership
Never
member

Total

9(36.0)

56(44.8)

99(20.6)

44(13 . 3)

3(12 . 0)

29(23 . 2)

76(15.8)

3: l

56(17 . 0)

3(12 . 0)

11(8 . 8)

70( 14. 6)

4: l

48(14 . 5)

5(20.0)

7(5.6)

60(12.5)

5:1

79(23.9)

2(8.0)

3(2.4)

84(17.5)

6:1

14(4 . 2)

l (4 . 0)

2( l. 6)

17(3 . 5)

7: l

17(5 . 2)

0(0 . 0)

2(1. 6)

Ratio

Member

1:1

34(10.3)a

2:1

Formerly
member

aPercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 103.8, 14 d. f .
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Average Size of Firm Worked For
To determine if there is any relationship between the average size
of firm worked for and an apprentice's completion status, the respondents were asked to indicate the average size of the firm(s) they worked
for while serving their indentures.

The data obtained on firm size

were cross - tabulated with completion status, and the results of this
cross-tabulation are presented in Table 55.

Table 55 .

Average size of firm worked for by completion status
Small
( 1-19)

Medium
(20-49)

Large
(50 & above)

Total

Completers

90(24 . 2)a

68(18.3)

214(57.5)

372

Dropouts

74(50.0)

33(22 . 3)

41(27 . 7}

148

164{31. 6)

101 ( 19 . 4)

255(49.0)

520

Total

aPercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 42 . 45, 4 d. f .

The difference in responses between the dropouts and completers
are significant, as implied by the chi-square value.

Of the dropouts,

72 . 3 percent were employed in small - to medium-sized firms, with 50
percent in small firms.
for the same size firms .

Only 42 . 5 percent of the completers worked
On the other side of the spectrum, 57 . 5 per-

cent of the completers worked in large (fifty and above) firms, as
opposed to only 27 . 7 percent of the dropouts.

The chi-square value

suggests a relationship between the size of firm the apprentice works
for and his l ikelihood of completion of the indenture .

This follows,
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since the larger firm is better able to absorb the costs of training,
as well as provide the expertise necessary to adequately tra i n the
apprentice.

Also, the larger a firm, the more likely it is that its

ope rations will be diversified, thus giving the apprentice the allaround training necessary to produce a competent journeyman.

The findings of the present study in regard to the apprentices'
ratings of the on-the-job training aspects parallel very closely
Barocci's findings in the survey of Wisconsin apprentices.

Significant

results were obtained by Barocci in the same areas surveyed here.

In

addit ion, the Utah data on job rotation showed the same results; i . e. ,
that the apprentices as a whole gave this important aspect of their
training lower ratings than the other areas.

Barocci's data also

showed, as did the Utah, that the completers in general gave significantly higher ratings to the categories than did the dropouts.

He

did not, howeve r, look at the categories with respect to whether or
not the program was a JATC-administered one.

The Utah data yielded

significant resu lts in this area, as well as in the breakdown of the
opinion varia bles by union membership.

In summary, significant differ-

ences were found in opinion between the respondents whose programs
were JATC-administered and those whose programs were not.

In addition,

significant differences in opinion between the union and non-union
apprenti ces were found in the categories of job rotation and journeyman supervision .

The data also indicate that union membership and/or
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indenture in a JATC-sponsored program enhances an apprentice's likelihood of completion .
It appears, in conclusion, that the quality of on-the-job training
is a significant determinant in whether or not an apprentice completes
an indenture .
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CHAPTER VII
RELATED INSTRUCTION, LAY-OFF EXPERIENCE, AND
APPRENTICE WAGE RATES
In this chapter two more important aspects of the apprentices'
training, related classroom instruction, and apprentice wage rates will
be studied .

In addition, the experiences the respondents had with

lay-offs during their indentures and the relati onship, if any, that it
had with their completion or cancellation of indenture will be
examined .
Related Instruction
In addition to the on-the-job training, most apprentices are required to take a specified number of hours annually of theoretical
instruction in the classroom.

The Utah Apprenticeship Council policy

manual explains the theory behind related classroom instruction in
this way:
"Related instruction" is used to distinguish between instruction received on the job and instruction received
away from the job. "Related instruction" is a systematic
presentation of the theoretical, technical, and academic
subjects considered essential to the development of a
journeyman . Inst r uction received on the job is training
given the apprentice in the manual and practical aspects
of the trade by employers, supervisors, or journeymen
du ring their regular contacts with the apprentice on the
job . l
Related instruction has received considerable attention recently
by apprenticeship practitioners and scholars alike .
1utah, Po~icy Manua l , sec . 7.

Like the other
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aspects of apprenti cesh ip training, it is being examined carefully to
determine and assure that its objectives are being met.
Past studies have shown that in many instances apprentices have
been more disenchanted with the related instruction aspect of their
training than with any other feature. 2 In talking with former apprentices and apprenticeship officials in Utah, it is not very difficult
to see that this is true in many cases here.

There have been numerous

difficulties in establishing curricula for independent plumbing programs, retaining competent instr uctors in all programs, and scheduling
class times that are convenient for the apprentices.

More about this

later .
In Utah, as in other states, 149 hours of related instruction per
year is the acceptable minimum .

This is flexible, however, and if a

trade requires less related in struction time, and this can be demonstrated to the State Apprenti ceship Counc il (SAC), then it is possible
to lower that minimum.

Almost all trades, however, require at

~east

this much related cla ss room time .
Related instruction in Utah requires the cooperation of union,
vocational educators, employers, the SAC, and the apprentice .

The

State Board for Vocational Education has the responsibility for providing and/or coordinati ng related instruction when it is requested. 3
This responsibility may go onl y as far as the provision of facilities
2George Strauss, "Related Instruction: Basic Problems and Issues,"
in Research in Apprenticeship Training, Proceedings of a Conference
(Madison, Wisconsin: Center for Stud ies in Vocational and Technical
Education, University of Wisconsin, 1967), p. 57.
3utah, Policy Manual, sec . 7.
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in some instances, and in others may involve the provision of materials,
facil i t i es, and instructor, depending on the nature of the program and
whethe r it is union or non- union .

Estimates from vocational education

sources indicate that appro ximately $136,000 is spent per year by the
Board for Vocational Education in related instruction for apprentices . 4
As mentioned previously, the related instruction requirements
placed on the State Board for Vocational Education differ depending on
the prog ram.

Union and/ or JATC-sponsored programs differ from inde-

pendent programs in that the international union generally has established the curricula and prepared the materials for the related
instr uction of the apprentices indentured in their programs.
curri cula are then adapted, if necessary, to local conditions.

These
One

of the fun ctions, in fa ct, of the JATC is to review these curricula
and make the necessary adaptations .

The union and/or JATC programs
usually (invariably if JATC) choose their own instructors . 5 In the

case of JATC programs, the instructors are generally subsidized from
training funds and are considered as working for the JATC or union .
This situation has caused some serious problems recently.

In the past,

the un i ons have allowed independent apprentices in the same craft to
attend the related instruction classes taught by union instructors
and established for union apprentices .

In effect, the independent

apprentices were getting a "free ride . " Recently, however, the local
pipe trades union barred independent apprentice plumbers from attending
4Estimates from budgets of Utah Technical Colleges at Provo and
Salt Lake and Weber State College in Ogden .
5or at least insist on having veto power if the institution
chooses the instructor .
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union-sponsored related instruction classes.

This has caused serious

problems for the independent plumbers, who are currently in the process
of developing curriculum materials for the related instruction of
inde pendent plumbe rs .

The other unions appear to be following the

plumbers' example, and at the present time it is becoming more and
more difficult for the independent apprentices to attend union classes.
Th is has concerned SAC and vocational edu cation people, since this
"splitting-up" of union and independent apprentices has caused a downgrading and lack of uniformity in the related instruction of independent
app rentices .

In some cases, independent app rentices have not been

abl e to enroll in a program of related instruction, since Utah law
requires a minimum of twelve students in order to have a publicly
spon sored formal class .

As a result of this splitting up of union

and independent apprentices, there have been instances where this
quota has not been met .
It should be noted at this point that the responsibility for related instruction for independent apprentices is entirely borne by the
Board of Vocational Education, working in cooperation with the SAC.
Generally, they are responsible for selecting the instructor, establishing the curriculum, and providing the materials (texts, etc .).

It

is in this area that the bulk of the vocational education money spent
on related instruction for apprentices goes .
The major problems that non-union programs appear to be facing
are related to the fact that they are just starting to stand on their
own feet after being barred from union classes.

Lack of qualified

instructors and uniform curricula and materials for the specific trades
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appear to be the major problems faced by the independent programs at
this time .
The "Little Red Schoolhouse" Problem
A serious problem with related instruction receiving much attention not only in Utah, but ac ross the nation, is the lumping together
of apprentices at all levels in a single class with a single instructor .
The reason given for doing this is that splitting the apprentices up
according to their year of apprenticeship would not be feasible, since
indentures can be started any time during the year (and thus the
related instruction), and also because doing so would, in many instances,
result in not meeting the twelve-student quota established by Utah
law .

This lumping together of apprentices at all levels results, as

already stated, in serious problems.
The heterogeneous nature of the classes makes it impossible for
instructors to make anything but very general presentations to the
class (first aid, etc . ) .

This leads to the "workbook system," wherein

apprentices at all levels engage in self-study activities under the
general supervision of the instructor .

Thus, as Strauss puts it, the

"classroom" is usually little more than a supervised study hall .

"To

complicate matters further, students come from different backgrounds;
those who have attended junior colleges may be in the same class as
tenth -grade dropouts . "6
This type of situation causes many complaints on the part of the
apprentices, and understandably.

Most apprentices attend their related

6strauss, "Related Instruction," p. 62.
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instr uct ion c lasses after work on their own time, when they are tired.
They pay for tuition and books out of their own pockets .
not sound extreme, and many college students do it .

This may

However, it must

be kept in mind that apprenti ces generally are persons who have not
desired further "booklearning" and have, instead, turned to vocational
trades and manual work .
The typical apprentice just cannot seem to settle down to
do bookwork. As one put it, "I would much rather work
with my hands than my head." He has little desire to
return to a classroom situation, and he strongly resists
anything put in theoretical terms .... The workbook method
requires apprentices to study alone and to learn from
books--study methods which would seem particularly inappropriate for students who are often undermotivated,
physically exhausted, and resentful of anything smacking
of booklearning . 7
This combinat ion of factors results in the related classroom instruction
being one of the most trying aspects of the apprentices' training.
Added to the list of the apprentices' problems in this area is
the fact that they must often travel long distances to attend these
classes (usually one or two nights a week).

Since the classes are

taught onl y in four locations (Ce dar City, Provo, Salt Lake City, and
Ogden), this makes it necessary for some apprentices to travel 100
miles round-trip to attend.

Attendance is

mandato~y,

and an appren-

tice cannot receive his periodic pay increases unless he can demonstrate
adequate progress in his related instruction, as well as his on-thejob training.

Many apprentices express frustration at this require-

ment and feel that it is arbitrary and only a matter of "serving time."
Apprenti ces indentured in rural areas face a special problem .
SAC policy is that any apprentice who must travel more than 100 miles
7Ibid. , p. 59 •
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(round-trip) to attend related instruction classes may substitute a
supervi sed self-study correspondence course in lieu of the classwork .
As was the case in receiving credit for previous work experience,
credit toward the related instruction requirement for courses taken
prior to apprenticeship is extremely difficult to recei ve .

It is the

policy of the SAC and JATC's to grant such credit for certified courses .
However, in talking with the vocational education representatives at
some of the institutions where related instruction is provided, it
appears that this credit is seldom, if ever, granted . This can be
dis couraging to an apprentice who may have attended one or two years
of college .

Said one j ourneyman who had recently completed an inden-

ture and who had attended a university for a year prior to becoming
an app rentice, "It appeared to me that attendance only was stressed-performance didn't seem to matter."
Improvements in Related Instruction Seen
All is not complete ly bad, however .

Various JATC's in the area

are researching and utilizing innovation in related instruction for
apprentices in their prog rams.

The Rancho Murietta concept of the

Operating Engineers is one example.

A detailed discussion wou l d not

be feasible given the scope of this study, but suffice it to say that
there i s concern on the part of most apprenticeship administrators
within the state for improving related instruction . 8
An examination of the attitudes of the apprentices in the sample
towards various aspects of their related instruction programs wil l now
8More information on Rancho Murietta can be obtained by contacting
the Training Coordinator, Operating Engineers, Utah Subcommittee .
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be made including : whether or not a program of related instruction
was provided, teacher's know ledge of the subject, teacher ' s interest
in students, equipment in the school, usefulness and relevance of classroom instruction to work on t he job, speed of presentation of the
material, and overall quality of rela ted class room instruction .
Was a Program of Related Instruction Provided?
The apprentices were first asked to indicate whether or not a program of related instruction was prov ided as part of their apprentice
program .

Their responses, broken down by completion status, are

presented in Table 56 .

Table 56 .

Was a program of related instruction provided?
Yes

Completers
Dropouts
Total

No

Total

351(94 . 4)a

21(5.6)

372

99(68 . 8)

45(31 .3 )

1M

450(87.3)

66(12 . 7)

516

apercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 62 . 3, 2 d. f .

As can be seen, 12 . 7 percent of the respondents as a whole indicated that no program of related instruction was provided as part of
their indenture.

This could be due to various factors .

First, some

rural apprentices have not had provided for them an adequate correspondence course and thus may have indicated no re l ated instruction.
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This happens even in JATC programs, as Strauss points out. 9 Second,
the "no" res pondents may have been indentured in a trade where no
formal program of related instruction was provided.
as printing, do not have formal related instruction .

Some trades, such
To see if the

apprentices' trade areas had some relationship to whether or not a
program of related instruction was provided, the two variables were
cross-tabulated and the results summarized in Table 57 .

Table 57 .

Program of related instruction provided by trade area

Construction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

Yes

356/92 . 0/a

109/85 . 8/

l/25.0/

23/56 . l/

489(87.5)

No

31/8.0/

18/14 . 2/

3/75 . 0/

18/43 . 9/

70(12. 5)

4

41

Total

387

127

559

apercent column total in slashes .
Chi square: 58 . 6, 3 d. f,

The significant chi-s qu are value indicates a relationship between
the trade area of the apprenticeship and whether or not a program of
related instruction was provided .

As was expected, the graphic arts

trade had fewer apprentices in formal related instruction than the
others . A significant number of apprentices in the service trades were
without formal related instruction also.
As the chi-square value of Table 56 implies, there is a relationship between whether or not a program of related instruction was
9strauss, "Related Instruction," p. 58.
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provided and completion status .

However, this relationship evidently

stems from the fact that the majority of related instruction programs
are found in the construction and industri al trades, the trades showing
the greatest likelihood of an apprentice completing an indenture . 10
Teachers' Knowledge of Subject
The apprentices' rankings of their instructors' knowledge of the
subject by completion status are given in Table 58.

The apprentices'

responses give the instructors high marks in this area .

As can be

seen, 87 percent of the respondents as a whole said they felt that
their instructors ' knowledge of the subject was good or excellent .
Surprisingly, it appears the dropouts were significantly more positive
in their rankings than were the completers , as implied by the data
and the significant chi-square value.

The high rankings by both groups

are a reflection of the fact that approximately 100 percent of the
related instruction instructors in Utah are journeymen .

The majority

of them (around 85 percent) teach only part-time and work as full-time
journeymen the rest of the time .

Practical experience and knowledge

of the trade, then, can be expected to be high and are evidenced by
the apprentices' responses.
Teachers' Interest in Students
The respondents did not have such positive statements to make in
this area as they did in the previous one .
responses.

Table 59 summarizes their

Overall, the responses are still quite high in this area.

10 see Chapter IV, Table 21.
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Table 58 .

Comp 1eters
Dropouts
Total

Teachers' knowledge of the subject by completion status
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

136{38. l)a

173(48 . 5)

34(9.5)

14(3 . 9)

357

53(56.4)

30(31 . 9)

9(9.6)

2(2. 1)

94

189(42.2)

203(44 . 8)

43{9.5)

16(3. 5)

451

aPercent row tota 1 in parentheses .
Chi square: 13 . 027. 6 d. f .

The differences in responses between the dropouts and completers are
not significant, as the chi-square value indicates.
sistent .

Nor are they con-

As mentioned, though, the instructors did not receive rank-

ings as favorable in this category as in the previous one.

Table 59.

Teachers' interest in students
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Total

Completers

99(27.7)a

161 (45. 0)

70(19.6)

28(7.8)

358

Dropouts

30(31 . 9)

38{40.4)

13(13.8)

13(13.8)

94

129(28.7)

199{ 44. l)

83(18.2)

41 (9. 0)

452

Total

aPercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 6. 91, 6 d. f. (n . s.).

Equipment in the School
The apprentices' rankings of this category are shown in Table 60.
No significant differences in the responses between the completers
and dropouts were found .

The biggest differences are found in the
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"good" and "fair" categories where 38.7 percent and 16.1 percent of
the dropouts, as opposed to 29.1 pe rcent and 25.1 percent of the completers, respectively, responded.

Table 60.

Equipment in the schoo 1
Fair

Poor

Total

Excellent

Good

Completers

64(18 . 1)

103(29.1)

89(25 . 1)

98(27.7)

354

Dropouts

17(18. 3)

36(38 . 7)

15(16. 1)

25(26.9)

93

Total

81 (18. 2)

139(31 . 5)

104(23.1)

123(27 .3)

447

apercent row tot a1 in parentheses .
Chi square: 9. 34, 6 d.f . (n . s . ).

Relevance of Classroom Instruction to Work On the Job
The lack of relevance of classroom instruction to work on the job
has lon g been a complaint of apprentices.

A study done by Swanson,

Horowitz, and Herrnstadt concludes that related instruction is a misnomer or has been interpreted too literally . 11 Indeed, it is understandable that attempting to coordinate the related instruction with
the work on the job is an extreme ly difficult, if not impossible, task .
This is due, as the aforementioned study puts it, "to unavoidab 'le
factors such as the cyclical variation in product mix, the uneven work
flow, the casual nature of on-the- job training, and the lack of contro l
over specific work assignments .... .,l 2
11 Steven Swanson, Morris Horowitz, and Irvin Herrns tadt, "Re 1a ted
Instruction: Is It Related?," Apprenticeship Training in the 1970 's:
Report of a Conference, ed . by Felician F. Feltman (Washington, D.C . :
U.S . Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, 1974), p. 26.
12 Ibid.
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Howeve r , the appren tice expects the t heo ret i cal instruct i on he is
re cei ving in the cl assr oom to have some relevance or relationship to the
work processes he is perform ing on the job .

For the reasons just men-

tioned, this expectation on the part of the apprentice many times is
simply not met.

This results in further frustration on his part .

It

appears, as the Swanson study concludes, that a possible solution to
this problem might be to change the objectives of related instruction to
either:

(1) the supplementing of on-the-job training so that all work

processes may be learned, or (2) the instruction of the theoretical
tools of the specific t rade .

The former objective has been adopted by

the operating engineers as the rationale behind their Rancho Murietta
school, and the latter is used by trades such as electricians and plumbers .

Further dis cus sion of this will be postponed until Chapter IX.
The responses of the apprentices to this question indicate that

there i s general dissatisfaction in this area.
sented in Table 61 .

The results are pre-

Note that only 14.5 percent of the total re-

spondents rated this catego ry as excellent, while 19 . 4 percent rated
it poor.

Comparison of this category with the previous ones reveals

that the apprentices as a whole gave this category lower marks than any
of the previous ones .

The dropouts and completers were fairly uniform

in their responses, as the low chi - square value indicates .
Speed of Presentation of Material
As indicated earlier, related instruction classes are extremely
heterogeneous as far as the level of apprentices within each class goes.
Added to this problem is the fact that the educational levels of the
apprentices are also highly varied.

The apprentices were asked to
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Table 61.

Relevance of classroom instruction to work on the job
Poor

Excellent

Good

Fair

Comp 1eters

53(14.9)a

135(37.9)

101 (28 . 4)

67(18 . 8)

356

Dropouts

11(1 1.7)

37(39.4)

25(26.6)

21 (19. 4)

94

Total

64( 14. 5)

172 ( 37 . 9)

126(28.2)

88(19.4)

450

Total

apercent row tot a1 in parentheses .
Chi square: 7.6, 6 d.f. (n . s.).
indicate whether or not they felt that the material was presented too
quickly, too slowly, or at the right pace .
appren tices' responses to this query .

Table 62 summarizes the

As can be seen, no significant

differences in the responses of the dropouts and completers are indicated by the chi-square value .

Of the respondents, 54 . 7 percent indi-

cated they felt that the pace of the instruction was satisfactory.
It ' s interesting, also, to note that 26.5 percent of the respondents
felt that the pace of instruction was too slow, while 18 . 9 percent
indicated that the material was presented too quickly .

Table 62 .

Teaching pace
Compl eters

Dropouts

Total

Material taught too slowly

94(27.3)a

22(23. 7)

116(26.4)

Material taught too quickly

57(16 . 6)

26(28.0)

83(18. 9)

Teaching pace 0. K.

193(56 . 1)

45(48.4)

240(54. 7)

Total

344

93

APercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 7.86, 4 d.f. (n . s . ) .
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It can be concluded, then, that there was considerab le dissatisfaction with the way the material was presented on the part of both
dropouts and completers .

However, no significant difference between

the two groups was observed from the data .
Overall Quality of Classroom Instruction
Finally, the apprentices were asked to rank their perceptions of
the overall quality of classroom instruction .
in Table 63 .

The results are shown

The results indicate that generally the apprentices'

attitudes toward the overall quality of the classroom instruction bore
no relationship to their likelihood of completion of indenture.

On

the whole, the apprentices ranked their related classroom instruction
lowe r than their on-the- job training. 13

Table 63 .

Overall quality of classroom instruction
Fair

Good

Completers

53(14 . 8)a

159(44 . 4)

97(27 . 1)

49(13 . 7)

358

Dropouts

16(16.8)

43(45.3)

25(26.3)

11(11.6)

• 95

Total

69(15.3)

205( 44 . 9)

122(26 .7)

60(13 . 1)

453

apercent of row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 3.16, 6 d. f. (n . s . ) .

13 see Chapter VI, especially Table 50.

Poor

Total

Exce 11 ent
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~prentice

Wage Rates

The purpose of this section will be to look at apprentice wage
rates in their relationship to whethe r or not an apprentice completes
his or her indenture .
Traditionally, apprentices have been pa id some specified percentage of the journeyman's wage at the beginning of indenture, with that
percentage being increased per iodically at a rate specified in the
indenture agreement until a certain limit is reached (usually 80-95
percent of the journeyman rate) .
The starting wage traditionally has been somewhere between 45 and
50 percent of the journeyman wage .

The only requirement that SAC

places upon sta r ting wage rates for apprentices is that they be in
compliance with federal and state minimum wage laws, if they are
covered under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act .

However, if they

are not covered, SAC will not register any program providing for an
entry rate of less than $1 . 00 per hour unless the rate is included
in a bargaining agreement .
The SAC policy manual states the following as the general policy
for apprentice wage rates in Utah:
Wages for apprentices should be determined by employers,
or by employers jointly with representatives of labor;
they should be calculated so that training is the principal criterion; wages should be progressive, and there
should be a gap between the final apprenticeship rate
and the journeyman rate.l4
To determine what the experiences of the apprentices were with respect
to wages, they were asked to give thei r starting hourly wage at the
14 utah, Polioy Manua l , sec . 6.
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beginning of their indentures.

The results are given in Table 64 .

The high chi-square value indicates a relationship between starting
salary as an apprentice and completion status.

The raw data indicate

that completers began their apprenticeships at higher salaries than
did the dropouts .

Of the completers, 32 . 6 percent had starting sal-

aries in the top three classes, while only 22 . 7 percent of the dropouts
indicated they had received starting salaries in these ranges.

Table 64 .

Beginning pay rate by completion status

Hourly wage

Completers

Dropouts

O(O.O)a

0(0.0)

$1.00-$2.00

45(15.0)

32(22 . 7)

78(17.2)

$2.01-$3 . 50

161 (52. 4)

77(54.6)

243(53 . 6)

$3 . 51-$5 . 00

93(30 . 3)

23(16 . 3)

116(25.6)

$5 . 01 -$6. 50

6(2 . 0)

6(4.3)

12(2 . 6)

$6.51-$8 . 80

1(0 . 3)

3(2. 1)

4(0.9)

Less than $1 . 00

Total
0

apercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square : 20. 65, 8 d.f .

However, looking at starting salaries as a percentage of the
journeyman rate in the trade will give a more accurate picture of the
beginning wage rates of the two groups, since this will solve the
problem of the money wage differences between different trades.

Cross-

tabulating starting salary as a percentage of the journeyman by
occupational area of apprenticeship, we find the results presented in
Tables 65 and 66 .
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Table 65 .

Beginning pay rate as percentage of journeyman rate by
occupational area of apprenticeship {completers)
Construction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

10% or
less

2(0 . 9)a

l (1.4)

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

3(1. 0)

ll - 40%

23(10.8)

10(14. 5)

0(0.0)

l (7 . l)

34(11. 4)

41 -55%

94(44. l)

7(10.1)

0(0 . 0)

l (7 .l)

102(34.3)

56-100%

94(44. l)

51 (73. 9)

1(100 . 0)

12(85. 7)

158(53.2)

213(71.7)

69(23.2)

l (0 . 3)

14( 4. 7)

297

Total

apercent of column total in parentheses.
Chi squa re: 34 . 39, 9 d. f.

Table 66 .

10% or
less

Beginning pay rate as percentage of journeyman rate by
occupational area of apprenticeship (dropouts)
Construction

Industria 1

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

l {l. 3)a

0(0.0)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

l (l. 0)

11-40%

21 (28 . 0)

3(18.8)

l (100. 0)

8(72.7)

33(32.0)

41-55%

29(38. 7)

5(31. 3)

0(0 . 0)

2( 18. 2)

36(35 . 0)

56-100%

24(32.0)

8(50.0)

0(0.0)

l (9 . l)

33(32.0)

Total

75(72 , 8)

16(15 , 5)

l ( l. 0)

11(10.7)

aPercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square : 14 . 09, 9 d.f . ( n. s.) .
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Close examination of the results in Tables 65 and 66 reveals some
interesting implications .

First, it appears that just as starting wage

rates were higher for completers (as shown by Table 64), so are starting wage rates as a percentage of the journeyman rate for the trade .
Table 65 shows that 87.5 percent of the completers received starting
wages greater than 40 percent of the journeyman rate for the trade.
This contrasts with the results in Table 66 revea ling that 67 percent
of the dropouts received starting wages greater than 40 percent of
the journeyman rate.

The chi-square values in both Tables 65 and 66

must be interpreted cautious ly, however, due to the small number of
observations in some of the cells.

However, it appears that there is

a relationship between the occupational area of apprenticeship and the
starting rate of pay as a percentage of the journeyman wage.
To further test the hypothesis that the starting wage rates as
a percentage of journeyman's wage are greater for the completers than
for the dropouts, tests for the differences between the mean starting
wage rates were carried out.

The results are presented in Tab le 67.

The results of the "t" tests indicate that the mean starting wage as
a percent of the journeyman wage is greater for the completers than
for the dropouts .

Table 67 .

Lowest rate of pay received as percentage of journeyman wage
Mean

S.D .

Completers

59.1

17 .0

Dropouts

51 . 5

19.3

Calculated t value

3.5.
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In summary, it appears on the basis of our data that the completers
received a higher starting dollar wage and wage as a percentage of the
journeyman wage than did the dropouts.

Further, it appears that the

majority of the apprentices began at a wage rate that was 50 percent
or greater of the journeyman wage (the average overall was 57 percent
and the 95 percent confidence interval 55 . 1- 58.5).

The extremely low

values in the tables may be assumed to be part- time apprentices, underage apprentices working with their fathers, etc.

In general, it appears

that the 45- 50 percent standard is adhered to quite closely.

Barocci

found, as we did, that there are still outliers in the 11-40 percent
range among both completers and dropouts.
reasons for this .

He mentions two possible

First , it is possible that those who began their

indentures early in the sample may not have remembered the exact
percentage .

Second, they may have started their indentures at a

time when SAC was not strictly monitoring the beginning pay rates.
Whatever the reason, only sixty-seven of the apprentices in the sample
began their indentures in this salary range.
Highest Pay Rates
The apprentices were also asked to indicate their highest salary
as an hou rly wage and also as a percentage of the journeyman wage .
Comparisons between dropouts and completers in this category cannot
be made since the highest wage is dependent on the time spent in the
program .

However, we can still use the data to get some idea of the

wages dropouts are receiving at the time of cancellation of the indenture .

It will also be valuable in learning what percentage of the
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journeyman wage the completers were receiving upon complet ion of the
program.
Tab le 68 gives the completers' responses cross - tabulated by occ upationa l area of apprenticeship .

Table 68 .

Highest hourly salary received by trade area of apprenticeship (com pleters)

Hourly
wage

Construction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

Less than
$1.50

O(O . O)a

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

0(0. 0)

0(0 . 0)

$1.51 - $3 . 00

3(1. 5)

2(2. 7)

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

5(1.7)

$3.01-$5. 00

79(38 . 3)

54(73 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

11(64 . 7)

144(48.3)

$5 . 01-$7 . 00

89(43 . 2)

14(18. 9)

1(100. 0)

6(35 . 3)

110(36.9)

$7 . 01 -$9.99

35(17.0)

4(5 . 4)

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

39(13. 1)

206(69 . 1)

74(24 .8)

1(0 . 3)

17(5 . 7)

Total

aPercent of column total in parenthese s .
Chi square : 33 . 68, 9 d. f.

The existence of a relationship between the occupational area in
which the apprentice was indentured and highest salary is imp lied by
the chi-square value .

However, since there are a substantial number

of cells in the matrix for which the number of observations is less
than 5 or 0, care must be taken in interpreting the chi-square value .
The raw data indicate that , except for the one completer in the graphic
arts trade , the apprentices in the construction trades were receiving
the highest money salari es upon completion of their indentures .
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Looking at the salaries as a percentage of the journeyman rate in
Table 69 will eradicate the money effect and facilitate comparisons
between the occupational areas.

Taking away the money effect resulted

in no significant differences between trades in highest pay.
interesting relationships can, however, be seen .

Some

First, the service

and graphic arts trades paid the apprentices in those areas the
highest salaries as a percentage of journeyman rate at the completion
of their apprenticeships.

Another interesting result is the four ob-

servati ons in the below 50 percent categories in the construction and
industrial trades .

Thus, it can be concluded that, although completers

in the construction area receive higher money wages at completion
than the completers in the other trades, construction does not appear
to pay the highest wages when looked upon as a percentage of the
journeyman wage .

We can now look at the dropouts.

Except for the one

observation in the graphic arts trades, construction program dropouts
were receiving the highest hourly rate of pay at the time of cancellation of indenture .

It can be seen, also, that the majority of the

dropouts (60 percent) were getting paid more than $3.00 per hour at
the time of cancellation.

Seventeen percent were earning more than

$5 . 00 per hour (Table 70).
Table 71 looks at hourly wages as a percentage of the journeyman
wage .

Again, the low number of observations in many of the cells (<5)

requires caution in interpreting the chi-square value.

However, the

raw data indicate that the majority of the apprentices were receiving
over 50 percent of the journeyman rate at the time of cancellation.
Also, it becomes apparent from close comparison of Tables 66 and 71
that the majority of the dropout apprentices were receiving the 5
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Table 69 .

Highest pay as a percentage of the journeyman wage by
occupational area of apprenticeship (completers)
Constr uction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

30% or
less

1(0 . 5)a

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

1(0 . 3)

31 - 50%

2(0 . 9)

1(1.5)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

3( 1. 0)

51 - 75%

10(4. 7)

2(3.0)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

12( 4.1)

76- 100%

198(93 . 8)

63(95 . 5)

1(100 .0)

13(100.0)

275{94 . 5)

Total

211 (72 . 5)

66(22 . 7)

1(0. 3)

13(14 . 5)

291

apercent co l umn total in parentheses .
Chi square : 1.71, 9 d.f .

Tab l e 70 .

Highest hourly salary received by trade area of apprenticeship (dropouts)

Hourly
wage

Construction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Less than
$1 . 50

O(O.O)a

0(0.0)

0(0 . 0)

2( 11. l)

2(1. 5)

$1.51 - $3 . 00

26(29 . 2)

12(48. 0)

2(66 . 7)

12( 66. 7)

52(38.5)

$3 . 01-$5 .00

42(47 . 2)

12(48 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

4(22; 2)

58(43 . 0)

$5 . 01-$7 . 00

15(16 . 9)

1(4 . 0)

1 (33 . 3)

0(0.0)

17(12. 6)

$7 . 01-$9 . 99

6(6. 7)

0(0 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

6(4.4)

89(65 . 9)

25 (18. 5)

3(2.2)

18( 13. 3)

Total

aPercent of column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 32 . 65 • 12 d. f.

Service

Total

135
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percent pay step increases .

Table 66 shows that approximately 32 per-

cent of the dropou t apprentices were paid 50 percent or more of the
journeyman rate at the commencement of their indentures, while Table
71 shows that 68 . 4 percent of the dropouts were being paid more than
50 percent of the journeyman rate at the time they cancelled their
indentures .

Table 71 .

Highest pay as a percentage of the journeyman wage by trade
area of apprenticeship (dropouts)
Construction

Industrial

Graphic
arts

Service

Total

30% or
1ess

2{3 .0)a

1(5 . 6)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

3(3.2)

31-50%

17(25 . 4)

1(5 . 6)

1( 100. 0)

8(88.9)

27{28 . 4)

51 - 75%

32(47.8)

9(50 . 0)

0(0 . 0)

1(11.1)

42{44.2)

76- 100%

16{23 . 9)

7(38.9)

0(0 . 0)

0(0.0)

23(24.2)

Total

67(70 . 5)

18( 18. 9)

1( 1.1)

9(9.5)

95

---

apercent column total in parentheses.
Chi square : 24 . 58, 9 d.f.

The apprentices were asked to give their opinions of the wages
they received as apprentices by indicating whether they thought that
the pay was reasonable, too low, or reasonable at the start, but should
have been increased.

Their responses, cross - tabulated by completion

status, are given in Table 72.

The chi-square value suggests that

there is a relationship between the apprentices' opinions of the pay
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they received while indentured and their likelihood of completion of
the indenture.

Sixty- seven percent of the completers felt the pay was

reasonable, while only 38.1 percent of the dropouts felt that way.
In addition, it appears that more of the dropouts than completers did
not receive the pay step increases they were supposed to receive.

Of

the completers, 14 . 2 percent indicated that the pay should have been
increased, while almost 28 percent of the dropouts felt this way .
This can either be interpreted to mean that these apprentices were not
receiving their pay increases, that they were receiving them only
infrequently or delinquently, or that they felt that the increases
{generally 5 percent) were not adequate .

It is the hypothesis of this

study that it is for the former reasons that the apprentices gave the
response .

Table 72 .

Opinion of apprentice wages
Dropouts

Total

4{2 . 7)

6( 1. 2)

246{67.0)

56(38 . 1)

302(58.7)

Pay too low

67(18.3)

46(31. 3)

113(22. 1)

Pay O.K. at start--but
should have been increased

52(14. 2)

41 (27. 9)

93{18. 1)

Completers
Satisfied with less pay
Pay was reasonable

Total

2(0 . 5)a

367

aPercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 38.8, 6 d.f.
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514
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A cross-tabulation of pay opinion and trade area did not yield
significant results, 15 as the previous sections would imply .
Lay-Off Experience
The SAC has often expressed the concern that one reason many
apprenti ces are terminating their indentures is that they are being
laid off for long periods of time, often intentionally to avoid the
pay increases .

To investigate this, the apprentices were asked to

indicate whether or not they were laid off during their apprenticeship.
Their responses were cross-tabulated by completion status, and the
results of the cross-tabulation are presented in Table 73.

Table 73 .

Laid off during apprenticeship by completion status

Completers
Dropouts
Total

Yes

No

Total

113(30 . 4)a

259(69. 6)

372

62(42 . 8)

83(57 . 2)
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175(34 . 2)

342(65.8)

517

apercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 12 . 90, 2 d.f.

It appears that the lay-off experience between dropouts and completers varied considerably .

First, only 30.4 percent of the completers

were actually laid off during their indentures.
42 . 8 percent of the dropouts .
15 chi square:

This contrasts with

The difference is significant as the

12 . 91, 9 d. f .
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chi-square value indicates .

Second, 34.2 percent of the entire re-

spondents were laid off during their indentures .

It can be understood

that lay-offs present a serious problem to the apprentice .

Not only

does he lose a substantial amount of income, but the continuity of his
training is interrupted.

As will be seen in the next chapter, the

lay-off problem is of considerable importan ce as a determinant of
cancellation of i ndenture.

Of the dropouts, 22.7 percent indicated

that being laid off was either important, of some importance, or very
important in their decision to cancel their indentures.
While fewer of the completers indicated that they had been laid
off, further analysis of the data indicates that they were, on the
average, laid off more times than were the dropouts .

This is probably

due to t he fact that they were indentured for a longer period of time.
The average number of times laid off was 3. 31 for the completers and
1.74 for the dropouts .
leve1 . 16

At-test indicates significance at the .05

The apprentices were asked to indicate the longest period of time
(in weeks) that they were ever laid off .

The results indicate that

there was no significant difference between the two groups .

The data on related instruction indicate that dropouts and completers generally are uniform in their opinions .

The data indicate

that the apprentices were least satisfied with the relevance of the
classroom instruction than any other category .
16 t value= 5.531.

Further, the data
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ind ica te, as do Barocci 's, that the apprentices were less satisfied
with their related instruction than they were with their on-the-job training.
The findings indicate that the completers received higher money
wages at the beginning of their indentures, as well as a greater percentage of the journeyman rate .
structio~

It can be concluded that the con-

and graphic arts trades (only one observation) paid the

highest money wages.

It also appears that the apprentices are gen-

erally receiving the 5 percent pay increases (94.5 percent of
comp leters were earning an average of 88 percent of the journeyman
rate).

Finally, these findings do not differ significantly from

Barocci 's.
The data on lay-off experience, however, do contrast with the
Wisconsin survey .

Barocci found no difference between dropouts and

completers in number and duration of lay-offs . The Utah data indicate
that more of the dropouts were laid off than were the completers, with
the cross -tabulation being significant.

It is also significant to

note that while only 6 percent of the dropouts in the Wisconsin study
indicated that they dropped out because they were laid off and found
other jobs, 22.7 percent of the respondents in the Utah sample indicated that this had been important in their decisions to terminate
their indentures.
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CHAPTER VIII
POST-APPRENTICESHIP INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS,
AND REASONS FOR CANCELLING THE INDENTURE
In this chapter the apprentices' post- apprenticeship income and
employment status will be examined.

Special emphasis will be given

to comparing the dropouts and completers with respect to their current
in come, job status, positions, etc .

In addition, a look at the reasons

the apprentices gave for cancelling their indentures will be taken.
Post-Apprenticeship Income
It is sometimes claimed that any person considering any kind of
post-secondary education will do so for the added income and employment
possibilities {little mention is ever made of the non-monetary benefits) which will accrue to him for so doing .
ship.

So it is with apprentice-

The claim is that, while other routes to journeyman status may

be taken, the apprenticeship system is the only "formal " route and
those who reach journeyman status through apprenticeship will be the
highly paid "nucleus" of their respe ctive crafts.
Indeed, a recent study presents strong evidence that apprenticetrained journeymen work significantly and consistently more hours than
non-apprentice- trained journeymen . 1 The apprentices were asked to
1

Ray Marshall, WilliamS. Franklin, and Robert W. Glover, Fo1'111al
and Informal Training of Selected Cons truction Craft smen (Austin, Texas:
Center for the Study of Human Resources, University of Texas, 1973),
p. 186 .
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indicate their current annual incomes with the purpose of seeing how
they differed between dropouts and completers, trade area of apprenticeship, and between dropouts and completers who are currently employed
in the same trade (or a related one) that they served their indenture in .
There are several limitations to the income data which must be
kept in mind in order to interpret the data in the right perspective.
First, we asked the respondents to give their current annual income.
This very likely involved estimation on their part, since it was mid1974 when they were asked to respond.

They could have been asked to

indicate their 1973 income and thus have avoided the problem of
est imati on; however, since the sample included apprentices who completed their indentures in early 1974, asking them to indicate their
1973 i ncome would have resulted in these apprentices giving their
apprentice income and thus would have resulted in a downward bias in
the data .
Another problem which the data present is the fact that the sample
includes apprentices who have recently completed or dropped out of
the program, as well as those who dropped out early in the sample
(1969) .

The income figures for either group coul d result in either

an upward or downward bias, depending on which group was overrepresented .

It was shown earlier that a disproportionate number of

respondents came from the later years due to the nature of the addresses
used in the sample. 2 It wi ll be assumed that the data on income are
adequate for the analysis at hand, and potential biases and their implicati ons will be considered .
2see Chapter III .
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The mean current income for dropout and completer in the sample
is $10,063 and $13,143, respectively ,

The difference between the two
means is significant at the . 05 level. 3 In order to glean further
info rma tion about current income, the data on current income were
broken into classes and cross-tabulated by completion status .

The

res ults of the cross-tabulations are presented in Table 74.

Table 74 .

Current income by completion status

Income

Dropouts

Completers

Total

$0-$5,000

14(9 . 1)a

1(0 . 3)

15(2.8)

6(1 . 6)

39(7.2)

$5,001-$8,000

33(21 . 4)

$8,001-$10,000

26(16.9)

43(11.4)

69(12.8)

$10,001-$12,000

29(18 . 8)

118(31.4)

148(27.5)

$12,001-$14,000

10(6.5)

80(21.3)

91 (16. 9)

$14,001-$18,000

12(7 .8)

87(23. 1)

100(18.6)

$18,001-$22,000

3(1.9)

8(2.1)

11 (2 . 0)

$22,001-$26,000

0(0.0)

4( 1. 1)

4(0. 7)

27(17.5)

29(7.7)

62(11.5)

$26,001+
Total

376

154

530

apercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square : 165 . 52, 16 d.f.

As is obvious from the table, wide differences in current annual
income exist between dropouts and completers .
3t value= 6. 198.

On the whole, it appears
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that the completers in the sample have higher current annual incomes
than do the dropouts .

Of the completers, 86 .7 percent have incomes

greater than $10,000, while only 52 . 5 percent of the dropouts fall
into those classes .

The disproportionately high number of dropouts

in the $26,000+ range may be due to those who left trade work for more
lucrative occupations; i . e. , those for whom the opportunity cost of
trade work and apprenticeship was too high .

Th irteen of the dropouts

indicated they left apprenticeship to enroll in school full time.
This may possibly account, in part, fo r the high number of dropouts in
the $26,000+ class .

In sum, however, the data show strongly that the

completers have higher current incomes than do the dropouts .
To look at the effect which the occupationa l area the apprentice
was indentured in had on his current income, the income data were
broken down by completion status and trade area and mean income figures for the two groups were obtained .

The results are shown in

Table 75 .

Table 75.

Mean income .of former apprentices broken down by occupationa l
area of apprenticeship
Dropout's income as %
of completer 's income

Dropouts

Completers

Construction

$10,351
(n;86)

$13,590
(n=2 45)

76

Industria 1

$11,144
(n=l9)

$12,083
(n=84)

92

Service

$ 8,059
(n=20)

$12,329
(n=l7)

65

Graphic arts

$ 8,333
(n=3)

$12,140
(n=l)

69
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The figures reveal, to a degree, what was expected.

First, in all

but the industrial trade, completers are earning substantially more at
the present time than are dropouts .

According to the data, completers

are earning about 22 percent more than the dropouts who were indentured
in the same area .

This is very close to what Barocci found (25 percent).

The data indicate that 36 percent of the dropouts in the sample
indicated t hat they are currently employed in fields related to their
training .

To make a compar ison of the current incomes of dropouts and

completers employed in the same trade area, the current income data
we re broken down by trade area of apprenticeship and the "employed in
field related to training " variable.

The results are presented in

Table 76 .

Table 76 . Mean income of former apprentices currently employed in
trade broken down by completion status
Dropout's income as %
of completer's income

Dropouts

Completers

Construction

$10,871
{n-29)

$14,613
(n=233)

80

Indust rial

$10,098
(n=8)

$12 ,1 70
(n=79)

83

Service

$ 8,668
(n=9)

$12,373
(n=l5)

70

Graphic arts

$12,000
(n=l)

$13,140
(n=l)

99

Comparison of Tables 75 and 76 will reveal that in all cases except
the industrial trades dropouts, those dropouts and completers who stayed
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in the same trade rather than switching are earning a greater income
than those who switched .

Also , a comparison between the dropouts and

completers in Table 76 reveals that the dropouts, in all cases except
for the industrial trades, are earning a greater percentage of the completer's income than if they had changed occupational areas.

The data

indicate that dropouts who continue working in the same occupational
area as they were indentured in are earning an average of 80 percent
of the completer's income .

This is strong evidence that perhaps many

dropout apprentices simply secure gainful employment in the trade
without completing their indentures .
the same results.

The Wisconsin data indicated

And as Barocci concluded, dropping out of the pro-

gram and staying in the same trade area closes the gap somewhat between the completers' and dropouts' incomes. 4 And, as was already
pointed out, this fact may influence many of the dropouts to terminate
their indentures early .
In summary, the data indicate that, on the whole, the current income of completers is significantly greater than that of dropouts .
The data also indicate that completers in the construction and service
trades are earning the greatest current incomes.

Further, the Utah

data imply, as did Barocci's, that dropouts and comp leters who stay
in the occupational area in which they are trained tend to earn more
than those who switched.

Also, the dropouts' income was a greater

percentage of the completers ' in all cases except for the industrial
trades.

Again, the implication of this is that many dropout appren-

tices may feel that after a certain point the cost of remaining in the
4Barocci, "The Drop-out and the Wisconsin Apprenticeship Program , "
p. 166 .
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program is too great, so they terminate t heir indenture and continue
working in the same fie ld at a rate approaching that of the completer .
Employment Status of Former Apprentices
As mentioned before, recent studies have presented evidence that
the returns to apprenticeship are not only monetary.

It is hypoth-

esized by the apprenticeship community that apprentice program completers are employed continuously and consistently more than those who
do not complete their indenture, especially if employed in the same
trade area.

In addition, the aforementioned study also concluded

that j our neymen who reach that status through apprenticeship are more
likely to become supervisors and foremen than are those who reach
journeyman status through other routes. 5
To test these claims, and to look at the experiences of the
apprentices surveyed in our sample, the respondents were asked to
indicate whether they were currently employed, if they were employed
in a field related to their training, and if their present position
was of a supervisory nature.
Table 77 presents the results of a cross-tabulation between the
apprentices ' current employment status (employed or unemployed) and
program comp letion status.
Significant differences between the completers and dropouts can
be seen in their responses in this area .

Only 2. 9 percent of the

completers indicated that they were currently unemployed, while 11.1
percent of the dropouts so indicated.

The significant chi-square value

SMarshal l, Franklin, and Glover, Training, p. 186 .
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Table 77 .

Current employment status by completion status
Employed

Unemployed

Completers

363(97. l)a

11(2.9)

374

Dropouts

136(88 .9)

17( 11.1)

153

Total

499(94.8)

28(5.2)

527

Total

apercent row total in parentheses.
Chi square: 15 . 14, 2 d. f .

implies a relationship between employment status and completion status.
However, no causation is implied here.

Caution must be exercised in

interpreting these results since many factors may lead to unemployment,
such as illness, disability, or other exogenous factors .

The only

conclusion which may be reached is that, according to the data, a
signifi cantly greater number of dropouts were unemployed in comparison
to completers in the sample.

This does, however, support the general

hypothesis mentioned before.
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 36 percent of the dropouts
in the sample were currently employed in a field related to their
training .

Table 78 summarizes a cross-tabula tion between completion

status and whether or not the apprentices are employed in a field related to their training.
The wide difference in responses between the comp leters and dropouts was expected.

Of the completers, 96.4 percent indicated they

were currently employed in a field related to their training as opposed
to 36 percent of the dropouts .

The significant chi square implies a

relationship between whether or not an apprentice completes his or her
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Table 78.

Employed in f i el d related to tra i ning by completion status

Camp 1et ers
Dropouts
Total

Yes

No

Total

351(96 . 4)a

13(3 . 6)

364

50(36 . 0)

89(64.0)
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401 (79 .3 )

102(20 . 7)

503

apercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square: 227 . 09, 2 d. f.

indenture and the likelihood of working in the same trade in which he
or she was indentured .

This may be due to the dropout voluntarily

leaving the tradefor another or simply not having acquired enough
skills during his partial indenture to secure gainful employment in
the trade .

As was mentioned before, it is hypothesized that the 36

percent of the dropouts who remained in the trade did so because they
had acquired enough skills during their partial indenture to secure
remunerative employment in the trade, as indicated by the wage data
in Table 76 .
The apprentices' responses to the query of whether or not they
were employed in super visory positions were cross-tabulated by completion status .

The results are presented in Table 79.

The results indicate that proportionately more dropouts in the
sample are holding supervisory positions than completers .

The differ-

ence, however, is not significant as the low chi-square value indicates.
Still, the findings are surprising and do not corroborate the general
hypothesis that completers are more likely to hold supervisory positions than dropouts .

There are two possible explanations of why the
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Table 79.

Employed in supervisory position by completion status
Supervisory

Nonsupervisory

Total

Completers

80(26 . 5)a

222(73.5)

302

Dropouts

39(32 .8 )

80(67.2)

11 9

119(27 . 9)

302(72 . l)

421

Totals

apercent row total in pa rentheses.
Chi square: 2.96, 2 d. f . (n.s.).

data indicate this.

First, the nature of the sample.

It may be that

the majority of the completers come from the later years in the sample.
This would me an that they have been active journeymen for only onetwo years .

If so, their likelihood of already being in supervisory

positions is not as great as if they had come from earlier years in
the sample (1969- 1970) .

Second, the dropouts who have indi cated they

hold supervisory pos itions may not necessarily hold these positions
within the trade in which t hey were indentured, or even within the
same trade as the completers with whom they are competing.

Therefore,

the only valid comparison is to look at the supervisory experience of
only those dropouts and completers who are currently employed in the
same fields as they were indentured in .

The results of that cross-

tabulation are presented in Table 80.
Surprisingly, even only when looking at dropouts and completers
who are employed in fields related to their training, proportionately
more of the dropouts indicated they held supervisory positions than
completers.

This is in direct contradiction to the general hypothesis

that completers are more likely to hold supe rvi sory positions than
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Table 80 .

Employed in supervisory position by completion status for
dropouts and completers in same trade
Supervisory

Nonsupervisory

Total

Completers

76(26.2)a

214(73 . 8)

290

Dropouts

20(45.5)

24(54.5)

44

Total

96

238

334

aPercent row total in parentheses.

dropouts.

This, again, supports the notion that enough skills are

acquired through partial apprenticeship to work productively within a
trade .

It can also be construed as further evidence against the

length of present apprenticeship programs, and we shall take a closer
look at this in Chapter IX .
Reasons for Cancelling the Indenture
In this sect ion a close look at the apprentices' reasons for cancelling their indentures will be taken .

The apprentices were asked

to review a list of possible reasons for terminating an indenture and
then to indicate whether a reason was very important, important, of
some importance, or not important at all in their decisions to cancel
their indenture .

Table 81 summarizes the dropouts' reasons, and their

importance, for cance lling their indentures.

In interpreting the table,

it should be kept in mind that the apprentices could mark one or more
reasons as very important, important, etc., so the column totals do
not necessarily correspond to the exact numbe r of dropouts who
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responded .

Also, an "other" category was listed among the alternatives.

A content analysis of that catego ry is presented in Table 82.
Some of the results in Tables 81 and 82 deserve mention.

Thirty-

eight percent of the dropouts indicated that either low pay or unfair
treatment of apprentices by the employer were very important reasons
in the i r decisions to terminate their indentures.

Thirty percent of

the reasons listed as very important were either the finding of a
job comparable to what the dropout could have had upon compl etion of
the apprenticeship, or that he was laid off and found a job before
being called back.

Thirty-five, or approximately 23 percent of the

dropouts (n=l54), indicated an important reason for cancellation of
their indenture was because of lay-offs--either never having been
called back, or finding another job before being called back.

This

finding tends to support the claim that employers may be using apprentices in time of labor shortages, and then releasing them during a
s lowdown in the economy. 6 A further possible indictment of employers
comes from the fact that a total of 65, or 42 percent (n=l54), of the
dropouts indicated unfair treatment by employers as very important,
important, or somewhat important in their decisions to terminate their
indentures .
Important also are reasons which do not reflect on the weaknesses
of the program.

Forty-one percent of the reasons listed by the dropouts

as being very important in their decisions to terminate their indentures were not necessarily reflections of program weaknesses, but
rather indications of normal attrition .

Reasons such as, "I found a

6see Chapter VII, "Lay- off Experience."
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Table 81 .

Reasons for cancelling the indenture
Very
important
%
II

Of some

Important
li
%

im~ortance

#

%

Not
imjortant
%

1. Employer was not
fair to apprentices

37

20

14

17

14

18

50

15

2. Found a job as good
as if comp 1eted
apprentice program

35

19

19

23

20

25

40

12

3. Apprent ice pay too
low

34

18

17

21

16

21

51

15

4. Changed mind about
wanting to work as
apprentice

22

12

14

17

11

14

54

16

5. Laid off and foun d
another job before
called back

21

11

10

12

4

5

71

21

6. Did not like related
instruction

19

10

8

10

13

17

71

21

7. Enrolled in school
full time

11

6

0

0

0

0

2

0

8. Military
Total

Table 82 .

6

4

0

0

0

0

0

185

100

82

100

78

100

340 100

Content analysis of "other" category--reasons for cancelling
the indenture

1. Laid off, never called back

Number

Pe rcent

20

59

2. Illness or accident

7

20.5

3. More money in other employment

7

20 . 5

34

100 . 0

Total
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job as good as I could have gotten had I completed apprenticeship,"
"I changed my mind about wanting to work as an apprentice," and enro 11 i ng
in school full time or military servi ce are examples .
The findings in this area parallel very closely those of Barocci
in the Wisconsin survey, which indicated unfair treatment of employers
as being very important in the decision to terminate as well as appren tice pay and change of mind concern i ng apprenticeship.

However, it is

interesting to note that only 5 percent of the reasons for cancelling
the indenture had to do with being laid off . 7 This contrasts sharply
with our findings .

This may perhaps be due to better supervision of

programs on the part of the Wisconsin apprenticeship system.

Likewise,

only about 6 percent of the reasons the Wisconsin apprentices gave
for terminating were due to dissatisfaction with the related instruction .

This compares to about 26 percent in our sample .

This may be

due to the fact, as Barocci points out, that Wisconsin apprentices are
paid by the employer for their attendance at related instruction
classes . 8
Another interesting implication of the data is that about 48 percent of the sample indicated finding a job as good as they could have
gotten had they completed their indenture as an important reason in
terminating .

Barocci found 15 percent of his sample indicating this. 9

This fact, coupled with the findings earlier in this chapter, that 36
percent of the dropouts were employed in a field related to their
7Barocci, "The Drop- out and t he Wisconsin Apprenticeship Program,"
p. 169.
8
rbid.
9
Jbid.
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training, supports Barocci's claim that partial apprenticeship can result in acquisition of enough skills to secure gainful employment. 10
To further investigate the reasons given for dropping out, the
apprentices' reasons were cross-tabulated by occupational area of apprenticeship, and by the JATC variable, to see if any relationship existed
between reasons for cancelling the indenture and in which trade area the
apprentice was indentured, and whether or not his was a JATC-administered
program .

Significant chi-s quare values were obtained for the "pay too

low" reason, and both the trade area and JATC variables, and the "employer not fair to apprentice" reason and only the JATC variable.

Tables

83, 84, and 85 present the results of their cross-tabulations.

Table 83 .

"Pay too low" reason by trade area of apprenticeship

Not important

Construction

Industria l

Graphic
arts

Service

43(54 . 4)a

6(28 . 6)

0(0 . 0)

2(12.5)

9(11.4)

5(23.8)

0(0.0)

2(12.5)
1(6. 3)

Of some
importance
Important

10(12 . 7)

4(19.0)

2(100. 0)

Very important

17(21.5)

6(28.6)

0(0.0)

11 (68.8)

Total

79(66 . 9)

21(17.8)

2(1.7)

16(13.0)

apercent column totals in parentheses .
Chi square: 32. 16, 9 d.f .

l OI bid . , p. 148.
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Table 84.

"Pay too low" reason by JATC prog ram
JATC

Non-JATC

39(55. 7)a

6(25.0)

Of some importance

9(12. 9)

3(12.5)

Important

8( 11. 4)

6(25.0)

Very i mportant

14{20.0)

9(37.5)

Total

70(74.5)

24(25 . 5)

Not important

apercent column total in parentheses.
Chi square: 7. 97, 3 d.f.

Table 85.

"Employer not fair" reason by JATC program
JATC

Non-JATC

Not important

28(41.2)a

10(41.7)

Of some importance

12(17 . 6)

1 (4. 2)

Important

10(14. 7)

0(0.0)

Very important

18(26 . 5)

13(54.2)

Total

68(73 . 9)

24(26 . 1)

apercent column total in parentheses .
Chi square: 9.85, 3 d. f.
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As can be seen, a disproportionate number of construction and industrial trade dropouts indicated pay was not important in their decision
to terminate.
Again, more JATC apprentices indicated pay was not a problem than
non-JATC apprentices.

This is probably related to the results in

Table 83 in that the majority of JATC programs are found in the construction and industrial trades.
This disproportionately high number of non-JATC apprentices who
listed this reason as "very important" is worth noting .

The signifi-

cant difference here is probably due to the better supervision and the
resulting better apprentice-employer relationships in the JATC
programs .
In summary, the results of the cross-tabulations indicate that,
except for the "pay too low" and "employer not fair to apprentices"
reasons, no significant differences in the reasons given for termination between apprentices in different occupational areas and between
JATC and non-JATC apprentices were found.
Aside on SAC
The apprentices were asked to indicate whether or not they felt
that the Utah Apprenticeship Council or its field representatives did
everything they could to solve problems which came up during their
terms as apprentices.

Of the 512 dropouts and completers who responded

to this question, 42.4 percent answered "yes" and 57.6 percent answered
"no ."

Those answering "no" to this question were asked to indicate

why they felt this way.

The responses given, along with the number and

percent of respondents giving each response are summarized in Table 86 .
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Table 86 .

Summary of responses of respondents indicating the SAC did
not give adequate service
Response

l. Never able to see a representative

Number

Percent

71

41

2. Didn't know the SAC existed

40

23

3. Would not help with problems (di dn 't care)

55

31

8

5

174

100

4. Too much politics
Total

It should be observed that all those who res ponded "n o" to this
ques tion did not give a reason why.
Forty-one percent of the respondents indicated that they were not
able to see a representative .

This is probably a result of two factors.

First, SAC field re presentatives are too few in number to visit all
programs .

Second, and directly related to the first reason, an

apprentice with problems would have to visit the offices in Salt Lake
Ci ty during working hours in order to talk with a SAC representative.
This would involve a long trip for many apprentices in addition to
having to get the day off.
cult .

This proves, many times, to be too diffi-

Thirty-one percent said they felt that, after talking with

representatives, the SAC would not help, or was not interested .

A

surprising number (forty, or 23 percent) indicated they had no knowledge of the SAC's existe nce.

This could be due either to misunderstand-

ing of the question or to actual lack of knowledge concerning the SAC.
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To see if the dropouts and completers differed significantly in
their responses to the SAC question, the responses were cross-tabulated
by completion status .

Table 87.

Responses to SAC question cross-tabulated by completion status

Completers
Dropouts
Total

The results are presented in Table 87.

Yes

No

Total

149(45.4)a

179(54.6)

328

47(33. 1)

95(66 . 9)

142

196(41.6)

274(58.4)

470

apercent row total in parentheses .
Chi square : 6.91, 2 d. f.

The results indicate that a much higher proportion of the dropouts
answered "no" to the SAC question than did completers.

This suggests

that their experience with the SAC was not as beneficial or positive
as that of the completers .

In this chapter a close look at the respondents' post-apprenticeship
income and employment status, supervisory experience, and the reasons
for cancellation has been taken.

In addition, the apprentices' opinions

of the SAC, its field representatives and service were also examined.
In summary, the data indicate that the completers' current income
was significantly greater than the dropouts' .

Further, the data

suggest that those dropouts and completers who remain in the same trade
as they were indentured in earn, in most cases, significantly more
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income than those who switch.

It was found further that comp l eters are

more likely to remain in the same trade than are dropouts, but the
dropouts in the sample that did remain in the trade earn incomes
approaching those of the completers and, surprisingly, hold proportionately more supervisory positions .
Finally, it appears as though the dropouts'experiences wit h t he
SAC were not as salutary as the completers' and , overall, that there
could be some improvement in the performance of the SAC.

The impl ic a-

tions of these findings will be discussed further in Chapter IX .
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Findings
Throughout the preceding discussions a rather intensive examination of the apprenticeship program in Utah has been made with the
objective of determining how dropouts and completers differed in their
training experiences.

In so doing, many pertinent and important rela-

tionships have been observed which deserve a somewhat more extensive
treatment .

Before examining these relationships more closely, it may

prove helpful to look at the major findings of the study .

They may

be summarized briefly as follows:
l.

Completers and dropouts differed significantly in their per-

sonal characteristics; i.e . , age, number of dependents, marital status,
etc . , with completers being older and resp ons ible for more dependents
than dropouts .
2.

The completers in the sample indicated that they had received

significantly and consistently better pre-apprenticeship advice and
information .
3.

The fact that an apprentice has attended vocational school

prior to being indentured has no relationship to his likelihood of completion of an indenture .
4.

The majority of the completers and dropouts in the sample

indicated that they had not received adequate job rotation.
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5.

Completers in the sample were significantly more satisfied

with the on-the- job training they had received than were the dropouts.
6.

Apprentices indentured in union and JATC programs were sig-

nifi cantly more positive in their ratings of the various aspects of
their on-the-job training than were the non - union and non-JATC apprentices in the sample.
7.

The dropouts and completers were less satisfied with the

related classroom instruction than any other phase of their training .
8.

Completers in the sample received higher pay as a percentage

of the journeyman rate at the beginning of their indentures than did
the dropouts.
9.

A significantly greater number of dropouts in the sample had

been laid off during their indentures than completers.
10.

A close analysis of the reasons given by the dropouts for

their decision to terminate their indentures reveals apprenticeemployer problems to be a prominent factor in the decision.
11 .

Many apprentices dropped out of the program not because of

program weaknesses, but merely through normal attrition.
12 .

The majority of the respondents were not aware of the State

Apprent i ceship Council and its function .
13.

The completers in the sample currently earn significantly

larger incomes than the dropouts .
14.

The dropouts in the sample who are currently employed in

the trade in which they were inden t ured earn substantia l incomes approaching t hose of the completers in the same trade, and a substantial proportion hold supervisory positions .
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15.

The da t a on pos t-app renticeship income and employment indi-

cate substantia l economi c r eturns t o partial apprenticeships when
the dropout remains employed in the same t rade in which he was indentured.
The following dis cussion will look at the findings in greater detail, giving emphasis to their implications for potential future policy
action by state officials .
Conclusions and Recommendations
Although the purpose of this section is to pinpoint apparent weaknesses i n the present system and make recommendations concerning them,
it is by no means the intent of the author to disparage the work done
by the officials and administrators of the State Apprenticeshi p Council.
Indeed, there would have been no need for a study of this type had it
not been for the efforts of these people in firmly implanting the
apprenticeship system in Utah .

Having only modest resources to work

with, the officials of the SAC have worked hard in achieving remarkable
growth in the size of the Utah Apprenticeship Program. 1
However, the next ten-twenty years will present new and greater
cha ll enges to the official s of the SAC, labor leaders, and other
apprenticeship administrators in the state . With the projected rapid
growth in the local economy, 2 a continued increase in the demand for
registered apprenticeship programs will be seen as the supply of skilled
workers expands to meet the demand .

It is extremely important that

1From 1,111 in 1964 to 3,500 plus at the present time.
2An economic growth rate of from 4 to 7 percent is projected for
the next ten to thirty years. See R. Thayne Robson, "The Outlook for
Utah in 1975," Utah Eaonomia and Business Review, XXXV (Ja nuary, 1975),
l.
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state apprenticeship officials are ready to handle this situation.

The

proposals and recommendations offered in the following discussion are
meant as positive suggestions fo r improvement of the present system
and as steps which should be taken now in order to improve the administration of apprenticeship in the coming years.
The Pla ce of the Researcher in the
Apprenticeship System
There has been considerable research done in the past two or three
years on the subject of innovations in apprenticeship . 3 Out of this
research have come significant and meaningful suggestions for improving our present apprenticeship system. 4 The majority of the research
on apprenticeship, and thus the thrust for innovation and change, has
come from the academic community.

Needless to say, it has been re-

ceived somewhat coolly by the practitioners .

This is understandable,

and as one practitioner puts it:
Research and res earchers are important to the apprenticeship system, but the apprenticeship system is also important to the researchers, at least to apprenticeship
researchers, because if there were no apprenticeship systems, there would be no opportunity to research it.
The application of research in apprenticeship can,
and should, be tempered by a recognition of the problems
in adopting the results of such research . The purity of
research does not have to be compromised to be practical,
and apprenti ceship programs don't have to be compromised
to incorporate the results of valid research. The problems
inherent in bringing about change in apprenticeship as the
3The major researchers in this area have been Somers, Roomkin,
Hansen, Barocci, Strauss, etc.
4Many of the suggest ions for improvement which have been proposed
have their roots in foreign apprenticeship practices .
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result of research are one and the same as with any change
in t rade union policy . Simply put, trade union participation in the economy of the United States, unlike Western
Eu rope, is still suspect . . . open hostility affects trade
union ability to treat issues solel y in a philosophic or
economic context . The firSt issue of concern is the
politics of staying alive.
Thus, in discussing any major changes or adjustments in the present
appren t iceship system, researchers must understand the position of
those who are responsible for administering it.

The essence of in-

stigating change in apprenticeship is cooperation and compromise between researchers and practitioners.

In contemplating any changes

for contemporary apprenticeship, researchers must bear in mind that
just as Rome wasn't built in a day neither will apprenticeship be
changed overnight (which of the two is the greatest task remains to
be seen) .

Those advocating changes in apprenticeship will do well to

begin by recommending the smaller changes, gradually working up to the
larger ones .
But there still remains an important question to be asked:
apprenticesh i p worth changing?

Is

Does it have sufficient economic and

social value to justify the commitment of time and resources to changing and improving it?

As far as the economic value of apprenticeship

goes, this was discussed somewhat in Chapte r VIII .

Studies on the

economic rate of return of apprenticeship are rare .. However, one
study made tends to support the hypothesis that apprenticeship is a
wise investment, yielding positive net present values in most
5Reese Hammond, "A Trade Union Perspective on Apprenticeship
Research," in Apprentices hip Training in the 1970 's: Repor t of a Conf erence, ed. by Felician F. Feltman (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Department of Labor, t~anpower Administration, 1974), p. 33.
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cases . 6 Perhaps as important as its economic rate of return is the
social value of apprenticeship .

The "youthpower" approach to appren -

ticeship has been overlooked in previous discussions on the subject .
Thus, apprenti ceshi p has tended to be looked upon solely as a means of
providing certain crafts with a nucleus of highly skilled workers,
rather than as a cr itical link in the transition of youth from secondary education to the world of work. 7 The challenge issued by former
Labor Secretary Peter Brennan to expand apprenticeship by making it
available to more youth and more occupations suggests that perhaps
there is a growing concern for utilizing apprenticeship more as an extension of the educational system in helping youth make an orderly
transition from school to work.

However, as one study points out, un-

less it could be "demonstrated that youth unemployment (which persists
at eye-opening levels) causes disproportionate and deleterious consequences for the subsequent earnings and occupational growth of adults
.. . ," it is doubtful that large-scale activities designed to make the
transition from school to productive employment will be taken. 8
Thus , while it appears that apprenticeship has indeed proven
itself as an effective program of training skilled workers, it doesn't
6carl Schramm , "Follow-up Study on Mobility in Eight Crafts,"
Apprentiaeship Training in the 1970 's: Report of a Conferenae, ed .

by Felician F. Foltman (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Department of Labor,
Manpower Administration, 1974), p. 45.
7For an excellent discussion on this matter see Gary B. Hansen
and Myron Roomkin, "Implications of Foreign Training Practices for
American Apprenticeship" (unpublished paper presented at the 27th
Annual Winter Meetin9 of the Industrial Relations Research Association,
December 27-28, 1974) .
8
Ibid .
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appear likely that it will ever produce more than about 20 percent of
active journeymen . 9 However, it is the author's opinion that apprenticeship is important enough, both fo r economic and social reasons,
to merit the increased attention from public officials and policymakers suffi cient to maintain the present levels of quantity and improve the quality of training which it offers .

With this basic

philosophy in mind, an examination of certain problem areas which the
data of this study underscore can be made, along with positive proposals
and suggestions for improvement .
Transition from high school to
apprenticeship
It is clear from an analysis of the questionnaire data that the
apprenticeship program in Utah is not attracting youth as they leave
high school .

As the discussion in Chapter IV pointed out, the mean

age of the respondents at the beginning of their indentures was twentyseven .

It appears that apprenticeship is not an attractive alternative

to young people leaving high school, or that substantial barriers
prevent their entry at that time .

Yet, apprenticeship can clearly be

an important step in the transition of many youths from high school
to work.

A greater effort needs to be made to introduce high school

students to apprenticeship--with a special emphasis on improving the
image of trade work and apprenticeship as an educational alternative.
Apprenticeship, in most instances, needs no hard-sell campaign.

As

implied in previous chapters, there is no shortage of applicants in
9one author, especially, who shows this op1n1on is Strauss. See
George Strauss, "Apprenticeship : An Evaluation of the Need," in
Essays on Apprenticeship, ed . by Norman Dufty (Madison, Wisconsin:
Center for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University
of Wisconsin, 1967) .
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most trades .

However, it is regrettable that so many young people are

not among these applicants .
Although the opportunities in ap prenticeshi p and the trades are
well known to young people, the image of apprenticeship and the trades
must be improved .

Increased promotion through job fairs, employment

and vocational guidance counselors, church groups, etc . , can aid in
opening the eyes of young people to the advantages of apprenticeship
and improving its image as an educational alternative.

An especially

effe ctive way to bring apprenticeship to the yo unge r person is through
formal pre-apprenticeship programs in the high schools.
more than just vocational courses.

This involves

Pre-apprenticeship involves

theoreti cal and on-the-job instruction under t he supervi sion of a
forma l apprenticesh ip agency which would give the participants credit
toward high school graduation and completion of apprenticeship at the
same time . 10 Programs of this ty pe cou ld be implemented on a trial
basis under the sponsorship of the State Apprenticeship Council, with
Joint Apprenticeship and Trai ning Committees providing technical assistan ce, tools, etc.

Funds to cover the costs of the program could come

from the State Apprenticeship Council budget, the budget of the State
Board for Vocational Education, Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee trust funds, or the budgets of the school districts in which
the programs would be established .

It is felt that such a program

10 rn Washington, D.C . , a very successful pre-apprenticeship program for carpenters is being offered in the District of Columbia Public
Schools. Sponsored by the local Carpenters ' Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee, the program has been responsible for placing
forty-si x high school graduates into apprenticeship programs since
1972, with thi rty-o ne still employed as apprentices . See Darrell
Lucas, "Apprenticeship: A Head Start in High School, " Manpower, VI
(Novembe r, 1974), 13 .
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would do a great deal towards educating youth in the advantages of
apprenti ceship, improving its image, and aiding in the transition from
school to work.

There has never been a formal attempt at establishing

such a program in Utah .

Although some trade courses have been offered

at the high school level, they have not been designed to specifically
prepare the student for apprenticeship nor have they been presented
under the aegis of an apprenticeship entity .

Such a program would

also act as an incentive to employers to take on the training function,
since the apprentice would be more productive at the outset, and
would substantially reduce the number of dropouts from apprenticeship
programs .
A primary, immediate objective of apprenticeship and education
officials in Utah

should be to get young people into apprenticeship,

if they are inclined towards trade work, at an earlier age .

Obviously,

there are costs to the individual and to the economy in postponing
skilled training for long periods of time .
On-the-job training
Importance of job rotation .

As was mentioned in Chapter VI, the

on-the-job training segment of the apprenticeshi p system is what distinguishes it from other forms of training , and is considered the most
important phase of an apprentice's training .

It will be recalled

from the discussion in Chapter VI that, of all the aspects of their
on-the-job training which the apprentices were asked to rank, job
rotation so as to learn all the work processes of the trade received
the poorest rankings.

This deserves special attention since inade-

quate job rotation can play an extremely important role in undermining
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the overall quality of an apprentice's on-the-job training.

As was

discussed in Chapter VI , inadequate job rotation can result from an
employer's refusal to train the apprentice properly, or simply because
the jobs which the employer has do not require many of the work
processes of the trade.

A good example of this would be the carpenters'

local, whose members spend nearly 95 percent of their time in commercia l
and industrial work with very little residential work.

Apprentices

indentured in that program necessarily receive very little exposure
to many of the work processes of the trade .
In cases like the one just mentioned, it would be difficult to
assure the apprentice adequate job rotation even if he were transferred
from one employer to another.

However, the data suggest that there

are employers who are able to rotate their apprentices, but do not do
so to avoid the costs of training .

In either case, the objective of

apprent iceship--to produce a well-rounded craftsman--is not being met.
There do exist possible solutions to this problem .

First, to

eliminate the problem of employers who intentionally do not rotate
their apprentices, more stringent monitoring by the SAC and BAT field
representatives or the Joint Apprenticeship and Training Coordinator
should be instituted.

The JATC coordinators appear to be doing a good

job in this respect, although many times, as previously mentioned,
the nature of the job doesn't permit the apprentices' exposure to al l
the processes of the trade, even when this goal is actively pursued .
Secondly, a program might be established within the independent or
unilateral programs whereby the apprentice is indentured to a group
of employers of the same trade within a specified geographic region.
Under the supervision of the SAC, the apprentice could be rotated
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among the employers so as to maximize his exposure to the work processes
of the trade .

A system of this type, it seems, would also alleviate

the problem of intentional lay- offs of apprentices to avoid the paystep increases, etc . , since an apprentice could simply retain his
regist ration and be transferred to another employer.

Being indentured

to a group of employers or a trade association would, in essence, provide the apprentice with the advantages of working for a large,
diversified firm.
This is basically the method employed by the JATC's, in that
apprenti ces registered in JATC programs have the advantage of being
rotated among the union employers to receive maximum exposure to the
trade .

However, if work among employers in an area, union or non-union,

is specialized, this "rotation system" still will not meet the objective of exposing the apprentice to all the trade proces ses .

This

poses an interesting question about the traditional objectives of
app renticeship .

With trades tending to be more specialized, perhaps

the training of "well-rounded" journeymen should no longer be the
purpose of the apprenticeship system .

Rather, the system could devote

itself to producing competent, specialized, craftsmen , trained in the
primary work processes of the specific trades .

Levels of competence

could be established, much the same as in academic fields, starting
with journeyman, craftsman, master craftsman, etc.
Length of training .

There is strong evidence that the "basic

training" term could be shortened considerably and still maintain the
level of competence possessed by most apprentice program graduates.
For example, in Chapter VIII it was shown that many program dropouts
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had acquired sufficient skills to obtain renumerative employment in
the trade and even attain supervisory positions .

This speaks strongly

for having a type of "modular" approach to training for different
levels of competence within the trade .

Indeed, the data for this

study and also Barocci's indicate that, at least informally, this is
in essence what is occurring at the . time .
The suggestions listed above would substantially shorten the
length of apprenticeship training .

They should be closely examined.

Greater efforts to grant credit towards completion of a program for
those with previous experience in the trade could also be made.

It

may be argued that shortening the length of training could discourage
employers from assuming the training function since they would not have
the fully-trained apprentice long enough to recoup their costs.

How-

ever, if this proposal were coupled with mandatory pre-apprenticeship
in the high schools, it is improbable that the employer's costs would
be affected, since the shorter length of training would be offset by
increased prod uctiv ity at the beginning.

It is the feeling of the

author that these suggestions could be implemented without seriously
undermining the quality of the on-the-job training apprentices are
receiving .
Journeyman competence .
good instructo r .

A good journeyman is not necessarily a

Although most of the respondents indicated that the

quality of journeyman instruction was good, there were still sufficient
numbers, especially in the independent programs, that felt improvement
could be made in this area .

It seems necessary that journeyman up-

grading programs be established with the express purpose of keeping
journeymen "posted" on the latest techniques, tools, etc., as well as
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training them in effective teaching methods.

All of the craft unions

sponsor journeyman upgrading programs, usually under the aegis of the
JATC .

This type of program is sore ly needed for the independent, non-

union employers, and could be organized under the supervision of the
SAC .

Many apprentices indicated that their journeyman instructors felt

threatened by them and felt that they were, in essence, training their
own competiti on .

This is certainly not a good relationship between

pupil and instructor.

Upgrading journeymen will contribute to their

competence and to their self-confidence in their ability to work in
their trade, thus alleviating the fears many of them have of competition
from apprentice graduates.

It is also recommended that a deliberate

attempt be made on the part of the SAC to assure that employers are
adequately competent to accept the training function.

This may require

greater statutory authority on the part of the SAC as well as various
administrative changes , topics which will be discussed in subsequent
sections of the chapter .
Related instruction
The data as related instruction indicate general dissatisfaction
i n this area on the parts of both the completers and the dropouts .

It

is significant that the respondents ranked the overa 11 qua 1"ity of
this phase of their training lower than the overall quality of on-thejob training. 11 In personal di scussions with apprentices, the subject
of related classroom instruction is a recurring and controversial one.
Immediate steps should be taken to alleviate some specific problems in
this area .
11
see Chapter VII for a detailed discussion of related classroom
discussion and the apprentices ' responses in this area .
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The problem which warrants the most immediate concern is the need
to establish a uniform cur ricu lum for the independent plumbers' related
i nstruct ion .

As menti oned in Chapter VII, the independent plumbers

are no longer allowed to enroll in un ion-sponsored plumbers classes
and have been forced to fend for themselves, result ing in a serious
curriculum and instructor prob lem.
Nor is this problem limited to just the plumbers' programs.

Most

union programs have uniform related instruction curricula, whereas
the independent programs throughout the state of Utah do not, with
different curricula used depending on the institution where the courses
are taught.

This results in an obvious lack of uniformity between in-

dependent and union programs, and among independent programs themselves .

Offi ci als of the SAC and the various institutions where

related instruction courses are taught are concerned about this problem and feel that it causes a serious diminuation in the quality of
related instruction that apprentices in independent programs are
receiving .

Cooperation between the SAC and the State Board of Voca-

tional Education should be sought in the preparation of uniform, quality
curricu la fo r the independent programs .

It is suggested that an

advisory committee composed of representatives from the State Board
of Vocational Education, SAC, and the various trades involved be
established to coordinate the preparation of uniform curricula.

This

committee could also participate in the selection of competent journeymen or full-time i nstructors to teach the related instruction classes
for independent apprentices.

This is usually handled solely by the

institutions where the classes will be taught, and generally adequate
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instructors are chosen .

However, this extra screening process could

aid substantially in eliminating the problem of incompetent instructors.
The committee could also coordinate the training of the instructors.
All instructors must initially participate in training sessions presented by the state's universities .

It is felt, however, that a

continuing program is needed wherein the instructors must periodically
go through refresher courses designed to maintain their competence.
Finally, funding for the preparation of curricula, the subsidization
of instruction, and the seminars and refresher courses could be obtained through the SAC and Board of Vocational Education budgets .
Two additional recommendat ions which should be made at this time
are :

(1) make it easier to receive credit for previous courses, to-

wards the completion of related instruction requirements; and (2) the
apprentices should receive some sort of remuneration for the time
they spend in related instruction.

Many apprentices expressed dis-

couragement over the fact that it is extreme ly difficult to receive
credit for any courses taken during high school or college .

Steps

should be taken to assure that credit is received where credit is due.
This would help to alleviate the feeling of many apprentices who have
some college education that they are only "serving time."
Paying apprentices for the time which they spend in related
instruction classes is a controversial issue.

It has been the practice

in Wisconsin for some time, and currently at least one JATC (the ironworkers) has an incentive program wherein the apprentice is subsidized
for tuition and books if he maintains an acceptable (C or better)
grade point average .

The operating engineers subsidize the related
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instruct ion of the apprentices in their programs also .

It is felt

that such programs wou ld greatly improve the apprentices' attitudes
towa rd their related classroom instruction and their overall training.
In the case of JATC programs, subsidies could be made from the training trust fund.

In the case of independent or unilateral programs,

subsidiz ation could come through the employer if it could be shown to
him that the related instruction co urses make the apprentice more
productive.

But whatever the source of funding, some kind of incentive

program (such as the ironworkers') or other subsidization appears
worthy of serious consideration by Utah apprenticeship officials as
a major step in improving the entire apprenticeship training program
in the state .
Administrative and legislative proposals
Funding and program growth.
prob lem for the Utah SAC .

Funding has always been a serious

However, since 1972 the SAC has been

successful in obtaining significantly larger appropriations from the
state legislature and has, as a result, been able to increase the size
of its field staff from one to four . 12 Rapid program growth, starting
in the 1960's and continuing to the present time, was the determining
factor in the larger appropriations made by the legislature.

This

rapid growth has also succeeded in bringing the subject of apprenticeship to the public eye and has given many young people the opportunity
to receive qual ity skill training .
However, it appears that at the present time program growth is
the primary criterion of program success .

There is strong evidence

12 see Chapter II for an in-depth discussion of the funding problem.
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that the major j ustification of continued state funding of the program
i s cont inued program growth . 13 This continued, rapid growth may not
be completel y des i rable .

The increase in the SAC field staff notwith-

standi ng, the number of new programs militates against adequate servicing by the SAC .
It is strongly recommended that, instead of pursuing a rapid
growth policy, a policy of healthy growth balanced against upgrading
program quality be adopted .

Time now used by SAC and BAT field staff

in reviewing and registering new programs should be spent in servicing
existing programs.

This servicing should involve periodic visits to

the apprentice on the job (at least four times annually), monthly
review of work records, follow-up on existing programs to assure that
the apprentice is being properly trained, monitoring of the apprentices' related classroom instruction progress, upgrading and technical
assistance to journeyman instructors, etc.

If labor market conditions

demand that new programs continue increasing at the present rate, then
larger appropriations should be allocated to the operation of the SAC
to enable increases in the staff size.

By no means should program

quality be sacrificed for program growth, a situation which is apparently faced by the SAC at the present time.

Legislators and the public

should be educated more on the importance of program quality.

Pro-

gram growth alone should not be the principal criterion in the funding
process .

Perhaps the most critical problem facing the SAC at the

present time is upgrading the quality of the independent programs.
13 This becomes very obvious when discussing the funding problem
with SAC officials. See also Utah, Annual Budget of the State of Utah,
19?0- ?4; Utah, State of Ut ah, Appropriations Report, 19 ?0- ?4.
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This would involve greater supervision of the on-the-job training which
the appre nti ce receives, technical assistance to the employer (journeyman instructor), and, generally, adequate servicing as discussed above .
This may well require greater statutory authority on the part of the
SAC , which is the next topic of discussion.
Statutory authority.

The SAC, by law, is charged with the re-

sponsibility of fostering the promotion of quality apprenticeship programs by encouraging the voluntary adoption by employers of apprentices,
of the minimum standards outlined in the 1950 act . 14 The only authority
the SAC has with respect to a program after it is registered is to
assure that the standards are being met.

If not, the program can be

cancelled by the SAC as a registered program .
It appears, however, that the SAC requires more statutory leverage
in order to better meet the objectives of the apprenticeship system.
At the present time, BAT and SAC field staff cannot see the apprentice
on the job without the permission of the employer.

Thus, many times

the apprentice will never be seen by the SAC or BAT representative.
Legisl ation granting the SAC (a nd thus BAT) field representatives more
direct authority over the apprentice and his training would seem
approp r iate and vital to upgrading the quality of independent programs.
In essence, the SAC would be given the same authority over apprentices
in independent and unilateral programs as the JATC has over apprentices
in the JATC programs . 15
14 see Appendi x B.
15 In effect, the SAC would almost be assumi ng a regulatory agency
role, rather than the promotional and advisory role it currently
assumes .
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It may be argued that such a situation may discourage employers
from t aking on app r entices .
this would be the case .

However, there is no real evidence that

Indeed, if su ch proposals were coupled with

some type of te chnical assistance pac kage to aid the employer in the
t r aining process, it may very well be an incentive in itself for
assuming the training responsibility .

Such a sys te m--greater statutory

authority for the BAT, coupled with a technical assistance pledge by
the SAC to upgrade the employer's sk ill s and aid him in the training
function--would contribute a great deal towards the upgrading of the
on-the-job training that apprentices are receiving .
Servicing .

As was mentioned before , the primary emphasis of the

SAC should be shifted from progr am quantity to program quality .

One

way th is can be done , as i mplied previously, is to increase the effec tiveness and quality of pr ogram servicing.

A greater degree of control

must be had over the training of apprentices, especially in the in dependent programs.

A specific plan should be establ i shed and adhered

to which clea rly outlines the number of times a program i s vi sited
annually , the time necessary on each vi si t, and the speci fic objectives
to be achieved during each visit, etc.
in the adherence to such a plan .

The SAC shoul d be metic ulous

Prov ision also must be made for the

cooperat i ve use of BAT staff in the servicing function, if appropriate.
Again , it is emphasized that the st aff size of the SAC must be
sufficient to handle the serv ic ing load .
terion in the budgeting process.

This must be the prime cri-

Program growth must be ba l anced .

sho rt, a "Fran kenstein " must not be created which will exceed the
capacity of the SAC to manage .

Programs should be visited regu Zar Zy

at speai fie d interval s (perha ps every two months) in order to assure

In
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adequate follow-up and monitoring of registered programs .

In addition,

apprentice monthly reports, work records, etc., c0uld be mailed monthly
to the SAC office for review by the SAC staff, and many problem areas
could thus be pinpointed .
It is recommended that apprentices registered in independent programs be required to mail their work records into the SAC at least
once every two months.

At the present time, this is not being done,

and the only time these work records are examined is during the periodic
visits made by SAC representatives.

Since these visits are many times

no t made as often as necessary and such a corres pondence system could
aid greatly in assuring that the apprentices are receiving adequate onthe-job tra i ning, it is felt that the benefits derived from such a
system would more than outweigh the clerical work involved.

Such a

system is used successfully by the majority of the JATC's in the state.
Data collection .

It has been emphasized throughout the current

dis cussi on that program quality should be emphasized to a greater degree.
In order to measure training quality, however, there must be vast
improvements in the quantity and quality of data on each apprentice
which the SAC keeps on file.

At the present time, the only information

which the SAC has on file for each apprentice is general information
relating to the apprentice himself; i . e., name, address at time of
registration, trade, military status, etc .

In addition, the SAC does

a good job of recording on an annual basis the number of new programs
registered, the number of completions and cancellations, and the total
number of registered apprentices at year's end .

These types of data

are very helpful, and the SAC should continue to keep them current .
However, it is suggested that, in addition to this information,
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in f ormation be gathered from each app rentice who completes or cancels
a pr og r am during the year summarizing his experience and commenting on
pr og r am strengths and weaknesses, as well as listing the reasons for
cancellation of the indenture, if applicable .
after the one used in this survey.

This could be patterned

Vital to the success of this effort

would be the possession of acc urate current addresses for all registered
apprentices.

Therefore, it is also suggested that change-of-address

forms be prov ided to all registered apprentices so that the SAC may
keep all addresses of registered apprentices current.

The SAC could

summarize the data thus received from the app rent ices on an annual
basis to measure improvement in program quality, retention rate, etc .
Such a service would be an i nvaluable aid in the effort to upgrade
the quality of apprenticeship training in Utah .

It would also provide

another quantitative crite r ion which co uld be used in the annual
budgeting process.

It is ass umed that the above process would be

employed primarily with apprentices from independent programs .

How-

ever, with the cooperation of the JATC' s, it could be implemented in
these programs also.
In order to improve t he quality of app renti ceship, officials and
administrators must first real i ze what i s happening and where improvement is needed.

The system proposed in the preceding paragraphs would

fill th e information gaps which exist at the present time and would
add credibi li ty to the notion that app renticeship is indeed an education process.
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The proposals discussed in the preceding paragraphs provide an
outline of ch anges which need to occur in order to alleviate the
troublespots underscored by the questionnaire data .

It is recognized

that changes of this type come slowly, and not without organizational
changes, power strugg les, and so on.

JATC's, the Board of Vocational

Education, the SAC, and the BAT are strongly urged to cooperate and
pool their resources in the effort to implement these proposals and
thus take a step forward in the improvement of apprenticeship training
in Utah .

Generally, however, the problems referred to are universal

to the apprenticeshi p system, regardless of the specific geographic
location.

Many of the recommendations which have been discussed are

also equally universal in their applications and relevance.
To improve the image of apprenticeship, the product itself must
be cleaned up and tailored to appeal to today's young person.
ibility and open-mindedness are urged.

Flex-

It must be emphasized once

again that program quality, especially in the independent programs,
must be upgraded .

A concerted, cooperative effort on the part of every-

one involved, together with realistic appropriations by the state
legislature, will bring to pass this improvement and further establish
the credibility of apprenticeship in Utah .
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Appendix A
[CHAPTER 663)
1

AN ACT

37

A(ft~. ;i111

To enable the Department of Labor to formu late and promote the furtherance
(Public, No . 308)
of labor standards necessary to safeguard the welfare of apprentices and to
cooperate with the States in the promotion of such sta ndards .
Labor sta ndards
for apprentices.
Formulation
and promotion of.
Enco uraging
inclusion of, in
contracts.
Cooperation
with State

~:~~e~d~~?s~l
tration , etc.
39 Stat. 232.
20 U. S. 0 . ol7.
47 Stat. 414.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to formulate and
promote the furtherance of labor sta ndards necessary to safeguard
the welfare of apprentices, to extend the application of such standards by encouraging the inclusion thereof in contracts of apprenticeship, to bring together employers and labor for the formulation of
programs of apprenticeship, to cooperate with State agencies engaged in the formulation and promotion of standards of apprenticeship, and to cooperate with the National Youth Administration and
with the Office of Education of the Department of the Interior in
accordance with section 6 of the Act of February 23, 1917 (39 Stat.
932), as amended by Executive Order Numbered 6166 , June I 0,
1933, issued pursuant to an Act of June 30, 1932 (47 Stat. 414), as
amended .

Publication of inSec. 2. The Secretary of Labor may publish information relating formation.
to existing and proposed labor standards of apprenticeship, and
Appointment of
may appoint national advisory committees to serve without com- advisory committees.
pensation. Such co mmittees shall include representatives of employers, representatives of labor, educators, and officers of other
executive departments, with the consent of the head of any such
department.
National Youth AdSec. 3. On and after the effective date of this Act the National ministratio
n relieved
Youth Administration shall be relieved of direct responsibility for of responsibility for
the promotion of labor standards of apprenticeship as heretofore ~raon~f~~i~f ~~~~~s;
conducted through the division of apprentice training and shall
transfer all records and papers relating to such activities to the
Personal services.
custody of the Department of Labor. The Secretary of Labor is
authorized to appoint such employees as he may from time to time
find necessary for the administration of this Act, with regard to
existing laws applicable to the appointment and co mpensation of
Proviso.
employees of the United States: Provided, however, That he may
Employment of
appoint persons now employed in division of apprentice training present
personnel.
of the National Youth Administration upon certification by the
Civil Service Commission of their qualifications after nonassembled
examinations.
Sec. 4. This Act shall take effect on July I, I 9 37 , or as soon thereEffective date .
after as it shall be approved.
Approved , August 16, 1937 .
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Appendix B
CHAPTER 8
APPRENTICE TRAlNING
Section 35·8 · 1.
35 ·8·2.

35 ·8·3 .
35 ·8· 4 .
35·8·5
35 ·8· 6 .
35 ·8 ·7 .
35·8 ·8 .

Declara tion of pubHc policy.
Apprenticeship council - Composition-Appointment of representatives - Terms of membersFilling of vacancy - Compensation of members- Duties - Director of apprent iceship-Designation
of officers-A nnual public report.
Official act ion by apprentices hip council- Vote req uir ed - Quorum.
Joi nt apprenticeship co mmittees- Approval by apprent iceship council - Composition - DutiesStandards established by employers - Teachers and co-ordinators , selection and training.
"A pprentice" defined.
Apprenticeship agreements - Terms and conditions.
Applicatio n of act-Voluntary election.
Separability clause.

35·8·9 to 35 ·8- tl. Repealed.

35-8-1. Declaration of public policy.- ln the interpretation and applica tion of this act
the pu bli c policy of this sta te is declared to be as follows:
To open to yo ung people the opportunity to obtain training that wi ll equip them
for profitab le employment and citizenship; to set up, as a means to this end , a program of
vo luntary apprenticeship under approved apprentice agreements providing faci lities for
their training and guidance in the arts and crafts of industry and trade with parallel
instru ction in related and supplementary education; to promote employment opportuni·
ties for young people under co nditions providing adequate training and reasonable earnings ; and to relate the supply of skilled workers to employment demands.
History : L. 1949 , ch . 50, §I; C. t943 , Supp., 4 2·8· 1.

Title of Act.
An act authori:z.ing the industrial commission to use up to $20,000 of its appropriated fund s for establishing
an apprenticeship council and local state joint apprenticeship comm ittees for the purpose of effectuating an apprentice
training program in the state of Utah ; providing for a director of appre nticeship within industrial commission of Utah;
prescribing a procedure for the determination of apprenticeship agreement controversies; requiring reports to the
industrial commission of Utah to be made public.

Cross-Reference.
Employ ment on public works, 34-12·1 et seq .

Collateral Ref..-ences.
Apprentices
1.
6 C.J .S. Apprentices

1

l.

35-8-2. Apprenticeship council-Composition-Appointment of representativesTerms of members- Filling of vaca ncy-Compensa tion of members- Duties- Director of
apprenticeship- Designation of officers- Annual public report.-(!) The apprenticeship
council shall be com posed of: Twelve representatives, six of whom should come from,
and be representatives of, employer groups or organizations; six representatives from
bona fide employee organizations; and one nonvoting public representative not employed
by the state ; all of whom sha ll be appointed by the chairman of the industrial commission. Two representatives each of employers and employees sha ll be appointed for
terms ending on the first Monday of 196 1, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965 , and 1966 respectively, and thereafter, each member sha ll be appointed for a term of three years. Any
vacancy occasioned otherwise than by expiratio n of term shall be filled for the unexpired
portion of the term. The official designa ted by the state board for vocational edu cation
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to have charge of trade and ind ustrial ed ucation, the chairman of the industria l commission, the ad ministrator of the department of employment security, and one representative of a higher educa tional institut io n of the state (the latter to be appointed by the
chairman of the industrial commission) shall be ex officio members of the council without vote.
(2) Members of the apprenticeship council no t otherwise com pensated by public
moneys, shall receive $15 per day while in a ttendance upon meetings of the council, not
exceeding four meetings in any fiscal year, or while performing necessary duties authorized by the co uncil, and reimbursement as prescribed by law for state officers for expenses in curred in the performance of such duties.
(3) The apprenticeship council, with the ap proval of the chairman of the industrial
commission , shall appoint, fix the compensation, and prescribe the duties and powers of a
director of apprenticeship, and such other personnel as may be necessary to aid the
council in the execution of its functions under this act. The appointment of the director
of apprenticeship and all other full-time personnel shall be made in accordance with, and
pursuant to, the merit system rules and regulations applicable to the employees of the
department of em ployment security.
( 4) At the call of and subject to the approval of the appointive authority the ap prenticeship coun cil shall : (a) Designate from its membership a chairman and a secretary,
neither of whom shall be employees of the state ; (b) formulate policies for th e effective
administration of this act; (c) establish sta ndards for apprenticeship agreements which in
no case shall be lower than those prescribed in this act; (d) issue such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the intents and purposes of this act; (e) perform
such other fun ctions relative to apprenticeship as the appointive authority may direct;
and (f) not less than once each year, make to the appointive authority a re port covering
the activi ties and findings of the co uncil, which shall be transmitted to the legislature and
the public.
Hist ory: C. 1953, 35-8-2, enacted by L. 1959, ch. 58. §2.
Compiler's Note.
Sections 35-8-2 to 35-8-1 1, Code 1953 (L. 1959, ch . 50, 1 t 2 to t 1; C. 1943 , Supp., 4 2-8-2 to 42-8-11), relating
to apprent iceship, were repea led by Laws 1959, ch . 58, 1 1. New sectio ns 35-8-2 to 35-8-8 were e nacted by t 2 of the
act. The preliminary clause of section 2 read: "Sect ions 35-8-2 through 35-8-8, incl usive, are enacted to rea d: ... "

Title of Act.
An act repealing sections 35-8-2 through 35-8-1 1, inclusive, Utah Code Annotated 1953, and enacting new
sections 35-8-2 thro ugh 35-8-8, inclusive, relating to apprenticeship providing for the creation of an apprenticeship
council and apprent iceship com mittees; and provid ing for vo luntary apprenti ceship agreements and defining terms and
providing an effective date.

Repealing Clause.
Sect io n 1 of

Law~

1959, ch. 58, provided: "Se:ctio ns 35-8-2 through 35-8-11 are repea led ."

Collateral References.
Apprentices
I.
6 C.J .S. Apprentices 11.

35-8-3. Official actio n by apprenticeship council- Vote required- Quorum. - No
official action may be taken by the apprenticeship council without the concurrence of a
majority of the voting members of the council. For the purpose of this act, a quorum
shall consist of not less than eight representatives appointed under the provisio ns of this
act, not less than four of which must be representatives of the employer groups or organizations and four of which must be representatives from bona fide employee organizations.
History: C. 195 3, 35-8-3, enacted by L. 1959 , ch. 58 , §2.
Compiler's Note.
For repea l and enact ment of this sectio n, see Compiler's Note under 35-8-2.
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35-8-4. Joint apprenticeship committees-Approval by apprenticeship councilComposition-Duties-Standards established by employers- Teachers and co-ordinators,
selection and training. - (!) Joint apprenticeship committees shall be approved by the
apprenticeship council in any trade or group of trades or individual plants or establish·
ments or political subdivisions in cities or trade areas, whenever justified by apprentice
training needs. Such committees shall be composed of equal numbers of employer and
employee representatives appointed by the respective employer and employee organizations in the trade or group of trades affected, or in the case of individual plants or establishments the members of the committee shall be appointed by the employer and em·
ployee organization or organizations, or the apprenticeship council may act as such
committee. The duties of the joint apprenticeship committees shall be to establish
schedu les for work experience training, assist in developing wage rates and working con·
ditions for the apprentices, ascertain employer needs in the trade, specify the appropriate
ratio of apprentices to journeymen, co-operate with school authorities in regard to education of apprentices in 'technical and theoretical subjects related to their trades and adjust
apprenticeship differences.
(2) Standards of apprenticeship submitted by an employer or establishment conforming to the standards established under this act may be recognized and registered by
the state apprenticeship council. Any such standards must meet the minimum standards
of the state apprenticeship council.
(3) Related and supplemental instruction for apprentices, co-ordination of instruction with job experience, and the selection and training of teachers and co-ordinators for
such instruction shall be the responsibility of state and local boards responsible for voca·
tiona! education.
History : C. 1953, 35-8-4, enacted by L. 1959, ch. 58, §2; L. 1961, ch . 74, §I.
Compiler 's Notes .
For re peal and enactment of this section, see Compiler's Note under 35-8-2.
The 1961 amendmen t deleted "t he " before ''em ployee organization or" and "where there is no employee organization" after "committee" at the end of the seco nd sentence of subsec. (l), and deleted " In the event the employees
are not members of a bona fide union ," before ..Standards" at the beginning of su bsec. (2) .

35-8-5. "Apprentice" defined.- The term "a pprentice" as used herein and in Title
34 means a person at least fifteen years of age who has entered into a written agreement
approved by the Utah Apprenticeship Council with an employer or his agent, an association of employers, an organization of employees, or a joint committee representing
employers and employees which apprenticeship agreement provides for not less than four
thousand hours of reasonably continuous employment for such person , and for his participation in an approved schedule of on-the-job wqrk experience through employment
for the number of hours per year of related supplemental instruction as may be set as a
standard by the council.
History: C. 1953 , 35-8-5, enacted by L. 1959 , ch. 58, §2; L. 1961, ch. 70, § 6; 1963, ch . 53, §I.
Compiler 's Notes.
For repeal and enactment of thh sectio n, see Compiler's Note under 35-8-2.
The 1961 amendme nt inserted "and in Title 34 " and "approved by the Utah Apprenticeship Council."
The 1963 amendment lowered the age from "sixteen" to "fifteen" and provided that the Utah Apprenticeship
Council sho uld set the required number of hours of related supplemental instructio n.

35·8-6. Apprenticeship agreements-Terms and conditions.-Every apprenticeship
agreement entered into under this act shall contain :
(I) The names of the contracting parties.
(2) The date of birth of the apprentice.
(3) A statement of the trade, craft, or business which the apprentice is to be taught,
and the time at which the apprenticeship will begin.
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( 4) A statement showing the number of hours to be spent by the apprentice in work
a nd the number of hours to be spent in related and supplementa l instruction , which instru ct ion shall be not less than one hundred forty-four hours per year.
(5) A statement setting forth a schedule of the work processes in the trade or
industry divisions in which the apprentice is to be taught and the approximate time to be
spent at each process.
(6) A statement of the graduated scale of wages to be paid the apprentice and
whether the required school time shall be compensated.
(7) A statement providing for a period of probation during which time the apprenticeship agreement may be terminated by either party to the agreement upon notifi catio n in writing to the apprenticeship council, and providing that after such probationary
period the apprenticeship agreement may be terminated for cause by the joint apprenticeship committee upon notification to the apprenticeship council setting forth the
reasons for such terntination.
(8) A statement that the services of the apprenticeship council may be utilized for
consultation regarding the settlement of differences arising out of the apprenticeship
agreement where such differences cannot be adjusted locally or in accordance with the
established trade procedure.
(9) A statement that if an employer is unable to fulfill his obligation under the
apprenticeship agreement he may transfer such obligation to another employer and the
apprenticeship council shall be notified of such transfer in writing.
(I 0) Such additional terms and conditions as may be prescribed or approved by the
council not inconsistent with the terms of this act.
History: C. 1953, 35-8-6, enacted by L. 1959, ch . 58, §2.
Compiler 's Note.
For repeal and enactment of this section, see Compiler 's Note under 35-8-2.

Collateral References.
Apprentices
1.
6 C. J.S Apprentices 1 1.

35-&-7. Application of act- Voluntary election.- The provisions of this act shall
apply only to such persons, firms, political subdivisions , corporations, employer associations, or bona fide organizations of employees as voluntarily elect to conform with its
provisions.
History: C. 1953, 35·8· 7, enacted by L. 1959, ch. 58, §2 .
Compiler ~s

Note.

For repeal and enactment of this section, see Compiler's Note under 35-8-2.

35·8-8. Separability clause.-If any provisions of this act, or the application thereof,
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act and the application
of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.
History:

C. 1953, 35-8-8, enacted by L. 1959 , ch. 58, §2.

Compiler 's Note.
For repeal and enactment of this section, see Compiler's Note under 35-8-2.

Effective Date .
Section 3 of Laws 1959, ch. 58 pro vided : ..This act shall take effect o n July 1, 1959."

35·8-9 to 35-S.l L Repealed.
Repeal
Sections 35·8·9 to 35·8-11 , Code 1953 (L. 1949, ch. 50,

1

19 to II; C. 1943, Supp., 42-8-9 to 42·8·11 ),

relating to apprenticeship, were repealed by Laws 1959 , ch . 58, 11 which repealed
Sectio n 2 of the act enacted 35-8-2 to 35-8-8. See notes under 35-8-2.

35 ~8-2

to 35-8 -11 , Code 1953 .
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Appendix C
UTAH APPRENTICESHIP SURVEY
1.

Age at commencement of indenture _ _ __

2.

Present age _ __

3.

Sex:

4.

What was your marital status at the beginning of the apprenticeship program?

Male

_ _ Single

Female

_ _ Married

Divorced

_Separated

Widowed

5.

What was your marital status at the time you left the apprenticeship program?

6.

Number of dependents, excluding yourself _ _ _ __

7.

Are you currently employed?

8.

If yes, are you employed in a field related to your apprentice training?

9.

What is the highest grade of school or year of college you completed?

_ _ Single

_

Married

Yes

Divorced

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Year of college - - - - - - -

If yes, what courses were these? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Of those listed below. which was the most important source of ad11ice you recei11ed in making the deci sion to en te r an
apprent iceship?
Friend or relatille
VA counselor

12.

_ _Widowed

Have you taken any trade-oriented courses oHier than your apprenticeship after high school?
Yes

11 .

Separated

Is this position supervisory?

No

Grade in school - - - - - -

10.

_

Parents
School counselor
Personal decision
==Oth er (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What job experience did you have prior to becoming an apprentice? (Please check all that apply .)
I worked in the same general area as I served my apprenticeship in.
1 worked in a field entirely unrelated to that in which I was indentured.
I attended 11ocational school and had some classes related to my trade.
I attended college
I was in the military and was exposed to some trade work there .
I ente red apprenticeship directly from high school.
I entered apprenticeshi p directly from high school, but I had some experience in ti-le trade duri.,g
high school.
Other (plea5e explain briefly) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13.

Before you entered into the apprenticeship program, how well informed were you about the :
Well
informed
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Nature of the work
Working conditions
Rate of pay
J ob openings
Long· term future of trade
Time required for completion
Veteran's benefits
Advancement criteria

Somewhat
informed

Poorly
informed
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14.

How long were you employed as an apprentice?

15.

Please indicate t he general trade area in wh ich you tra ined as an apprentice.

_ _ 3-4years

_Over 4 years

_ 2 -Jyears

_ 1 -2years

_Less than a year

Construction {bricklayer, carpenter. electric ian, plumber, etc.)
Indust rial (draftsman, machinist. welder, tool and d ie maker, etc.l
Graphic arts (l inotype operator, pressman , photographer, etc.)
Service trades (mechan ics, barber , health occupation, cooks, etc.)

16.

Please check below the approximate average size of the firm or firms you worked with wh ile serving your indenture.

17.

During the apprenticesh ip program , what were your lowest and highest rates of pay?

_

Smalll1·19)

lowest
Highest
18.

Medtum ( 20-49)

$ _ _ _ _ per hour,
$ _ _ _ _ per hour,

S _ _ _ per week
S _ _ _ per week

Counting the journeyman rate for your trade as 100%, what percentage of th is was the rate you were paid?
My lowest pay was
My highest pay

19.

OR
OR

_ L arge (50 and above)

%of the journeyman rate.

was~ % of the journeyman rate .

Wh ich one of the statements below best represents you r opinion of the pay you received as an apprentice?
_ _ I would have been sat isfied with less pay , since I was only learning the trade .
_ _ Pay was reasonable fo r an apprentice.
_ _ Pay was too low for a person doi ng the same job as a journeyman.

_ _ Pay was reason abl e at the start. but should have been increased as the basics were learned.
20.

Please rate .f rankly your on-the-job apprenticeship training with respect to:

Excellent

Fair

Good

Poor

a. Quality of on-the-job instruction
b. Teach ing ability of the on·the·job instructors
(jou rneymen, etc.)
c . Equipment and tools on the job
d . Working conditions
e. Adequacy of job rotation so that all phases of
the trade were learned.
f. Supervision by journeymen
What was the approximate ratio of journey men to apprentices on you r job? - - - - - - - -

21.

Do you feel that you received adequate on· the-job training?

22.

Was a program of related classroom instruction provided as part of the apprenticeship?

23.

Pl ease rate frankly your related classroom instruction with respect to:

Yes

Yes

No

No

If not, go to question# 28.

Excellent
a.
b.
c.
d.

24 .

Fair

Good

Teacher's knowledge of subject
Teacher's interest in studenu
Equ ipmen t in the school
Usefulness and relevance of classroom
instruction to work on the job

How would you rate the overall quality of classroom instruction?
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Poor
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25.

How did you feel about the material presented in school during your apprenticeship?
Material was taught too quickly to understand all of it.
_ _ Material was taught at about the right speed.
_ _ Material was taught too slowly ; could have fin ished sooner.

26.

How would you rate the overall Quality of on -the-job training?

27 .

Were you ever laid off while serving your apprenticeship?

28.

What is your current approximate annual salary or wage income?

_ _Good

Excellent

No

Yes

29.

Poor

Fair

I was laid off _ _ times, and the longest period was for _ _ weeks.

Do you feel that the Utah Apprenticeshi p Council or its field representatives did everything they could to solve
problems which came up during your term as an apprentice?

No

Yes

30.

Why do you feel this w a y ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

31 .

Check one :

I completed the apprentice program.
_ _ I am currently participating in the apprentice program.
_ _ I cancelled out of the apprentice program.

32.

(This question is only for those who cancelled out of the program .) listed below are several common reasons an
apprentice might have for ending his or her indenture. Please review the entire list and check the catego'.Y which
indicates the importance of nch in your decision to terminate your indenture.
Very
important

Important

Of some
importance

a. I found a job as good as the one I cou ld have
gotten had I completed the apprenticeship
program .
b . The apprentice pay was too low, and I needed
more money.
c. I did not like the related classroom instruction.
d. My employer was not fair to the apprentices.
e. I was laid off from the apprentice job and found
another job I liked before being called back to
the apprentice job.
f. I just changed my mind about wanting to work
as an apprentice.
y. _ _ I went in·(O the military.
(just check if applicable)
h.
I decided to enroll in school fu ll-time.
~t check if applicable)
i. Other (explain) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

33.

Did your father or your mother ever take a vocational course of any type?
a. Father
b. Mother

No
No

Yes
Yes

Don ' t know
Don 't know

34. Was your father or mother employed in a vocational trade during your last year of high school?
Yes

No

Not important
at all
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_ _ Other (speci fy) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

35.

Race:

36 .

Were you a member of any labor union while serving your apprenticeshi p1

Black

White

===~~~·~u~~\~,::~~e~e~!~:;d:-t-o--,th-e-------------------~~ii::
_ _ No, I have never belonged to a union .

37.

Was your apprentice program administered by a J .A.T.C. (Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee)?

38.

We would appreciate any suggestions or comments you would like to make which you feel would serve to improve

Yes

No

the apprentice training program in U t a h · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix D
MANPOWER DEVELOPI\IENT SERVICE
tJTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · UMC JS · WGAN, UTAH 84312 · (801) 7Sl-4100 x 7203
Guy B. Hans.en. Oileclor
Lyn n W. Heninger , Associ21c Director

Ma.uon T. Bt-ntlcy
John R. Crarun

Robert C. Mecham

August 16, 1974

Dear Sir or Madam:
Manpower Development Service, Utah State University, in coo peration
with the Utah State Apprenticeship Council, is conducting a survey of current and former apprenti ces in the state of Utah in an attempt to determine
how the apprenticeship program . in Utah can be improved to make it more
effective in meeting the skilled training needs of Utah citizens.
The purpose of this study is to determine the opinions and attitudes
of people who have participated in apprenticeship, whether or not they
completed the program. It is hoped that in so doing, certain areas where
improvements can be made will be brought t o light, thus resulting in better
and more eff i cient apprenticeship programs.
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire that has been mailed to a sample
of persons who, like yourself, have participated in apprentice s hip programs
sin ce 1965. It consists of 38 questions, and it s hould take about fifteen
minutes to complete . Please complete the questionnaire and return it to us
in the enclosed , stamped envelope as soon as possible. All of your answers
will be held in strictest confidence.
Sin ce you are a member of a lim ited samp le, it is very important to
the success of this study that you complete and return the questionnaire
as soon as possible. Your r esponses will be a great aid in the improvement of skilled worker training in Utah.
Si7Jrely,

~&'(

If. f/4 t

W-C<---- .

Gary B. H a n ; d { e n
Dire~ctor
/
/
/

If

.

Mark Randle
Research Assistant
Enclosures
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Appendi x E
MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
liTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· UMC l5 · l.OGAN, l!rAH 84322 · (801) 752.-4100 x 7203
Gary 8. Hansen, Direclor
Lynn W. llemngtr , Associate Director
Mario n T . Bentley

John R. Cragun
Robert C. Mecham

September 20, 1974

Dear Sir :

A few weeks ago you should have received a letter and enclosed
questionnaire requesting your cooperation in a statewide survey of
former apprentices being conducted by Manpower Development Service
of Utah State University .
As of this date, we have not received your response. In order to
suc c ess fully complete this study, it is very important that you complete
and r e turn the ques tionnaire . In case you have lost or misplaced your
cop y of the questionnaire, we have enc l o s e d a no ther copy in this letter.
We realize this is a demand on your time and thank you in advance
for your cooperation.

Director
GBH/mr

Enclosures

CUMULATIVE RECORD OF APPRENTICE TRAINING 1964 TO 1972

1964

1965

1,095

1,111

1968

1967

1966

19 69

1970

1971

1972

2,013

2,060

99
128
221
169
617

208
189
313
246
956

NUHBER OF APPRENTICES ACTIVE JANUARY 1 EACH YEAR

1,193

1 ,086

1,348

. i,689

1,395

NUMBER OF NEW AND REINSTATED APPRENTICES
l s tQtr 67
2ndQt r
131
3rdQtr
142
87
4thQtr
TOTAL 427

7!
70
120
120
389

1 25
110
223

47
335

87
150
128

72

78

501

525

536

-

136
71

222
153
130
123
628

95
214
273
229
811

NID!BER OF CANCELLATIONS AND SUSPENSIONS OF AGREEME:ITS
l s tQtr 52
57
2ndQtr
31
3rdQtr
70
4t hQtr
TOTAL 210

85

82
43

52

34
16

32
36
54

53
184

234

215

37

56

48
83
270

334

235

7l

69

67

38
184

68
61
116

93

45

44
141
302

88

38

45
65

33
101

64

NUMBER OF APPRENTICES RECEIVING JOURNE'fi!AN CERTIFICATES
1stQtr 40
68
2ndQtr
JrdQtr
29
4thQtr
64
TOTAL 201

37

38

49
76
44

48

31
42

36

6
34

18

47

66

25

31
150

152

186

137
269
114

97

60
105

89

56

47
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43

109

75

24

39
44

65

~

265

290

567

1,689
1,671
1,792
1,871

2,013

2,060
2,073
2,002
2,125

ACTIVE APPRENTICES FIRST DAY OF EACH QUARTER

Jan 1
Apr 1
July 1
Sept 1

1, 095
1,070
1,076
1,158

I

1,111

t.

1,111

1,071
1,022
1,062

I

1,086

1,086
1,077
1,090
1,215

1,193
1,168
1,143
1,438

1 , 348
1,393
1,378
1,442

1,395
1,548
1,556
1,635

NUMBER OF ACTIVE APPRENTICES DECEMBER 31 EACH YEAR
I
'
2,013
1,689
1,348
1,395
1,193

\

I

1,923
1,906
2,002

N

0
0

2,060

2,201

201
Pl.G!: 't WO

Active
10-1-73

Trade

New

Comp

Cnc

Susp

J.ctive
12- 31-73

Pri nting
Car.;eraiT.a.n ( P la t ema. ker)
Printer (Composin g Room)
E:.1bo5sing Pressman
Lithographer
Offset Pressman
Pressman

3
2
2
1
14

15
1
1

31

32

Screen Pr ocess Printer
s=.ereo typer
'i'OTAL PRINTING

11.:..scellaneous Service
and Repair
d ... h~I

.:suo.r>binder
Eu.s.:ness Machine J.fech
::c..::,.:.nec l1aker-11i llman

Carman
C::Jmmercia l Artist
Cook (Hote l)
De: ... tal Lab Tec hnician
El.:=:=:r icic:.n (Other)

Electri c ian

(L & P)

Farm Equipmen t Nech
r.arage J.lecha nic
... a s Engine Uechanic

Glass 3lower

(Lab)

Gunsmith
Jeweler
Lineman
LOck & Safe Repai rman

:-1aintenance Mechanic
J.leatcutter
ite t c:.l

5
2
33
16
21
2
1

1
1
4

3

1
6.
141

1

6

128
40
5

35
16
27
2

18
3

5

37
4
8
4
1
2
4
140
5

6

1

7
4

1
2
4
153
5
1
12

17

26

14

2

Polisher1
11

El.~ctropl.ater

Opt ical Bench Techs
?hotographer

Plaster

&

Stone Caster

.?.adio-Television Repa irman
:?.efr iger a cion Nechanic
Sewing f.!a chine Mech
Shoe Repa irman
Sign Painter
v~holsr:.erer

TOT/,L NISCELLANEOUS

:;;c;.:!J) ':':J':i..L

11
1
1
10
23

14
23
6

6
2
l
7

1

1
1
8
520

510

62

37

15

2,706

250

94

121

15

2,725
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Appendix G

APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENT
Betwc:tn Appren1ice and Joint Apprc:ntice;hip Corruniua:

19
between the
day of
parties to
represented by the Joint Apprenticeship Committee, hereinafter referred to as the COMMIITEE, and
THlS AGREEMENT, entered into this

·''

born

hereinafter referred to as t he APPRENTICE, and (if a minor)

II
I

hereinafter referred to as his GUARDIAN, sha ll remain in effect and be binding on the
parties for a cumulative employment period of
hours or
years, except
that the follow ing stipulations shall apply.

(1) .

Arly conflict between this a gr~cnt and contract of wages and working cnnditions officially negotiated and in eff«t bctwecn the employer or employer

representati ves and the employees o r employee representatives in this (cr:.!t)
(comp<my ) shall be settled by givmg prccedenc~ to the Contract of Wages and
Working Conditions.
(2). During an initi;'ll probationary period as specili~ in the Standards of Appren ·
ticeship either the Apprentice. the Empluyc r , or the Committee may withdraw
from this agreement by giving nnt ice to the ot her p.:trties.
(3). Following the proba t io n::~ry perLod this agreement may be terminated only
for cause and such re;~so ns for the termination must be set forth in writing
to the other partie~ and to the Apprenticesh ip Council.
(4). The period of .o.pprcnt icc:~ hip :~hall be :~hor lcn\.-d by th~.: amount of
hours or
ye:1rs , w ith the n osulls that
hours or
years remain to be comp leted
which amount of time is hereby wanted by the Comm1ttce for previou.c; trade
~xpericnce and / or training which has already been satisfactorily completed by
the Apprentice.
WITNESSETH THAT: The (Comm ittee) (Employer) agrees to be responsible for
the placement and training of said Apprent ice In the trade of

"'

such work is a\·ailable with the ( Employer ) (Participating Employers) and in consideration
said Apprentice agrees to apply himsel f di ligen tly :md fa ithfully tn the work and studies
incidental to l ea m in~ the said tr:~dc dur i n ~ t he pcri nd of appre nt i('CShlp. in accord:mce wi th
the regulat ion~ o f the Comm ittee. The Pll1n and Standards of Appren ticeship referred to
herein are hereby incorporated in :md made a p., rt o f th is agreement. Difference$ between
the parties rel atin_c:- to matters or app ren ticesh ip which cannot be !'Cttled locally may be
refetted to the following agency or agencies (or consultation:
Urah Appmtliccship Council

IN WlTNE.<;S WHEREOF the !>3rties hereun to set their hands amt St'als:

! P AIIP"T Qll f;UAIIQIAN I

Registered with
UTAH APPRENTICESHIP COUNCIL

--

"fO l APPlfNTICf

~J

~~,--'

:;:
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Appendix I
The apprenticeship officials interviewed for this study were:
1.

Grant Tuckett, State Director of Apprenticeship.

2.

Dave Turner, State Director of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training.

3.

Ken Quayle, Veterans' Program Certification Officer and Field
Representat ive, State Apprenticeship Council.

4.

Full-time JATC coordinators:
L. Clark Cushing, I.B.E.W.
Edward Evans, Pipe Trades
Francis Crowley, Outside Linemen
Donald Nielsen, Carpenters
Leland Nielsen, Bricklayers
John Thornton, Operating Engineers
Ralph Van Dam, Ironworkers

5.

Roger Plothow , Director of Continuing Education, Utah Technical
College at Provo.

6.

Geoffrey Brugger, Training Coordinator and Consultant, Utah
Technical Co llege at Salt Lake.

7.

Terry Paskins, Coordinator of Extension Services, Weber State
College.
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